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INTRODUCTION

IN presenting this volume the authors do not repre.
sent it to be a complete exposition of life in the Astral
World, but only an elaboration of their lectures on
the subject delivered during their transcontinental
lecture tour of 1915-16, together with the lessons on
the subject issued by them to the students of The
Order of Chrislian Myctics during 1914-is.

To give a detailed description of the Astral World
in all its phases would require quite as many volumes
as a similar description of life in the Physical World.
But owing to the present confused and changing
conditions now manifesting on earth, during which
thousands upon thousands are seeking satisfactory
information on life alter death, it has been deemed
advisable to give the general outlines in a construc-.
tive way without waiting for leisure fully to elaborate
the subject. We wish to remind such earnest seek-
ers of the promise of Jesus: "I will not leave you
comfortless, I will come unto you. . . . And I
will pray the Father, and he shall give you another
Comforter, that he may abide with you forever,
even the Spirit of Truth. . . . Howbeit when
he, the Spirit of Truth is come, he will guide you
into all truth. . . . But the Comforter .

- (9)
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he shall teach you all things and bring all thingi
to your remembrance, whatsoever I have said untq
you." Therefore, unless Jesus was a false teachet
it must be true that we are intended to have a reali-
zation of the truth that life is immortal; that the
death of the body does not end all, and that a com-
mon-sense and rational understanding of it is ours
ifwe will only open our hearts and let in the Spirit
of Truth which shall both comfort us and set us free
from the bonds of ignorance, misconception and
misunderstanding. For only as we do open our
hearts and correlate with the Spirit of Truth can
it open our minds, expand our preconceived ideas,
dispel our prejudices and guide us into all truth.

In so condensed and non-controversial a presenta-
tion as this must necessarily be, no effort will be made
to convince the skeptical or present elaborate argu-
ments as to the reality of life after leaving the
physical body. it is assumed that the seeker to
whom these teachings will appeal has long since
been convinced of the survival of the personal con-
sciousness after death and is desirous of reliable
information concerning the varied conditions in
which that consciousness functions.

The fact of the survival of the personal conscious-
ness, with all its characteristic traits, after leaving
the physical body, we consider beyond the stage of
argument. It may seem absurd and illogical to the
untrained mind to be told that the common fluid
known as water is composed of two gases, oxygen
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and hydrogen, in the proportion of 1 to 2. But
the subject is not open to argument. It is merely a
question of information as to the facts discovered,
tested and proved by trained specialists in chemical
research. The same is true of the problems of life
after death. It is merely a question of information,
not only concerning what has been taught on this
subject by all great religions, spiritual teachers,
philosophers, mystics and saintsthe greatest minds
of the racethroughout the ages, but also conoern-
ing the confirmation of those teachings which has
resulted from the investigations of the keenest
scientific minds of the day, men whose word is
accepted as authority by the scientific world and
whose mere opinion is given the greatest considera-
tion.

While many of the teachings herein given find
confirmation in the several works on psychic phe-
nomena and after death conditions recently pub-
lished, the scientists who are investigating this
subject have not yet discovered all the facts herein
explained, because they have no 'ill-inclusive cosmic
fhilosophy to guide them and because they are
content to wander aimlessly in the lower regions of
the Astral World where the great Spiritual Teachers
are seldom if ever found. Their investigations,
sincere and honest though they be, are much like
laboriously searching through the plebeian sections
of a great city for a scientist or professor who could
explain the conditions met with, when all that would
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be necry would be to take 'a taxi through the
slums out to the university where hundreds of pro-
fessors who are authorities on all branches of knowl-
edge are to be found. Indeed, few investigators ask
their way to such centers of learning or even realize
that such exist in the Astral World.

As far as we are aware no previous attempt has
been made to dassify the various regions of the
Astral World on any logical or scientific basis. We
therefore endeavor to present the subject in a way
that can be readily grasped, not only by students of
the occult, but by the average intelligent reader.

Although there is no sharp demarcation between
the Realms herein described, they are not entirely
arbitrary divisions, for they follow and correspond
to the seven-fold division of man and nature so well
known to students.

We are well aware that there is a certain group of
mental scientists, such as the followers of Hudson,
Warman, etc., who consider all tnuiifestations of the
Astral World as due to the subconscious mind,
suggestion, auto-suggestion, telepathy from the liv-
ing, hypnosis, etc. While we cheerfully admit the
influen of all these factors, as described herein,
they still leave unexplained large gaps in our knowl-
edge of the Astral World and much of the undeniable
phenomena unaccounted for.

Many such teachers oppose any exposition of the
subject for fear that it will instil fear thoughts into
the mind, of the students, as if giving a traveller
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directions bow to pass in safety through the slums
of a great city was inculcating in him the fear of
entering it! Fear of a sub!ect, condition or experi-
ence can be conquered, not by denying its existence
or refusing to consider it, but by an accurate knowl-
edge of its most important phases and how to master
them.

Therefore, while we repeat all former warnings as
to the many real dangers of investigating the Astral
World without competent guidan, in this work we
have endeavored to remove all fear of the astral from
the minds of those who will give it serious study, by
clearly setting forth the constructive principles whose
application will master any condition encountered
therein.

The tezichings herein presented are not the result
of psychical research as ordinarily conducted, but ate
the teachings on this subject given the authors by
the teachers of the Order of Christian Mystics from
the higher Realms, transmitted through Mrs. Cur-
tiss by the independent method known as theopneusty1
while in full waking consciousness, in collaboration
with Dr. Curtiss, and verified by their personal
psychic experiences in the Astral World. These
teachings are therefore not a mediumistic report of
the experiences of one person and his deductions
therefrom, but form a constructive philosophy derived
from Those Who Know, which has been repeatedly
tested and proved reliable.

1Theopneusty is the mysterious power to bear orally the
teachings or directions of a Divine Being. Theopathy is the
ability to assimilate the nature of a Divine Being. Theophany
is the actual appearance of a Divine Being to a mortal.





REALMS OF THE LIVING DEAD

CHAPTER I

THE REALITY OF THE ASTRAL WORLD

"Three Hails, 0 weary Pilgrim, lead to the end
of toils, Three Hails, 0 eanquerer of Mara, will
bring thee through three states into the fourth,
and thence into the seven Worlds, the worlds of
Rest EternaL"

The Vole. of the Silesce Blavataky, 5-6.

TIIERE are so many conflicting teachings among
the Christian sects as to after-death conditions and
so much has been said of the allureznents and dangers
of the Astral World from the viewpoints of various
schools of oult teaching, that we feel the teachings
of The Order of Christian Mystics on this subject
should be plainly stated, so its pupils may have a
wider outlook and a clearer understanding of the
subject than we have seen in the many presentations
given elsewhere.

To many the very word astral is associated with
something uncanny and dangerous, yet its literal
meaning is "starry," from the Persian Islar, and it
is still used in this sense in astronomy when referring

(15)
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to the stars. Its technical use in occultism, however,
is in the sense of ethereal, finer or more subtle than
physical matter. But on account of the frequent
warnings, to many the word has become a bugaboo.
In fact in some schools of occult teaching there is
danger of the whole Astral World with its entities,
elementals, "spooks" and its various other inhabi-
tants, occupying in the course of time the position
of the oldtime hell, devil, imps, etc. Hen, even in
speaking to those who have thrown off the thrall of
fear under which the world shivered in the dark for
centuries, and who refuse to believe in "his majesty
the devil," we must be dear and positive lest we
merely continue the same fear, homage and propi-
tiation to the old beliefs under new names.

Other schools look upon the astral as the Heaven
World, and their highest aim and greatest endeavor
seems to be to reach into that world for the purpose
of communicating with their loved ones who, having
cast off the veil of flesh, are supposed therefore to
be dothed with glory and filled with omniscient
knowledge and omnipotent power, able to prophesy
and infallibly guide and instruct those who still
remain struggling with the bonds of matter and the
temptations of the flesh.

In these pages we will try to show that the posi-
tion of each of the above schools is correct to a lim-
ited extent, yet without a cosmic philosophy which
includes and gives its proper place to every phase
of the astral, each standing alone is an extreme which
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Is misleading and which is likely to lead its followers
into darkness and superstition quite as dense and
appalling as that of the Dark Ages.

Another school holds that because of the dangers of
the astral it is best neither to investigate nor study
about it until they have passed beyond it in their spin..
thai growth and can come back to it with full spiritual
enlightenment after leaving the physical. Students
who persistently hold such an idea, instead of being
wide awake when they reach the astral and learning
their lessons and progressing, will remain perhaps for
years in a sleeping condition, dreaming about what
they have conceived the Higher. Realms to be. The
teaching of the first school is but substituting one
fear-thought for another, while the second leads to
propitiation and worship of those who have cast off
the dense physical body, but whose character, morals
and disposition are no more changed than a man's
nature and character is changed by taking off his
overcoat. Such should be given the love, honor
and respect which would be conceded to them on
earth because of their character and ability, but no
more.

Job tells us: '"The thing which I greatly feared
is come upon me, and that which I was afraid of is
come to me."t A community swayed either by fear-
thoughts or by the worship of the departed, naturally
becomes intolerant and unbrothenly and such condi-

'Job, iii, 25.
2
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tions soon lead to persecution. For there is nothing
so apt to make a man a bigot and sap from his nature
all natural kindliness and love for his fellow man as
to dwell in fear. Fear of the Astral World may easily
come to oupy the place of the mediaeval fear of the
devil which manifested first as a great desire to save
man from the thing so greatly feared, as shown in the
fiery sermons and impressive admonitions of the early
church, then as a feeling of superiority over those
who refuse to believe in the doctrine of a literal ever-
lasting hell-fire, thus miking a separation between
those who were "saved" and those who were "lost,"
and finally le'ding by dearly defined steps to the
burning of heretics and all the horrors of the Inquisi-
tion. While we wonder how such things could be, as
we look back at those times, still we can recognize
that they took place not because the world was pas-
sing through a necary nightmare of horror, but
as a reasonable result of the natural growth of the
seedr of fw and prejudice sown in the hearth and
minds of ,ninldnd by the barbarous gospel of eter-
nal damnation. For if you could bring yourself
really to believe that a loved one would be burned
forever unless he believed as you were taught he
should, you might feel justified in resorting to means
revolting to your own nature to save that loved one
from such an eternal pnnslmment, even against his
will or wish.

Hence it is well to pause and consider, not the
enormity of the crimes of the Dark Ages, but what
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led to those results, and then search carefully in the
teachings of our own day to make sure that we are
not cherishing some belief that is the child of fear
and whose fruit of intolerance is perhaps even now
leading us to condemn those who believe differently,
even though that condemnation be but a shake of
the head, a pitying look, a shrug, or as is frequently
the case, a condemnatory utterance such as: "Those
who have developed astral senses are born diseased,
and those who communicate with the Astral World
are obsessed," etc. It is also a lack of understand-
ing which teaches that no one can communicate
with those who have passed on without trifling with
terrible dangers; that such communication must
necessarily hold the loved ones back in thdr evolu-
tion, etc. While today the ignorance, superstition
and consequent persecution does not reach the
lengths of thumb-screw and rack, yet it is none the
less hard to endure because it is more mental and
social than physical. But this must be expected front
the uncomprehending mas by the pioneers of every
advanced idea.

To understand the dangers of the second class of
beliefs, i. e., that the astral and its inhabitants is the
heaven world, we again have only to glance back over
history, for these two extremes of belief are always
found side by side. Just as ignorance and fear led
to persecution, so the practice of the second belief
gradually led to black magic, witchcraft, sorcery
and necromancy. A teaching or belief must be
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judged by its ultimate results, just as a man must be
judged by the life he leads. "By their fruits ye shall
know them." The teachings of Christian Mysticism
stand midway between these two extremes, for Truth
is ever found in the center, never at either extreme.

It must be remembered that while evolution is
eternal progress, the progress is spiral; also that
each Race and sub-race, as evolution pushes it up the
spiral Path, must reach a point directly over that at
which the departure from the true teachings began,
and it is at that point where it must meet the Karma
of the past and face similar temptations. As a
Race and sub-race we must listen to the voice of the
past and learn the lessons from the degradation and
suffering which sprang from the departure from the
true teachings, and carefully eradicate the karmic
seed which will be found sprouting in our midst, just
as the seed of a weed which we thought had been
killed out during the last season will be found sprouting
in the same place the next season. A wise gardener
will destroy the tiny shoots em they have time to
choke out the flowers. So it is with the seeds of
Karma. At each new cyde we must look for the seeds
'of the same old weeds with which we struggled in
the past and root them out, for to suffer the same
things over and over would no more exhaust their
Karma than for a gardener to allow the weeds to
grow and choke out his crops year after year in the
hope that ultimately the weeds would exhaust them-
selves and the flowers would triumph.
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The Race is now entering upon a new cycle; is now
on the spiral of evolution directly over the point where
the seeds of fear and intolerance, superstition and
witchcraft were planted in the former cycles. Hence
the necessity for advanced students, instead of deny-
big the existence of and turning away in fear from all
things connected with the Astral World, resolutely to
face them and try to gain a reasonable understand-
ing of their many phases; the many compensations
as well as the terrors, the helps and hindrances, and
the great opportunities to help humanity on the part
of those who understand these conditions. In short
it should be realized as the Sages have always taught,
that the Astral World must be faced and conquered,
not in the sense of being destroyed, but in the sense
of being annexed, colonized and ruled, just as the
Physical World must be conquered, annexed and ruled
ere we can truly be called masters of the land.

The first principle for the student of this subject
to grasp and realize is that the astral is a real and not
an imaginary or hypothetical world. As Sir Oliver
Lodge tells us: "Though intangible and elusive, we
have reason to know that Ether is substantial enough
far more substantial indeed than matter, which
turns out to be a rare and filmy insertion in, or modi-
fication of the Ether of Spa."1

Only that is real to us to which our consciousness
responds. Thus when we are unconscious or dreaming

I,
1 Raymond, Lodge, 319.
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the Physical World no longer exists to us, for our senses
do not respond to its vibrations. In the same way
the average man is unconscious of the Astral World
because his senses have not yet evolved to the point
where they respond to its vibrations and report its
conditions to his consciousness, yet is just as real and
it exists just as surely as does the Physical World
when we are unconscious of it. As man evolves,
however, all his senses will gradually and normally
become more and more sensitive and respond more
and more perfectly to the vibrations of the Astral
World, until he is as fully conscious of its various
conditions and inhabitants as he is of those of the
Physical World. For instance, the early races of
mankind had no eyes, but in the course of evolution
rtain sensitive spots in the face of those primitive
beings gradually developed until definite organs of
sight (the eyes) were evolved. Thus it is with the
opening of the astral eyes. This is the next step after
a certain stage in evolution is reached, and everyone
must reach it, whether be will or no, in due season.
Each one must learn to use his senses in the Astral
World and by experience learn to judge the truth or
falsity of their reports just as he must learn to use
his physical senses and understand their reports of the
Physical World. The dangers are real, just as are the
dangers of the Physical World, but they are no more
to be feared than those of the physical.

The Astral World has been defined to include "all
those vibrations that lie between the intensest physical
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activity, that is, the atomic-etheric state, and the
slowest mental activity, that is, the lowest division
of the world of mind." Realize then that the astral
is a material world, although composed of matter in
much finer and far more ethereal states than we find
it in the Physical World; in fact so ethereal that even
in us densest expression the physical senses are
scarcely able to respond to its vibrations. Neverthe-
less the astral is a material world which exists above
in the sense of being higher in rate of vibration,
the next higher octave, as well as extending far above
and beyond the earth's surfacearound and within
the Physical World, interpenetrating every atom
more completely than the air penetrates every building,
receptacle or body. "The earth," therefore, as the
famous venerable Bede tells us, "is an element placed
in the middle of the world, as the yolk is in the middle
of an egg." To understand how this finer astral
matter penetrates the coarser physical matter think
of a sponge lying on the ocean bed. The water (1st)
surrounds and penetrates every fiber of the sponge
The salts (2nd) in the water also penetrate the sponge.
A coloring fluid (3rd) may be added and it also pene-
trates the sponge. A certain amount of air (4th)
is dissolved in the water or the fish could not breathe.
This also penetrates the sponge. The light (5th)
penetrates the water and illumines the sponge. And
finally the water may be heated, and the heat (6th)
penetrates the sponge. Thus all these outer con-
ditions of various forms and densities of matter
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constitute the physical world in. which the life (7th)
of the sponge evolves and expresses itself. Just so is
our physical body and its life immersed in the sea
of the astral and in that sea must evolve and express
itself, whether conscious or not of the exact nature and
status of each surrounding element.

The astral is therefore a locality in space in relation
to the Physical World, just as the ocean is a definite
locality to the sponge, although completelysurrounding
and interpenetrating it, and of finer and more plastic
matter.1 But it is also a state of matter conditioned by
an octave of vibration above the octave within which
the Physical World manifests. Indeed its lower
Realms are so physical that under certain conditions
of condensation their inhabitants can be photographed
by the ordinary camera. This is not a mere theory
or even a debatable question, for the long and elaborate
scientific experiments of Sir William Crooks,2 during
which the materialized astral body of Katie King
was repeatedly weighed and photographed in his own
laboratory, in ample light and with his own instru-
nients, and later the experiments of the Society for
Psychical Research (to whose Annual Reports you are
referred) have long since settled the question both
as to the reality and the material nature of the sub-
stance of that world. Also an electrical instrument,
on the order of a telegraph instrument, devised by
David Wilson, M.A., of Cambridge, England, over

1 See diagrams, re 181.
Rssearckes in .psriluaiu,n, Crooks. See also Phoiographing

the inpisibk, Coates, and PSJChICQI Inwsligasionz, Hill.
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which he has received hundreds of independent com-
munications in all languages, using the Morse code
from those who have left the Physical World through
death, definitely settles the question of the possibility
of communication with the departed.t

Therefore since the reality and nature of the Astral
Worid and the possibility of conscious and intelligent
communication with it is no longer open to argument,
being merely a question of information as to the
advances of science, it behooves occult students to be
familiar with the main outlines and principles of that
World. But to describe it and its inhabitants in a few
short chapters is quite as difficult as to describe all
phases of the Physical World and its inhabitants
within the same limits. It appears as variously and
impresses each investigator as differently as does a
city, a landscape, the mountains or the sea, and hence
is described as variously. Necessarily then only the
more important phases and laws can be explained in
these pages.

tSee Occuit Review for June, 1917, for fuller report.

/





HAFER II

THE RIVERS OF LIFE AND DEATH

"And be showed me a pure river of water of life,
dear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne of
God and of the Lamb."

Rsdasos, xxil, 1.

Biwo taking up the detailed description of the
various divisions of the Astral World, it will be
helpful to note here the general description given in
our lesson The Rivers of Life and Death.

"One aspect of the Great Mother-force, and perhaps
its lowest, is that which is called the Astral World
or the astral plane, in which everything is reflected,
both from the spiritual Realms above and the earth
plane below. The ethereal and rarified matter of the
Astral World surrounds both this globe, its humanity
in general and each individual Soul just as the amniotic
waters do the unborn fetus, separating them from
direct contact with the higher worlds. And as the fetus
floats in the amniotic waters which protect it yet
separate it from direct contact with the mother and
the outer world, so humanity floats in the waters of
the Astral World, but unconscious of it. The amniotic
waters are a secretion of the mother for the protection
and nourishment of the fetus; for as they enter the

(27)
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digestive tract they furnish a large amount of water
and nourishing albuminous substances which initiate
the activites of the digestive glands and functions.
But in the last few months of prenatal life these
waters become contaminated with the excretions of
the digestive tract and the offscourings of the body,
and when absorbed these further stimulate excretion,
even some hours after birth. Just so with the astral
waters. While they are secreted from the Mother-
force and are necessary and nourishing in their higher
aspects, they also are ñlled with the emanations,
creations and offscourings of humanity, to breathe
in whichas is so often attempted through forcing
psychic development before the true spiritual birth.
means moral death or insanity just as surely as to
breathe in the contaminated amniotic waters would
mean physical death to the fetus. But sweeping
through these amniotic waters, via, the umbilical
cord, is a great stream of purified blood flowing from
the heart of the mother and carrying to the fetus the
currents of life-force and nourishment without which
its growth and development would be impossible.
So through the muddy waters of the Astral World
there is a great stream of spiritual life-forceto which
the blood corresponds in the physical planedirect
from the heart of the Divine Mother. And unless we
assimilate this f9rce of Divine Love and build it into
spiritual growth we will remain forever as spiritually
undeveloped and unborn as the fetus would physically
did it not assimilate the blood-stream from the mother.
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"Appreciating the significance of this symbology,
we see that we must indeed be 'born of water and of
Spirit.' For, just as the fetus is first born into and
spends its prenatal life floating in the amniotic waters,
so must we be born into and be surrounded by the
Astral World and imbibe its lessonseven imbibing
the knowledge of some of its lower and unpleasant
phasesere we can be born into the world of Breath
or Spirit. And in our undeveloped stage we float
blindly, not able to cognize our surroundings and
not able to breathe the true spiritual atmosphere.
After the fetus has m;b ted the Mother-force and
reached the last stages of its prenatal development,
it must begin to digest and excrete for itself em its
assimilative system is prepared to meet the conditions
of individual life which prevail after birth. Just so
em our spiritual birth. We are blindly fed by the
spiritual force of the great River of Life which flows
through the Astral World, but there comes a time
when we must imbibe for ourselves and assimilate
that which is good in the waters of the astral and
cast out that which we cannot utilize for our upbuild-
ing and ongoing. In other words, our organs of
spiritual digestion and elimination must be developed
and begin their funtions ere we are ready to meet
the conditions of independent individuality in the
higher Realms after our mystical new birth.

"Among the Greeks the River of Life was symbol-
ized by the river Styx, a river of life and immortality
which flowed through Acadia and emptied into the
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river Acheron. The river Styz was considered the
most sacred of all rivers, so much so that Zeus, the
Father of the Gods, ordained that the most solemn
oaths of the Gods should be sworn upon it. If such an
oath were violated the forsworn had to lie in a trance
for a year and then for nine years was debarred from
the society of the Gods. The river Acheron, on the
other hand, the river into which the Styx flowed,
was regarded as the River of Death which separates
our manifested existence from the state they called
the nether world; the river of the nether regions over
which the Souls of the Dead were ferried by the
mystical boatman Charon. The reality of this
symbology is quite plain once we remember. that
Acheron, the River of Death, is the great stream of
astral force which surrounds mankind like the amniotic
waters do the fetus. So there is indeed a real River
of Deathas there is a real River of Lifeover which
the Souls of all who pass out of physical life must
cross. But unless they have had their spiritual birth
while still in the physical life, they cannot cross at will
but are ferried over by the mystical boatman Charon,
generally in a state of unconsciousness which lasts
for a longer or shorter period according to their
development and their knowledge of these conditions.
This is why so many who return to communicate
with mortals from that which is called 4the other
shore' describe most graphically how they awakened
upon the shore of a great dark river whose swift
current silently flowed between them and their loved
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ones, describing also the Angel of Light who bore them
across. Those who have had much experience with
psychic research and have communicated with those
who have 'passed over the river' are amazed at the
great mass of testimony which is given concerning
this River and its Angel, yet as it is a very real river
of force this should not be surprising. Since the litera-
ture and religion of man from the most remote ages
bear the same testimony, there must be an universal
principle back of the symbology, 1. e., the River of
Death is the stream of astral force, secreted by the
Great Mother, which flows around our universe as
the amniotic waters do the fetus.

"In one aspect this River of Death is the river
Jordan over which the Children of Israelthe Chosen
of the Lordmust pass to enter the Promised Land.
Physically the Jordan is a rushing, turbulent and
very muddy stream, accurately symbolizing its astral
counterpart. For the astral, being the great reflector,
contains all the mud, debris and offscourings of earth
mingled with the pure, clear Waters of Life from the
spiritual plane. And those who venture into its
muddy, turbulent currents without an Angelic Guide
not a mere disembodied friend or astral entity, but
a Master of Lightto bear them safely over, or with-
out the spiritual growth by which they have become
consciously united to the great River of Life from their
Divine Mother, are apt to be either swept away by
the swirling currents or be attacked by the denizens
of the Deep. Yet the law is that this River of Death
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must be crossed. In other words, though we may be
ferried over this River many, many times from the
Gate of Death, we can never pass over dry shod and
enter the Promised Land until we dare to respond to
the call of Joshua, The Christ-man, who commands
the waters to divide, and follow Him across.

"Many will say at once, 'Have we not been warned
of the dangers of entering the Astral World and of
developing our psychic faculties?' To which we
answer, 'Yes.' We do not advise any effort being made
to open such faculties or any attempt made to function
in the Astral World until you have become so pure of
heart, so true of spirit, so faithful to your Teacher, so
kind and loving that you can consciously drink of the
crystal waters of the River of Life em crossing Jordan.
For these waters must become 'a well of water spring-
ing up within you into everlasting life,' and you must
be able consciously to bathe in the Crystal River
'proceeding out of the throne of God,' the place where
the Divine in you rules all your conditions, your life
and all its activities. For there are many and ter-
rible dangers. There are sunken rocks, covered with
slime; quicksands and pools of viscous mud; there are
venomous snakes and many unsightly creeping things,
and there is all manner of disease and filth in this
stream.

"Therefore, we repeat alt previous warnings and
say, Do not attempt to enter or cross this stream
until you have the power to say to its waters, 'Divide
that I may cross dry shod.' Only as you enter at
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the command of The Christ-man Joshua can you
make all that is good and pure and helpful stand as a
wall of protection and helpfulness upon your Right
Hand, and all that is evil or impure to flow away on
your Left Hand and out of your life, to be swallowed
up in the Great Deep. You are then not attempting
to cross in your own strength or at the command of
curiosity or desire for sensation and psychic experi-
ences, but are following the Ark of the Covenant in
obedience to your Divine Guidance.

"Just as the intrepid mariner Odessus, who would
fain cross this river and penetrate into the nether
world, had to steer his ship a middle course lest, on
the one hand, the.alluring voi of the siren Scylla
should charm his sailors (faculties) and one of her
seven arms pluck them from the deck to be devoured,
and on the other hand, lest his ship be sucked in and
engulfed by the roaring maelstrom of Charybdis, so
must the advanced student, when he has learned to
master his ship of life, sail a middle course between the
honeyed voice of Scylla enticing him to develop his
psychic faculties and enter the Astral World of
glamor and fascination, and the lure of Charybdis
which will engulf his life in various forms of astral
intoxication and psychic debauchery. For this is a
World to be passed through under perfect control, but
is not the Father's home. It is the Hall of Learning.
In it thy Soul will find the blossoms of life, but under
every flower a serpent coiled.' But essay the pas-

'The Voice of the Silence, Blavatsky, page 6.
3
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sage the student must when his ship of life is captained
by Odessus. In other words, we will never become
truly enlightened or illumined; will never become the
mystical 'Sons of God' so often referred to, with our
Third Eye open, able both to see and know and under-
stand, until some time in the course of our evolution
and training, of our own free will and without wailing
for the Angel of Death to carry us, we can walk boldly
into Jordan at the command of Joshua and cross over
dry shod. In Eastern scriptures the neophyte who
takes this step is referred to as 'He who has entered
the stream.'

"The first step in conquering this River of Death
and crossing into the Promised Land is correlating
your consciousness and life, not with Astral World,
but with the great spiritual blood stream from the
Divine Mother, the River of Water of Life. Once
dipped in this stream, as Achilles was dipped in the
river Styx by his mother, Thetis, and you become
invulnerable to every phase of temptation and evil.
And it is only by bathing your life in Divine Love
and Compassion that invulnerability and immortality
can ever be attained. And it is only the Divine
Mother-love that can dip you into this stream of
Immortal Life without overlooking the heelthe
first part of the foot (understanding) to touch the
earthas did the mother of Achilles, and enable you
to conquer death.

"Strive therefore, for the Divine Love and Wisdom
which shall enable you to learn your lessons out of
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every psychic or astral experience which the Great
Law brings to you in the course of your normal devel-
opment, but keep ever in mind that you are but
marching through these experiences to the Promised
Land





CHAPTER fiT

THE SEVEN REALMS

"Without any idea of the future our existenco
would be purely nieiitnical and meaningless; with
too little eye to the futurea mere living from
hand to mouthit becomes monotonous and dulL"

Raymond, Lodge, 312.

JUST as the Physical World is called the "Hall of
Ignorance," 1. e., ignorance of our Real or Spiritual
Self and our spiritual destiny, so the Astral World
is called the "Hall of Learning." And while the
student is warned of its dangers, just as a young man
is warned of the dangers of the Physical World as he
leaves the shelter of the home, still only as he faces
these dangers and learns to conquer them can he
reach the "Hall of Wisdom," whether physical or
spiritual.

In reality the dangers of the astral, although in
many respects different, are no greater than the
dangers of the Physical World. For instance, in using
your sense of sight in the Physical World many dangers
are encountered. The babe who is just beginning to
use this sense is not allowed to play with hat pins,
scissors or other pointed instruments lest he put his

(37)
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eyes out ere he learns to use them. His eyes are
exposed to many other dangers; a speck of dirt, a
cinder, an insect may wound the eye; a condiment
such as pepper, mustard, or vinegar may be trans-
ferred from hand to eye after eating or the eye may be
infected from the handkerchief or bit of dust. Later
in life the eyes may witness unpleasant scenes such
as filth in the gutter, dirty and disgusting men and
women, tramps, drunkards, etc., may witness fights,
accidents and disasters; may gaze on pictures or
actions which stimulate evil thoughts and animal
passions. But because of all these dangers which the
eyes must encounter, do we cover the child's eyes
with a bandage and refuse to let it develop the func-
tion of sight because it is too dangerous? or say that
it is better for him to do without seeing until he has
grown up and can better judge how to use it? No.
Rather do the parents teach the child to understand
and judge that which it sees. The same rule of
common sense applies to the development of the
functions of our senses in the Astral World; for the
axiom, "AS above so below; as below so above"
is an universal rule which applies to all Worlds.

To endeavor to skip over this World and avoid its
lessons would be to become a hothouse plant and
develop the same kind of moral and spiritual fiber
as does the young man who is brought up on the
"sheltered life" plan, unable to stand alone because
ignorant and fearful of the experiences of real life.
But just as the child should be trained in the funda-
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mental principles which make for sterling character,
if he is to face the dangers and conquer the tempta-
tions of the world, so must the student of occultism
be trained in the application of the same principles
in the higher Realms; to unswerving trust in the power
of God and of The Christ within; to courage, honesty,
purity of lifQ and thought, truthfulness and fearless-
nessoftheWorldheisentering. Whensotrainedhe
"knows no doubtful hopes, no absurd fears, because
he has no irrational beliefs: he is acquainted with the
extent of his power; and he can dare without danger."
It is knowledge of the details of the astral which shall
take away the fear of the danger of it, that we desire
to expound in these pages.

In the previous chapters we found that the astral
was a material world, although its higher Realms
differ from its lower as much as air differs from earth.
We also found that these Realms were not arbitrary
divisions or mere claifications, but were separated
from each other as naturally as are air, water and
earth, although co.existing and intermingled, just as
are the different forms of physical matter.

Just as the Physical World and man himself is
divided by nature into seven subdivisions, according
to the various forms and conditions of manfestation
of which the World and man are made up, so the Astral
World is naturally divided into seven subdivisions-
Ralrn as we shall call them, for they are more than

'T, Magic, Levi, 89.
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mere sub-planescorrespondingto the seven principles
of man, in each subdivision or Realm of which one
of the seven Worlds of Manifestation is represented
and has its characteristic manifestation. Perhaps we
can get a better idea of what these Realms are like if
we go back to our simile of a sponge and consider the
water, the salt, the coloring matter, the air, the heat,
the light and the life, each as corresponding to a
separate Realm with its own characteristics.

Each Realm is divided into seven Orders and each
Order into seven suborders.' This classification is
therefore not an arbitrary one, but is in harmony
with the universal seven-fold classification of the
universe. It therefore gives us a sound and scientific
basis which we may safely follow in our future con-
sideration and discussion of that World.

These seven Realms we have classified as follows,
giving their correspondence to the Worlds of Mani-
festation.

The Realm of Rftcction.
Corresponding to the Physical World.

The Ethereal or Etheric Realm.
Corresponding to the Astral World.

The Realm of the Life-force or Vital Realm.
Corresponding to the World of the Life-force

or Pattern World.
The Desire Realm.

Corresponding to the Desire World.
* S.. TA. Vow. of Isis, Curti.., Chapter III.
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The Mental Realm.
Corresponding to the Mental World.

The Sjiritual or Insjirational Realm.
Corresponding to the Spiritual World.

The Divine or Ecstatic Realm.
Corresponding to the Divine World.

If we regard the Astral World as the next higher
octave above the physical, its seven Realms will cor-
respond to the same Realms or notes of the Physical
World, but in a higher octave, hence will have cor-
responding characteristics. If this analogy is kept in
mind one of the greatest stumbling blocks for the
student will be eliminated. One cause for confusion
is that many psychics, all who claim to understand
life in the Astral World and whose testimony is hard
to refute, give out contradictory reports, scarcely
any two agreeing. But we would get just as differ-
ing reports if we asked a miner who spent his life
under ground, a deep sea diver, a sailor, a farmer and
an aviator to describe life in the Physical World as he
saw it in the Realm in which he worked. The Report
depends upon the Realm or Realms to which the psychic
vibrates or is attracted.

If the psychic reaches but one Realm the others
are just as non.existent as are the seven prismatic
colors to one who is born color-blind or as are other
musical tones to insects which respond to but one.
This, together with the further illustrations given
under each heading, will explain the discrepancies
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and conflicting statements which are so puzzling to
the student. To gain a true understanding of the
Astral World we must not take the statements of
any one psychic, but must study the philosophy of
that World under those Great Teachers who have
mastered the astral as well as higher Worlds and are
able to express their knowledge in a convincing and
scientific manner.

Sin the Astral World as a whole is the World of
sensation and desire all its Realms partake of those
characteristics, although greatly enhanced and inten-
sified by the far more ethereal conditions of that
World. This should be borne in mind as each Realm
is studied. It should also be remembered that the
World entered through the gate of death indudes as
many states of consciousness, and even more, than
the Physical World, which is entered through the
gate of birth, for birth into the Physical World is
death to the Astral World, just as death to the Physi.
cal WoridisbirthintotheAstral World.



CHAPTER 1V

THE REALM OF REFLECTION

ThE SCENERY

"If freed thou would'st be from karmic chains,
seek not for thy Guru in those mayavic regions."

The Voice of the Silence, Blavataky, 7.

"He who died at Ama sends
This to comfort all his friends;
Faithful friends! it lies, I know,
Pale and white, and cold as snow;
And ye say, 'Abdallah's dead!'
Weepmg at the feet and head.
I can see your falling tears,
'I can hear your sighs and Irayers;

'let I smile and whisper this,
'I am not the thing you kiss,
Cease your tears and let it lie!

It was mine, it is not I."
After Death in AroMa, Arnold.

TUE first Realm above the Physical World, in rate
of vibration, we term the Realm of Refieclion. Here
we find reflected every object which exists in the
Physical World, or to be more accurate, the physical
objectman, animal, vegetable as well as all socalled

(43)
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inanimate thingsis the reflection or materializa-
tion of its astral duplicate. Here we find the astral
pattern of all living things. But everything is seen
reversed as in a mirror. For instance a number such
as 123 would be seen as 321, etc. This fact caused
the editors of Mme. Blavatsky's manuscript for The
Secret Doctrine much labor at first when they tried to
verify the quotations made by her from books pre-
sented by her Teachers to her astral vision, for she
frequently forgot to reverse the number of the page.
When the editors learned this, if the quotation was
not found on the page indicated, it would invariably
be found on the page bearing the reversed number.
This feature of the astral alone accounts for many of
the mistakes of untrained psychics who are not
familiar with this law.

Day and night are also the reverse of the corre-
sponding periods on earth. Hence it is generally
easier for a sensitive to contact the astral at night,
although to one who is properly trained it makes
little difference; for so-called night exists only in the
Realm of Reflection, and Ethereal Realm and the
Desire Realm. And even in these it is far from being
the same as an earthly night, although the moon and
stars are visible.

While the scenery of this Realm is the counterpart
of the scenery of earth it is much more, for here there
is a luminosity and translunce difficult to describe,
which makes familiar objects far more brilliant and
beautiful and reveals their true nature far more than
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does their physical counterpart on earth. While
plants, trees, animals and people are all seen here they
can also be seen through, just as on earth we can see
into and through a glass of water for instance. In
the Astral World we can also see all sides at once and
not in perspective, and with the glow and colors
imparted to everything by the currents of life-force
which sweep through them. For the Astral World
is a world of four dimensions instead of three. For
this reason all attempts to locate the various Realms
of this world in space or to limit its phenomena to
our three dimensional conceptions, lead to misconcep-
tion and materialization.

Wild animals, snakes, etc., are also encountered in
the astral, but only in the localities corresponding to
where they would naturally be found on earth.
Every animal does not have a conscious life in the
Astral World, as it takes many animals of one kind
toexpresatheGroupSoulofaspecies. Henceitis
only the more advanced animals that are sufficiently
individualized to have an astral life. This is most
common among those which have had some kind of
contact with man and have absorbed more or less of
his emanations of individuality. Hence it is common
for all domesticated animals to be found in the astral,
and even wild animals which have been hunted by
man. This is one explanation of the astral tigers,
elephants and other wild animals so frequently seen
in India and other jungle countries. Another expla-
nation is that the leaders of packs, herds and flocks
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are the most advanced, hence are usually individual-
ized enough to have a life in the Astral World.

Here also the vegetation follows the seasonal
changes of the various countries, but they occur
somewhat in advance of their manifestation on earth.
For that which is to manifest on earth descends from
the higher Worlds into the Astral World and later
is embodied on earth. We must not think, however,
that it is the physical forms of objects that are thus
seen, for this is not the case. As a rule physical
objects are not seen from the Astral World, except
during the period of dense earth attraction just after
leaving the Physical World and while the conscious-
ness is responding to the keynote of the physical more
than to the astral.

Since love is the greatest attractive power, one
in the astral may choose to remain in dose
physical contact with a loved one on earth for
many years. For instance, a mother may remain
so dose to her children on earth that she would be
able to see into their physical conditions throughout
their entire lives, although she would gradually tend
to see into the conditions in their hearts and minds
rather than their phýsical conditions. There are,
however, certain exceptions. By special training,
analogous to that required for a mortal to see into the
Astral World, one in the astral may be taught to see
into the Physical World; for the astral body when
purified emanates a form of radisnce which under
proper conditions can be projected into dense physi.
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cal matter and thus mnke the physical visible. Also
the presence of a certain type of physical medium
enables the one in the astral to see physical objects
and persons. Otherwise the objects of the Physical
World are just as non-existent to the dweller in the
astral as are the things of the astral to the average
dweller in the physical. Those in the astral see the
astral bodies of physical objects, animals and people,
which are more or less luminous, or more or less
foggy or dense, according to their degree of develop-
ment. But since the consciousness of those dwelling
on earth is not functioning in their astral bodies
but in the physical, they appear asleep, insensible
or unresponsive to those on the astral, except when
the consciousness of the earth dweller is responding
more or less imperfectly to the Astral World during
dreams, visions, trances, etc.

The Realm of Reflection being the most objective
of the Astral World, may be called the physical aspect
of the astral. The astral bodies of the great majority
of the lesser evolved humanity who have left the
Physical World therefore naturally gravitate to this
Realm. Many such so-called "spirits" report
through mediums that there is no heaven world or
perhaps, since their sensations are far more acute,
that they are worse off than when on earth, thus
showing that they are living what is little more than an
extension of their life on earth, be that life pleasant
or unpleasant. For the interests of those dwelling in
this Re2lm of Reflection are largely what they were
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on earth and they have similar gatherings and organi-
zations, card-parties, clubs, churches, theatres, recrea-
tions, etc, which attract those whose desires aflinitize
them.to such gatherings, each one going just where he
or she belongs by affinity.

Here also teachers and helpers from the higher
Realms descend to help and instruct those who are
seeking to understand their changed conditions and
surroundings. Many, however, are so absorbed in
the earth attractions and in trying to communicate
with their friends on earth that they will not listen or
pay any attention to such teachers, just as there are
thousands on earth who will not listen or pay any
attention to such teachings as are set forth in these
lessons, although they are accessible to all.

One feature of such help should receive special men-
tion. There is an organization in the higher Realm!
similar to the Red Cross Society which has workers
whose duty it is to descend into this lower Realm to aid,
care for, comfort and instruct thosewho are passing out,
especially thosewho Imow something about the change
and are willing to listen and receive instruction. This
organization is specially equipped to watch over, help
and instruct those who are passing out in great num-
bers in times of disaster, pestilence and war; indeed
many soldiers as soon as they are fully awakened to
the astral conditions are enlisted in this astral Ambu-
Ian Corps, and most of them eagerly give their
services, under the able instruction of appointed
teachers, until they can be taught no longer to identify
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themselves with earth conditions. Those who will
not profit by instruction must be left, just as such
must be left on earth, to learn through experience,
perhaps by suffering, if they will not learn without it.

Those who know of these helpers can therefore be
met and be taken care of, students of this Order being
met by members of the Order over there acting under
the direction of the Teacher of the Order. They can
also arrange for their loved ones to be met by a recep-
tion committee which will include the dear ones who
have gone before, provided they are still interested
in those left behind and naturally wish to welcome
them. Such a reception is by no means confined to
members of the Order of Christian Mystics, for all
that is necessary for anyone in any part of the world
is to send out a mental wireless call for the invisible
helpers and the loved ones will be gathered to greet
the newcomer. These facts are the basis for the belief
in the efficacy of prayers for the deadpurgatory
being simply the lower Realm of the Astral World
also for the belief in the value of baptism for the dead
as advocated by St. Paul for not only do such
prayers surround the loved one with comforting,
helpful and protective thought forces, but they also
serve to call the attention of the invisible helpers
to their needs. Therefore if in the course of your
development you should contact a departed one who
needs help, instead of allowing him to throw his condi-

* I Cor., xv, 29.
4
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tion over you or control you, ,ne,aally tell him to call
for helpers and seek the Light, and that if he desires
to communicate with you he must stand some distance
away and communicate mentally in the manner we
ahall describe when we take up the Mental Realm.1

A great work could be done by Spiritualists who
attend seances if, instead of seeking merely for per-
.sonal messages for themselves from those who have
passed over, they made a point of exphnng to all
who visited them from the astral, that a cry for help
and Light would at any time bring to them one of
the teachers who could and would joyfully help them.
There are many earnest and loving persons who do
this and aid manySoulsin the astral to find help and
comfort. But on the other hand at almost every
séance there will be one or more wandering Souls
seeking aimlessly for their friends and relatives left
behind, because they feel they must renew the old
relationship, knowing naught of any other. Children
are often heard crying for a mother, also mothers
seeking their children, and if the relative happens
not to be known by the sitters, how often selfish and
heartless remarks are made, such, for instance, as
"No one here knows your child, so pass on," when
one word of help would mean so much.

It should be clearly understood that no one is
confined to this Realm of Reflection except by the
density of his astral body and the earthliness of his
thoughts and desires, just as no one is confined to

lS page 179.
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materialistic thoughts while on earth unless he SG

desires. For in this Realm a cry or even a strong
desire for Light and help will bring it.

While the astral body is still dense and heavy with
the water vapor, gases and. magnetism of earth, the
recently deceased person is apt to think he can be
transported only by walking, running or riding in
conveyances. He therefore walks or rides either
in the astral counterpart of such vehicles or in the
thought-forms of them created either by himself or
collectively by all who think they need such vehicles.
Later on they learn that so little energy is required
that the astral body can be transported by the will,
a strong thought of or desire to be in a certain place
transporting it there almost immediately. Although
there is usually a sense of a definite journey through
the air. During such incredibly swift passages the
emanations of their auras stream out behind them and
are often mistaken for wings by untrained psychics.
Many mortals dream of flying through the air because
they remember such journeys made in the astral
during sleep or because they remember such experi-
ences during their excarnate existence previous to
their present incarnation.

The recently deceased thinks he can be nourished
only by the same kinds of food which were necessary
for his physical body. In fact the glamor of this Realm
makes him think that he must carry on life just as he
did while on earth and subject to the same laws, and it
may be a long time before he learns better. Hence,
many of the more ignorant and less advanced, as well
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as the "high livers" and the gluttonous are found
thronging the kitchens of hotels and restaurants and
sucking in the vapors and emanations from the food
that is being cooked, as do many others in the
kitchens of their former homes. The more intelli-
gent are able to draw to themselves duplicates of
their favorite dishes, the creative power of their
thought forming them not as mere illusions, but from
the astral emanations of the physical substances.
For while the astral body still contains so much
dense earth magnetism and matter the need is still
felt for some formeven if it be only the less material
of physical food.

The law of specific gravity obtains here as well
as in the Physical World; just as a physical
object or body will sink or float according to its
density, so the astral body will sink into the
denser strata or will float up into the particular
stratum and Realm to which it is aflinitized. We are
told "AS a man thinketh in his heart so is he," and
in the Astral World this fact becomes very apparent.
Here we literally find ourselves in the environment
our thoughts had created while on earth, with the
same kindred Souls and living out the true inmost
thoughts and desires of our heart which perhaps on
earth we had tried to hide, for here there is no clonic
to hide our true inner desires. As we think, so are
we. Therefore to some it is hell, to some but an
.extension of earth life, while just as surely to others
it seems to be Heaven. Both these regions will be
dealt with more fully later on.
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The more degraded haunt barrooms and brothels.
In an effort still to experience the desired sensations.
(This phase will be treated more fully when we
describe the Desire Realm.) But as the denser
atoms fall away and the earth attraction loses its
power the person finds that in some mysterious way
he is transported through the air wherever in thought
he desires or wills to be, and is nourished by currents
of force brought to him by the mere thought of food,
and still later he forgets all about the necessity for
food.

While the astral body may remain for a long time
in this Realm the consciousness can soar into the
higher Realms at any time, provided the desire t
reach up is present, just as 'with those still on earth
the consciousness can leave business and household
cares and soar into the realms of literature, art,
science or spiritual thought. In other words, desire
is the governing factor in the Astral World even more
fully than on earth. But in this more ethereal
WorW the desire promptly brings the condition
desired, while on earth its attainment is hampered and
delayed by the limitations of the more dense and rigid
matter which must be overcome ere it can manifest.

The substance of the Astral World is so ethereal
that it is moulded by thought, hence any entity who
understands the mechanism can assume any appear-
ance it desires, even that of an angel of light, as St.
Paul tells us? For instance, it is quite common for

'II Cor., xi, 14.
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excarnate entities to copy the appearance and ape
the manners of some great personage, and to appear
to sitters at a séance under high sounding names,

generally claiming to be great teachers and endeavor-
ing to gain the confidence of their dupes and ultimate
victims through flattery, lust or promises of great
attainments or rewards to be granted if they give
implicit obedience to them, or more commonly to tell
theni of some great and important work which they
can only accomplish through the help of the entities.
Therefore beware of any entity, voice or guide who
tells you how great you are, were or are about to
become, or who offers you great reward, or who sug-
gests to you that some one is your "soul-mate" and
that with this person's help you can do great things,
or who fires your imagination and stimulates your
passion by giving you vague and insinuating hints of
a lover, soul-mate or affinity, or some other romantic
relation; for all such are seeking to enter your aura
over the line of flattery, greed or desire, that they
may sap your vital life-force and use you as an
instrument to gratify their own desires.

Again, elementals or spirits take possession of a
cast-off astral body and animate it with a semblance
of life and appear to a sitter as his father, mother or
some loved one whom they are impersonating. This
fraud can easily be detected, however, for such an one
although cunning, has but a modicum of reflected
human intelligence and can seldom go further than
to repeat events or phrases still pictured in the
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brain of the cast-off astral body, or to repeat some
catch phrases used by the medium such as, "I am
happy and progressing," and if asked: "How is
Mary?" will say: "Mary is progressing, good-bye."
For it must be remembered that the Astral World
is a World of illusion, and just as we find many
on earth trying to be something much greater and:
more important than they really are, so in this World
they endeavor to gain importance and a foflowing
of dupes on the physical plane by claiming to be
other than themselves. It is only dupes in the
Physical World, however, whom they deceive, since
in the Astral World, as we have explained, it is
possible to see through as well as around things and
people, hence their true nature is plainly discerned..

Such eleinentals or entities, if given power through
recognition, propitiation or obedience, imbibe sufil-
dent human mind stuff from their followers to mk-
themselves more or less intelligent in a cunning sort
of way and often acquire great power over their
victims. No one need have any fear of such entities,
however, for two reasons: First, one will seldom
encounter such entities unless he affinitizes with
them, hence attracts them to him or unless he seeks
them out, just as he would seldom come into con-
tact with drunkards, &min2k and degenerates on.
earth unless he deliberately entered their habitat In
the astral as in the physical, you seek the association
of those with whom you affinitize. Second and most
important, no one should fear the entities of the astral
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because they can always be controlled or driven away
by the invocation of Spiritual Ught, either through
prayer, a challenge as to their identity 4 In the Name
of the Living Christ" or a determined demand for
Truth, such as we will give more fully elsewhere.

This does not mean that you should send out a dial-
lènge of defiance to everything in the astral, for there
are entities of great power and malignance which it
would be very foolish to arouse or invite to combat.
But it does mean that you have a sure means of pro-
tection against anything you may encounter in the
uie of your normal development. Ml messages
received from the departed must be received with the
same good common sense and be judged by the same
standards that you would use in dealing with the
world; indeed even greater caution must be úsed
sin the glamour and delusion of this Realm is more
difficult to resist, yet good sense, and a firm trust in
the power and protection of the Christ within can
make you fearless and able to cope with all its decep-
tions. "In it thy soul Will find blossoms of life,
but under every flower a serpent coiled."

Here also are found the astral graveyards whete
the discarded astral bodies are gathered.t

1Voic. of SM Silence, Blavatskv, 6.
'Pupils who are still on earth sometimes wander into such

legions while out in the astral, just as they ndght wander into a
physical graveyard, and are often badly frightened by the ghastly
sights encountered, but a strong thought will immediately carry
them up through caaway from such regions.



CHAFFER V

THE ASTRAL DOUBLE

"As a sian throweth away old garments and
putteth on new, even so the dweller in the body,
having qoltted its old mortal frame, entereth Into
others which are new."

Bhcgaiwid Giga.

IN the case of both man and the animals their
astral pattern is not direcfly related to the physical
body, but projects from itself a shadowy counter-
part called the astral double. This double is capable
of infinite contraction so as to be contained in the
fetus and become the basis of the physical manifes-
tation. The growth of the fetus simply abstracts the
physical elements from the mother and builds theni
into the meshes of the astral double, thus materializ-
ing it. This double is not only the model into the
meshes of which the physical is built, but it is also
the vehicle by means of which the currents of life-
force from the astral body, which is always in the
Astral World, as well as the life-force liberated by
the digestion'of food and derived from the water
and air, reaches and supports the physical body.
"It is the reservoir or sponge of life, gathering it up
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from all the natural kingdoms around, and is the
intermediary between the kingdoms of Pranic and
physical life.1 .. . . Life cannot come immedi-
ately from the subjective to the objective, for Nature
goes gradually through each sphere. Therefore the
astral body is the intermediary between the vital
world and our physical body, and pumps in the life."2
It is also the vehicle by which the vibrations of the
Physical Worki reach the consciousness of man as
sensations. The lower kingdoms whose evolution
has not as yet built up the body of sensation, or only
in a rudimentary way, aie more directly connected
with the astral double.

The above explains why all forms of life cease to
grow in size when the astral double has been material-
ized to its full size, for then no further increase in
size can take place. In cases of niyxedema or giant-
ism when the body continues to grow enormous
feet and hands or to a height of seven or eight feet,
the continued growth is due to a defect in or disease
of the astral centers governing growth, a condition
which can frequently be cured by remedies affecting
those nters, especially the thyroid gland, the
hypophysis cerebri, etc.

Death is therefore simply the withdrawal of this
finer astral double and its contained life-force from
the physical shell. It is the withdrawal of this definite

'See page 99.
'The Secret Doclrizse, Blavatiky, Iii, 593.
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body that gives to the outer body that is left behind
the shrunken and cadaverous appearan seen in so-
called death. This also accounts for the loss in weight
of the physical body immediately after death and
before evaporation could account for such loss. Phy-
sical scientists who have investigated this subject
claim that the ounce or two loss in weight represents
the weight of the "soul," whereas it is simply the
weight of the dense astral double that is missing. This
astral double is attached to the physical body by an
astral cord something like an umbilical cord, which
does not permit it to withdraw very far from the phy-
sical, although in some mediums it can be extruded to
a considerable distance and be used as the basis for
materializations. Normally at death it should be
indrawn into the astral body proper, although it is
often left floating near the physical corpse, and in
certain atmospheric conditions it can be seen objec-
tively by the physical sight as a wraith or "ghost."

Since the astral body is the counterpart of the
physical, when it is withdrawn from the physical, it
bears the exact likeness of the mortal, with alt the
distinguishing marks, moles, etc., it possessed at the
time of transition. Those who have passed on into
the astral are therefore as easily recognized and
identified as they would be on earth. For, as we
have said repeatedly, after leaving the physical body,
there is little more change of appearan than there
is in a mortal when he removes his overcoat, except
that when a physical limb or part is lost the astral
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part will not be lost, unless so shown for purposes
of identification. -

After passing on from a long and exhausting illness,
and especially in the case of an old person who is
tired of life and no longer clings to it by either thought
or desire, it is common for such a one to pass into a
deep and restful sleep varying in duration accord-
ing to the individual needs1 previous ideas, etc. We
know, of course, that thought. and desire rule, the
Physical World, but in the Astral World they rule
to a far greater degree and far more quicidy, for
the plastic matter of that World yieldsvery rapidly
to the creative and moulding power of thought and
will. Therefore a person who for years held the
thought that leaving the Physical World ended all,
or one who believed that he would sleep until Gabriel
blew his trumpet, would naturally pass into a coma-
tose or dense sleeping condition after passing on.
This condition would perhaps last for years or even
centuries, until the desire or thought force put into
the idea was exhausted and he was released from its
effects.

All these. types of sleepers float aimlessly in the
Astral World, swept hither and thither by astral
currents which, much like the winds of earth, are
continually flowing in various directions; for it must
be remembered that in this Realm we can see as well
as feel these astral winds. And as the astral is the
World of Desire and Sensation, we can here see
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that many of these winds are but the forces generated
by man's restless and disquieting thoughts which
form mighty currents plainly seen to be made up of
living elementals, tenuous forms even in this Realm,
yet passing in great streams and with a moaning ciy,
much as the wind moans on earth. Again there can
be seen mighty storm-winds made up of the embodied
evil and - malignant thought forces generated by
mankind, here seen entitized as demons of destruction
sweeping on with tremendous power. Yet always
there is blowing here a steady wind from the East
which is the force of blessing sent forth into all the
world from the Heart of the Universe. This appears
as made up of Angelic Beings who float on with faces
radiant, unseeing and unheeding anything through
which they pass, intent only on their mission, which
is to carry the -divine creative Jove-forces and pour
them out on all creation. The sleeping and floating
forms are therefore in danger as well as very much
in the way, quite as much so as would one be on earth
who lay down in a busy thoroughfare and went to
sleep. Therefore special attention is given to such,
very much as special policemen would prevent a like
ourren on earth; there are those whose business
it is to look alter such Souls, and to cenvey them to
specially prepared retreats where they are tenderly
cared for and protected.

This among many other tasks is the work assigned
to those students who during sleep on earth have
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asked to be put to work in the Astral World. Many
of us would be surprised could we remember the
tasks we performed during sleep; for we do not
spend all our time at the Masters' feet drinking in
wisdom, although we do receive teachings according
to our needs and desires. Those who sincerely wish
to learn are taught through experience the great les-
son of humility by learning to perform gladly the
most menial tasks, and in time the quantities of
sympathy for the helpless, willingness to help with-
out seeming recognition, and the humility needed to
do the little things, are inculcated in our Souls and
later begin to manifest in our lives. Then, and then
only, are we assigned to more important tasks.

Those who wake up immediately or soon after
passing on, usually have a short period of confusion
while they are getting their bearings, much as one
is sometimes confused on awaking in a dimly lighted
room which seems full of vague shadows until one
is fully awake and recognizes things as they are.
To many this transitory condition inspires fear, espe-
ciallyif theypassedonwithafearof death. But
with the help of their loved ones or others duly
appointed by the Masters, this fear soon passes and
they realize what the change is that has taken place.
The thing to impress upon the minds of all is, that
the moment a Soul cries out for Light and help, at
that moment help is sent. And when one is passing
through the change called death, if the friends and
relatives send up the prayer of faith that the Soul
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haII be met on the threshold of the other world, it
will be done. EspeciaMy is this true of those who
tither belong to this Order or who have friends or
loved ones who are about to pass over. If they
write to this Center and request help, some of the
many in the Astral World who are trained and taught
and organized for this purpose will prepare for the
coming Soul, much as the birth of an infant on the
earth is prepared for. They will also notify the
personal friends of the ones passing over to meet
them, and will see to it that if such a one sleeps for
even a long time, he will nevertheless be watched
over and protected, so that when he does awaken
there will be some loving face to allay even a momen-
tary pang of loneliness or fear, and to explain to him
the nature of the new conditions of life.

Many, however, are not welcomed owing to the
fear inspired by their false earthly teaching. For
instance, we have known a wife who solemnly en-
joined her husband as he was passing on, Don't you
dare to come back around me." 4t her passing on
karmic law would not permit him to know of it or
to meet her. Those who are not thus met naturally
do not know whete they are or why they are stir-
rounded by such unfamiliar conditions, or they may
for a time think they are driming. They may
remember that they have been sick but think they
have just waked up from a mghtt's sle

Others when they awaken to the fact that theyare
not really dead but are as much alive as ever, cannot
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believe they have crossed the great river1 andentered
another state of existence. As they have consider-
able physical force and magnetism clinging to them
they are naturally in very close relation with the
friends they have left behind; can still see theni znov-
ing about preparing for the funeral of the body of
flesh they have so recently quitted, but refusing to
speak or pay attention to them. While in this
sphere of attractÍon they are acutely sensitive to the
emotions of those to whom they are so closely con-
nected, magnetically as well as mentally. Hence the
weeping and display of grief so often indulged in by
the mourners causes the departed ones great anguish
and suffering, as emotions of grief, sorrow or inhar-
mony cause greater suffering and have a far more
depleting and exhausting effect upon the astral body
than upon the physical body, great as we know that
to be. Especially is this so when the departed ones
are unable to make the loved ones understand that
they are not dead, only gone on before; cannot make
them realize their presence, their love and their
solicitude over the conditions and changes trans-
piring on earth. Therefore as little emotion as
possible should be displayed over the passing of a
loved one, especially at the time of the passing when
everything should be peaceful and calm, and for the
first few days afterwath while the loved one is still
closely ennwshed in earth conditions. Particularly

1See page 30.
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this is true of those who pass out through accident
while in the full vigor of life. Such persons still
have so much physical life-force and magnetism in
their auras that they remain in dose touch with earth
conditions for long periods, at least as long as they
would normally have lived but for the accident.

We should say farewell to our loved ones with no
more grief than would be natural were they starting
on a long journey on which they would be absent a
number of years,for we will see them again, when we
follow them, just as surely as on earth if we journeyed
to their new home. Instead of spending time and
force in useless grief and mourning the time should
be spent in quiet meditation and in an effort to
correlate our consciousness with theirs and assure
them of our love and understanding. Mourning
clothing should not be worn nor should constant
visits be paid to the grave, for all such acts and
thoughts tend to hold the departed one down to the
discarded body through the law of attraction.

The recently deceased is often strongly, even mor-
bidly attracted to the discarded physical body for some
time, hence haunts its burial place. But it is thus
held only as a result of thought or desire, the desire
to see what becomes of the former outer garment ft
wore while on earth. Cremation is therefore always
desirable, not only because more sanitary and less
revolting to think of, but because it consumes the
physical magnetism and this releases the deceased at
once from that source of attraction to the Physical
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World. But great care should be taken to see that
cremation is not carried out until the astral body
has had time to withdraw completely from the
physical body or considerable suffering to the departed
one may result. Several of those whose bodies have
thus been cremated somewhat prematurely have
complained to us and requested that we give the
above warning in our teachings. Aiother reason for
delay is to be sure that the person has really left the
body permanently and not temporarily, as in a state
of catalepsy, trance, etc. The best indication as to
the proper time for cremation is when definite signs
of physical disintegration appears. The attending
physician should be requested not to sign the death
rtificate or permit embalming until these signs
appear or until a trained and reliable psychic is able
definitely to assert that the Soul has completely left
the body.



CHAPTER VI

THE AWAKENING

"Sweet friends: what the women lays
For the last sleep of the grave,
Is abut which I am quitting,
lea garment no mere fitting,
Is a cage from which at last,
Lilceabird,myeoulbathpaaeed.
I.ove the inmate not the room,
The wearer not the garbthe plume
Of eagle, not the bars
That kept him from those splendid stars."

After Death in Arabid, Arnold.

In the case of the majority of persons, the first emo-
tion on awakening in the Astral World is an intense
and weird loneliness, a confused consciousness of being
surrounded by vague shadowy forms, and of being
watched by innumerable eyes, yet without the ability
fully to formulate their thoughts or understand by
whom or what they are watched. For at this stage
the awakened ones have not yet learned to use their
astral senses or to discriminate among the strange
sights, sounds and feelings. It must be remembered
that in the Astral World for a time they are in the
same relative position as is a new-born babe when

(07)
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it first opens its eyes to earth life. Could we enter
into the babe's feelings we would find vague memories
of the life it had left, a sense of just awakening from
a deep sleep (the period of gestation) and a new-
born and uncomprehending wonder at the strange
sights and sounds surrounding it. If, however, the
ones passing over have studied or have had at least
some understanding of what they are to expect, the
confusion is but momentary. And if they have pre-
pared for the change by having some wise Soul
gather together their loved friends and relatives to
meet them, it is a joyous reunion.

In the case of sudden death, either by accident or
in the war, when the mind is filled with the desire for
life and the intense excitement of battle, the first
awakening often brings the soldiers a sense of being
suddenly awakened after having fallen asleep at
their posts, and they look around in amazement for
the familiar battlefield. The great stillness after the
roar of battle strikes terror to their Souls. Then
perhaps a bird can be heard singing joyously near
themfor physical sounds can be heard in the astral
until its singing melts their hearts and perhaps a
flood of tears brings relief. Even those who have
passed out in hatred, with the lust for killing strong
within them, awaken in this great silence and loneli-
ness only to find no one near them. In both instances
this is purposely arranged, so that whatever is good
in them may have a chance to awaken.

Especially is this true In the case of those who
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pass out through an explosion or who have been
victims of a bursting shell, in which case the astral
as well as the physical body has been shattered. In
such a case it will take some time ere the attractive
and cohesive power of the life-principle can draw the
astral atoms around it and reconstruct the bodily
form. During this period the Soul remains uncon-
scious. In such a case the feeling on first awakening
will be quite similar to the sensations of returning
consciousness after an anesthetic, the anie feeling of
faintness and exhaustion, which, however, soon passes
off.

Many, after passing through the first period of
silence and great loneliness, when they first begin
to recognize others around them, even one whom
on earth they would have called an enemy, are so
glad to find companionship that, be they on their
side or the enemy's, they are eagerly sought; for at
this stage it is the attitude of the real Inner Man that
is apparent, hence those of similar natures and ideals
are instinctively attracted, no matter what their
positions may have been on earth. Only as they
begin to identify themselves with their old earthly
conditions, with the old personality, its uniform,
equipment, last orders, etc., do they realize the duff-
erence in nationality. With some few however, the
force of the old hostilities and thoughts may for a
time impel them to hunt out and attack the enemy.
In such cases they at once, through their strong
thought-force return to the battlefield on the physi-
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cal plane, but on there they find conditions greatly
changed.

When in the flesh it was quite easy to know on
which side they were fighting; friend and foe could be
distinguished merely by their uniforms, but now all
is different, for to the astral sight the real forces
back of the war (good and evil) are plainly seen, and
the aura of each man who is truly and herocally
fighting for principle, even though mistaken, is
illumined by the light of his ideals, the light varying
in color and brilliancy according to the strength and
purity of these ideals. While over each one filled
only with cruelty, hatred and the desire to Jdlla
sort of blood madnesscan be seen hosts of the
most malignant entitized forces, i. e., forces inani-
festing in fonns which express the thoughts of evil
which generated them. These forms are seen to
surround their victims, sometimes like monstrous
serpents, which writhe in and out of their bodies,
emerging from the heart or solar plexus or again
from the mouth or head. And over all may be seen
clouds of evil faces; forms of unspeakable cruelty
and lasciviousness horribly pictured in living but
unearthly shapes. If the Soul belongs to the side
of evil he will join his forces wIth these monsters in
orgies of horror and throw himself madly into the
fray, becoming in turn, because of his disembodiment,
an obsessing demon. If, however, he has in him even
a spark of better feeling (and how few are entirely
without it) sooner or later he allies himself on the
side of good.
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But there are thousands of helpers on the battle
fields and in the trenches trying to help all who
will listen, to realize their real condition and what
they are really fighting against They are thus
gradually taught that it is not their fellow men they
should attack, but the evil forces that are obsessing
certain leaders of the Central Powers and trying to
obsess the rank and file as well, playing upon and
enlarging and driving to extreme expression every
animal and brutal instinct and selfish desire which
become like open doors through which such forces
can manifest. All the lust-forms and demons which
are the inciting causes of the war are there seen in
their true and hideous form, the personified forms
of lust, bate, greed, cruelty, ambition, desire for
power, etc. These evil entities are seen to swarm
around and mingle in among the fighters on both
sides and urge them to give vent to cruelty and their
baser passions. But as we have seen, they are success-
ful only with those whose minds are open and recep-
tive to such incitements. Therefore hundreds of
thousands of soldiers in the astral, gathered from
both sides of the conflict, are fighting side by side to
destroy the obsessing demons. In fact, many of
the soldiers from the Central Powers, seeing how
their former leaders and comrades are obsessed by
these swirling vortices of evil force, are the most
eager, energetic and courageous of allfor it takes
courage of a high moral as well as physical quality to
encounter these vaporous, clammy whirlpools of evil
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in their efforts to destroy them and free their
people from their influence. Especially is this true
of those illiterate portions of central Europe where
witchcraft and black magic have been practised for
ages, and whose inh2bitants are especially susceptible
to such influences.

Those in the astral who keep trying to fight are
only those few who have made themselves channels
through which the evil astral forces could express and
who would be so filled with hatred and lust of battle
that they would desire to continue after passing on,
just as it is only the comparative few out of the great
mass of mankind who desire to continue their habits
of debauchery after passing on.

As we said in The Pbilosofby of War' the real insti.
gators of this war are the evil astral forces, "the
hosts of the accumulated thought-forms of lust,
greed, envy, hate, selfishness and unbrotherliness
engendered by the wrong-thinking of humanity from
the beginning, as well as the results of their evil
words and deeds, all of which are ever seeking expres-
sion through their creators. . . . During this
battle all the stored up evil must have a focus through
which it esn pour itself out upon the lowest or physi-
cal plane where its precipitation will end the cycle of
its manifestation, adjust the Karma and permit the
good aspect of the forces involved to be extracted."
"Germany . . . through ambition, pride and

'Page 26-7.
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lust for power has opened the door to the hordes of
evil astral forces which are seeking to obsess human-
ity and wreck their will upon it. Hence, through
giving expression to these forces, Germany has
become the instrument through which they are
being poured out into the world to the testing of the
other nations, just as Judas became the instrument
of testing to the other disciples."





CHAPTER VII

ASTRAL HELPERS

"Death is not a word to fear, any more than
birth is. We change our state at birth, and come
into the world of air and sense and myriad exist-
ence; we change our state at death and enter a
region ofwhat?"

Raymond, Lodge.

IN the Physical World we are able to mould or
shape the matter of this world according to our
thought, but it requires special instruments such as
knives, saws, chisels, etc., or special processes such
as dissolving or melting the materials and pouring
them into specially prepared moulds, etc. But the
material of the Astral World is so plastic that it is
moulded by thought-for and will. Hence all that
is necessary in that World is to think intently of the
thing desired and it will soon appear. It will be
perfect and beautiful in proportion as the thought
held is clear, definite and perfect, or will be hazy
and imperfect as the thought is not clear or is allowed
to wander. The thing desired will also appear
quickly or slowly according as the will and desire
for it is strong or weak. For forms in the Astral

(75)
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World seem to the astral sight as solid and substan-
tial as do the forms on earth to our physical sight,
although we know thai: the particles of such physical
forms are separated by relatively large spaces. A
person in the lower Realms of the astral can even
pinch himself and feel the substantial flesh or injure
himself by being struck by an astral object. In fact
the astral body can be wounded, not only by astral
weapons, but by physical instruments with sharp
points or cutting edges. "When swords are struck
at shades, it is the sword itself, not its Astral, that
cuts. Sharp instruments alone can penetrate Astral,
e. g., under water a blow will not affect you, but a cut
will." This is one reason why swords crossed above a
bed have for ages been nsidered a protection against
astral entities. No blood flows from such wounds,
but for a short time the life-force may be seen oozing
out as a lavender mist.

Astral forms and objects, when seen by the living
but untrained clairvoyant, might seem most shadowy
and unsubstantial. And were a mortal to try to
touch such objects with his physical hand it would
pass through them quite as readily as they pass
through physical objects. On the other hand,
physical objects when seen from the Astral World are
quite as shadowy or transparent.

Those who lose limbs or other parts of the body
through war, accident or surgical operations find
them fully restored in the astral, although for a

1The Sea-el Declrij,e, Blavatsky, 111,589.
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time their old habits of thought may make them
seem still lacking if it has been some time since
their loss. Long continued thought of the loss of a
limb gradually atrophies the astral double, but
after passing on, when the thought pressure is
removed, the life-force rapidly flows in and the limb
soon fills out. When they first pass into the astral
the missing limb seems to be but a mist or vapor,
hence is not recognized. But this atrophied vapory
limb gradually solidifies until the limb is as perfect
as the rest of the body. If the limb or organ has
only recently been lost its astral double will be
quickly recognized.

The things created in the astral are thus not mere
figments of the imagination or mere thought-forms,
but are thought-forms which have descended into
the Astral World from the Mental World and have
attracted to themselves the emanations of correspond-
ing things on earth. Thus the astral and finer phy-
sical substances released and thrown off from their
forms by the ever-changing process of life and also
by the greater disintegrating process of decay ascend
into the astral and are embodied either into corre-
sponding astral forms or are used in giving astral
substantiality to other astral creations.

Everything is created by thought and desire.
For instance, on first passing over the Soul appears
in the dothing be last remembered having put on;
for the thought-forms of his whole wardrobe are
at hand, ready to take on astral substantiality by
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the creative power of his thought There are also
shops and factories where anything the person thinks
he must have can be obtained.

Elementals created by thought and embodied in
astral matter are often built up into artificial but
powerful tribal deities and worshipped as such by
the lower types of savages, and such entities will
fight and work for those who serve them. To obtain
greater power to accomplish physical results on
earth such tribal elementals often require the physical
life-for liberated by the shedding of blood, hence
demand the blood sacrifice of some animal or even
a human being. Such entities are not "spirits" in
the sense of angels or the higher spiritual beings
usually referred to by that term, nor are they even
disembodied mortals, but are entirely non-human
except in so far as they have been endowed with
low cunning or intellect and other human qualities
by the streams of thought-force and other emana-
tions of their devotees. It is the conununion with
and worship of such non-human entities that con-
stitutes "spiritism" and necromancy as distinguished
from "Spiritualism," the latter referring to com-
munion with the human and super human residents
of the Astral World. There is nothing spiritual, only
devilish, about the first process, while the latter is
highly spiritual, in spite of many exceptions among
those who seek only for physical phenomena and care
little for their own moral and spiritual development.

Wherever blood is shed a certain class of elenientals
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is attracted, for as they are seeking advanced and
ultimate hnmzin embodiment they seek to imbibe the
life-for from the blood of higher forms of life,
especially the human. Hence all surgical operations
should be preceded by prayer or invocation and the
patient should be surrounded by the protecting
thoughts of his Mends during the operation. When
this is not done elementals frequently enter his
aura, increasing the liability to infection, through
depleting the vitality, and even causing infection
through precipitating astral infections into the
wound. Or they may attach themselves to him
as vampires, sap his vitality and retard or even
prevent recovery. In many cases in which these
or similar directions have been followed the recovery
has been astonishingly rapid and complete, the time
required in many cases being less than half the
usual. Some surgeons and physicians naturally have
this protecting power, hence while no more skillful
than others, their percentage of recoveries is much
greater than that of their colleagues, especially
after having received these instructions from the
Order and consciously controlling the conditions.

Students of the 0. C. M. who arc about to
undergo serious operations can be met in the Astral
World, as they pass out of the body under the anes-
thetic, by a special band of trained workers and
nurses who will take care of them and protect their
physical body while it is being operated on, if they
will notify the Secretary of the Order in time, either
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by letter or telegram and at the same time send
out a mental call for the Teacher and helpers of the
Order in the higher Realms. If there is no time
to notify the Secretary the mental call for help and
protection will bring it. Of course such help and
protection are not confined to members of the Order
but the Order has a special organization for that
purpose. We have many letters on the file testi-
fying to the practical nature of such help, both from
the surgeons and the patients themselves.

if no attempt is made to take care of patients
at such a time, they tend to wait around near the
body, often remaining so close to the physical that
they suffer severe nervous shock, or agonies of fear
if they see the operation from the astral. This fear
always adds to the dangers, retards recovery and
even though apparently forgotten lives in the sub-
conscious mind as a vague horror for the rest of
their lives. Hence the importance of being tsken
care of during the operation and receiving psychic
and spiritual help during convalescence.

Also at such times it is quite possible for the Soul
to be taken far above the physical, even into the
presence of the Masters, and to receive helpful
instruction which, even though seemingly forgotten
on awakening from the anesthetic, will still have its
influence on their lives or come to them as a memory
at some future day.

Sin the American Indians are very closely afilni-
tized to the earth it is in this Realm where most of
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them remain and pursue their desires in this "Happy
Hunting Ground." The Christian Mystic Philosophy
teaches that each human being has its soul-home
on the planet from whose spiritual Hierarchy it
emanated.' As the soul-home of the Indians is on
this planet they are properly called "earth children."
They are so afinitized to the soul of the earth that
they can correlate more perfectly with its forces,
hence after they pass on they can bring a great deal
of vital force and healing magnetism to those in
touch with them. This is one of the reasons for the
many cures wrought through their aid.

Naturally therefore the Indians are usually the
first ones to be encountered by one who is beginning
to develop his astral senses. We, therefore, find
that nearly all subjective mediums who "go under
control" have an Indian for a "guide" and have
Indians in their "spirit band." These Indians are
by no means the lowest dwellers in the Astral World,
but are simply the nearest to the Physical World.
They are usually kind-hearted and desirous of help-
ing their mediums to the best of their ability and
do not know that their method of helping and gukling,
i. e., descending into the medium's body to control
it, is a wrong and degenerating method, both to them-
selves and to the medium. They are in striking
contrast to that undesirable and most dangerous class
of entities the voodoo workers, sorcerers and black

1See The Voic. of isis, Curtiu, 1874.
8
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magicians of various savage tribes who have passed
into the astral and desire to secure followers and
pupils to perpetuate their rites and practices. But
as said above, these are not likely to be contacted
by the white people of civilized nations unless sought
for.

In this Realm also wander the "earth-bound spirits"
or those who are bound close to earth by some great
and overwhelming desire such as revenge for having
been murdered; the miser's love for his gold; the
youth's desire for physical life, etc. Only when the
desire has been satisfied or the person iswilling to
trust his desire to the Great Law for fulfillment can
he be released, for he is bound by his thought and
desire and often follows it for hundreds of years, its
very force making a wall around him which shuts
him away from the higher forces which would other-
wise help him to progress out of his condition, as
the average person would naturally do. In fact, the
Soul remains in each Realm until it learns the lessons
of that Realm, realizes wherein it made the mistakes
which retarded its growth and unfoldment, and
evolves to the point where it is ready to pass on to
higher Realms. The earth-bound entities are usually
so dense and have so much of earthly conditions
attached to them that under certain atmospheric
conditions they can appear to the objective sight of
mortalsand especially to animals, horses shying at
these so-called ghosts in the road, dogs bristling or
cringing and whining at them, etc.as a more or less
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dense, cold, danuny cloud or ghost. It is well known
that the proximity of a wraith or ghost brings to
mortals a chill and perhaps a shiver of horror. The
reason for this is that the dense astral body is so
laden with water vapor that it is like a cold dense
fog which abstracts heat from the living body it
approaches, and this sudden loss of heat, like a cold
damp wind, causes the chill. The sense of horror
is due to the fact that most of such ghosts passed.
out under horrible conditions, which horror is com-
municated to the mortal contacted, although fear of
the dead is also a contributing factor.

The love of parents which jnake5 them remain
close to the children left behind or the love of hus-
band, wife or son for the one left on earth, while it
keeps them in close touch with the dear ones, does
not hold them in the sense in which the term is gen-
erally used, for in such cases they usually progress
into the higher realms and in time learn to over-
shadow the loved ones mentally rather than in their
astral bodies, and learn to communicate through
telepathy.

Just as the dense physical body is left behind when
the Soul leaves the realms of physical activity, so is
the dense astral body left behind when the Soul
dies to the lower realms of the astral. Here, just
as there are graveyards for the discarded physical
bodies on earth, so are there regions in the Realm
of Reflection where the discarded and disintegrating
astral bodies are gathered. But in that Realm where
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all is exposed to view, the disintegrating bodies
cannot be covered up and have flowers and trees
planted over them as on earth. Hence pupils who
are still on earth sometimes wander into such regions
when out in the astral just as they might wander
into a physical graveyard, and are often badly fright-
ened by the ghastly sights encountered, but a strong
thought will immediately carry them up through or
away from such regions.

Here again we find an analogous condition to
earth, for just as many advanced Souls are teaching
on earth the advisability of cremation, so in the
astral Realms. Many who are following the higher
teachings, invoke the higher potencies of fire and
destroy these astral corpses as it were with a breath.
This is an important work, for as we have explained
many times, a low class of elementals sometimes tiIr
possession of these discarded forms and masquerades
as the person, thus deceiving many.

When the astral body is cast off, since it is finer
and more enduring, it disintegrates much more
slowly than the physical body. And under certain
circumstances such a discarded astral body or
empty shell can be temporarily inhabited by a mis-
chievous or perhaps an evil elemental and so be
galvanized into a semblance of the departed one.
The memory-pictures still rem2ining in the astral
brain can be stimulated and so the shell may appar-
ently be made to remember names, places, incidents,
etc., through which its former tenant had passed.
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Such animated shells are not ifrequently presented
at seances and strive to be accepted as a genuine
return of the deceased. But such fraud is easily
detected and exposed by a challenge or by a de-
termined and insistent desire that nothing shall
manifest that is not what it purports to be. In
such cases your intuition will warn you that some-
thing is wrong and will remind you to challenge the
manifestation.

It is in this Realm of Reflection that the governing
consciousness of plants, also ants, spiders and similar
insects, resides. It is also as high as the consciousness
of many tran mediums, and also the idiot ascends;
for the idiot is often not merely defective, but is
simply an human animal in which no human Soul
has incarnated, hence is capable of developing only
as an nnitmil.





CHAPTER VIII

THE ETHEREAL REALM

"I am gone before your face
A moment'. worth, a little space.
When ye come where I have stepped
Ye will wonder why ye wept."

After Death is Arabia, Arnold.
"For people having any acquaintance with

cientific history to shut their eyes to fact. when
deftsiitely asnossced, and to forbid investigation or
report concerning them on pain of ostradsinis to
imitate a bygone theological attitude in a spirit of
iminteided flatterya flattery which from every
point of view is eceentric."

Raymond, Lodge, 314.

Taa Ethereal Realm is the Realm into which the
astral body rises alter it has gotten rid of the densest
earth magnetism and the strongest of the earth
attractions; in other words, after the person has
given up the idea that it is necen1y to stay near
the earth in order to exist or remain in touch with
his loved ones, or that he must still try to influen
and control the administration of the affairs he left
behind in the Physical World.

This Realm is the abode of the majority of intelli-
(87)
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gent persons who have been away from the Physical
World long enough to learn the lessons of the lower
Realm of Reflection and who are gaining greater
freedom from earthly ties and reaching up for a
still higher and more spiritual life or who, as often
happens, learned many of the lessons of the Realm
of Reflection while still on earth, hence passed rapidly
through the lower Realms after leaving the physical.
This Realm is what was formerly called the "summer
land" by the spiritualists of last century. Here
there are branches of the great schools of learning
which are situated in the higher Realms, established
here for the training of those in this Realm who
desire to progress and wish to understand the laws
and conditions by which their new life is governed.
But the majority of the inhabitants of this Realm
continue for the most part to pursue activities similar
to those which occupied their attention while in the
Realm of Reflection, but in a way more suited to
their changed conditions.

From this Realm, as well as from the lower Realm
of Reflection, the departed ones can return and
assume physical control of a subjective medium and
temporarily incarnate in the medium's body and
use it as they please, but in so doing they not only
invariably bring back with them and reproduce in
the medium the same physical conditions with which
they passed out, but they also throw these condi-
tions of suffering, grief, etc., over the loved ones or
any sensitive whom they approach; that is, until
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they have been taught to communicate not through
the subjective control but through the normal and
independent method which will be described later on.
It should therefore be understood as a fundamental
law of the Astral World that without special train-
ing no person in the astral can come close enough
to contact the aura of his friends on earth without
unconsciously and automatically bringing with him
and imposing on the earthly friend the physical,
astral and mental conditions which he suffered from
or experienced as he left the body at death.

This explains why many sensitive persons soon
develop the symptoms of the malady with which a
deceased loved one passed out. Such persons suffer
just as acutely as though they really had such a
physical disease, yet a careful physical p-rnmination
reveals all the vital organs in a normal condition.
These are often diagnosed as imagination or
"neurosis" or even "hysteria" and insanity by
physicians who are not familiar with the results of
psychic research or the laws of occultism. Such
patients are simply suffering from the astral condi-
tions unwittingly thrown over them by the deceased
loved one who is trying to 'mike them recognize him;
and the stronger the tie was between them the greater
the influence and consequent suffering. This fre-
quently oeases or is "cured" when they recognize
its source. If it is not it should be stopped by

1See page 225.
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repeatedly challenging the departed one and demand-
ing that he withdraw from their aura and remain
outside it in the future; for such psychic conditions
if long continued may act reflexly and set up the
actual disease in its physical form. These are the
stubborn cases which have "been given up by all
doctors," yet are so frequently cured by Christian
Science, affirmations, etc., the study, instruction and
personal magnetism of the healer and the resulting
discussions, mifrng the departed one more or less
aware of his responsibility for the conditions and
inducing him to withdraw.

Such reflex psychic effects are strongest in the
case of those who passed out through accident, in
war or with acute and short illnesses. But above all
they are strongest in the case of the suicide. Since
all such persons have not lived out their normal
physical life-period nor been prepared for life in the
Astral World by a gradual loosening of the bonds
of the flesh, they pass out full of physical magnetism,
life-force and desire for a continued life in the Physi-
cal World, hence have a stronger and more physical
force to throw over those left behind. In the former
cases the deceased will be met by friends and loved
ones on the other side and be taught how best to
gain the desired recognition or how best to get along
without it, while in the latter they are suddenly
projected into the astral imsnnound and unexpected
and must learn to shift for themselves.

With the densest of earth conditions, thoughts and
magnetism eliminated from their astral bodies, the
inhabitants of this Realm are no longer such accurate
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duplicates of their earthly bodies and personalities.
While it is possible for those who pass on in child-
hood or in full vigor of youth, manhood or woman-
hood, to reincarnate quickly from this Realm without
passing on into the higher Realms and higher Worlds
to complete their cycle of manifestation, it is by no
means conunon.' Those who do reincarnate without
entering the higher Realms are less well equipped
for their new earth life, just as a child who leaves
school before his education is completed is more or
less handicapped by his lack of advanced training.

Those who do continue onward in their normal
cycle through the Realms continue to grow and
develop. Never do they grow old, however, but
reach a full Soul maturity, and are clothed in a form
which expresses the point of evolution and develop-
ment which their Soul had attained, and remain at
that point. Hence there are child Souls who appear as
beautiful children and there are mature Souls whose
age is shown only by the look of Wisdom, altho they
may have left the Physical World in childhood.

Those who do, under special conditions, reincar-
nate immediately merely live out the unexpired
term of their former life-period. Hence the new
life often ends abruptly. On the other hand those
who pass on during old age or after a depleting ill-
ness grow younger until the period of the most

I Except after great wars and cataclysms, after which some
thus incarnate to finish out the balance of thefr life-cycle--
sometines through the same motherthus abnormally cut short
by the war, etc. But only comparatively few do this.
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perfect state of vigorous maturity or the point of
their Soul development is reached. And they remain
in this perfected state until they leave behind them
the dense astral body and pass on into the higher
Realms. Never is there old age in this or higher
Realms.

Both of the above classes, however, as they return
to commune with their friends on earth find it neces-
sary to assume at first the exact appearance by
which they were known on earth, lest their friends
fail to recognize them in their changed appearance.
For instance, a Soul passing on as an infant would
always present itself at first as an infant, although in
reality it may have attained maturity, while an aged
person would present himself with all the marks of
age and feebleness, although in reality restored to the
full vigor of maturity.

The inhabitants of this Realm can see the physical
conditions of their mortal friends only when those
friends are thinicing about them and sending them
their magnetism or when the necessary earthly mag-
netism is furnished by a medium. In all cases com-
munication is easier if the mortals send the departed
ones love and sympathy, also if they know some-
thing of life after death. Those still in the flesh
can therefore be of the greatest help to their loved
ones who have passed on, by studying the laws of
the higher Realmsnot merely dabbling in phe-
nomenaand by familiarizing themselves with the
spiritual truths and philosophy such as is promul-
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gated by the Order of Christian Mystics. For if a
mental call is sent to the loved ones, they will come
and study with the mortal and thus rapidly learn
the true explanation of the many puzzling problems
which confront them in the higher life. Also they
can more readily grasp the truth of the teachings and
see deeper into their meaning, and in return they
can make it easier for the mortal loved one to grasp
them. Definite periods for study together can thus
be made and such appointments are scrupulously
kept by those in the Astral World. It is as impolite
for the mortal not to keep an appointment made
withanastralfriendasitwouldbetobrcakan
engagement with a physical friend.

While those in the astral are, as it were, a step
above those in the Physical Worki and can see many
events and conditions somewhat before they manifest
on earthjust as a person standing on a platform
can see over the heads of the crowd and tell them
what is approachingno matter how sincere they
may be, they can seldom predict accurately the time
of physical manifestation for that which they see.
This is because there are so many currents of force,
either earthly or kannic, which may intervene
between that which seems destined and the time of
its physical manifestation, that may either hasten or
retard the event. Again there is no time as earth
measures it in those Realms, for time there is marked
by experience or rather sensation. Therefore, if a
mortal felt a very strong desire for an event to come,
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which was plainly seen by an excarnate one, it would
be described as coming quickly or even to be here,
according to the strong sensation of desire sent out
by the mortal, or if it were dreaded the excarnate
one might see it as far off.

While the thing we dread is really drawn to us,
yet in this World of Sensation, especially in this
Etheric Realm, the greatest sensation is that of lcve.
So when inhabitants of this Realm come to loved ones
on earth they are so filled with love for the mortal
that, not yet having attained all wisdom, their
greatest desire is to comfort them. Hence the thing
the loved one longs for is seen quite plainly by the
excarnate one and appears very close, while the
thing dreaded is pushed back out of vision. This
partly accounts for the many serious mistakes made
in messages received from the Astral World, the
others being due to ignorance or to mali and often
intentional and elaboratedeption.'

In this Realm the clothing is somewhat different

'For example, "A young American named Dean Bridgernen
Conner went to Mezico City in 1894, was employed as electri-
cian in a theatre became ill with typhoid fever, and in Mardi,
1895, was reported by the Consul to have died at the American
Hospital, and to have been buried in the American cemetery.
Some months afterward, however, the young man's father had a
dream in which his son appeared and informed him that he was
alive and in captivity, being held for ransom in Mexico. Mrs.
Piper was consulted by friends of the Conner., trance sitting.
were held, and the controls . . . purported to trace his
movement, and whereabouts. They confirmed the father'.
dream, and stated that the missing man was in or near Pueblo,
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from that commonly used in the Realm of Reflection,
for while many persons wear for some time, even
years, ostumes similar to those they had been in the
habit åf wearing on earth, later on most of those
belonging to Christian nations don white robes.
This is largely the result of the orthodox thoughts
held for so many years while on earth, namely, that
a white robe is the proper costume for life after death.
Hence they are clad in it as naturally as a tree is
dad with leaves. Also white represents purity, and
since it is in the Ethereal Realm that many of the
higher ideals and desires held while on earth are
experienced and worked out, those who have learned
to value purity are trying to express it in this way.

In this Realm there are many of the old philoso-
phers and men of Science who have made for them-
selves what might be called a little heaven of their
own, in which they surround themselves with the
thought forces they themselves created when on
earth, and these are continually strengthened by the
thought forces of all similarly minded persons on
earth. Sometimes such an one lives in this mental
isolation for centuries, just as they did for years on

in a building which they described, guarded by a man whom they
described and named. Several investigators went to Mexico,
one after the other, and it was finally established by Mr.
Philpot, who found the nurse who was with Conner when he
died, that the Consure report was perfectly true, and that the
dream and the trance 'information' were, so far as Conner was
concerned, entirely wrong." Pzjckkal ImesSigations, Hill, 2fl.
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Again there are those Philanthmpists who have
built up some Utopian ideal for the betterment of
humanity, perhaps have sought to found a colony
which has failed on earth. Here they do found the
colony and live in it, until the defects which made
it fail on earth become so apparent to the founder
that he learns his lesson from them. Then the colony
likewise is dissolved, all that is good being withdr,n.
The niistalce lives only as a soul memory, and will be
avoided in the next earth life.

There are those in this Realm who are laboriously
following modes of life which they had built up while
on earth as representing their ideal of attainment
Here we find churches of all denominations filled
with devout worshipe listening to sermons on their
favorite subjects. Here we find monasteries in which
devout priests live lives of extreme simplicity and
abstemIousn, spending long hours in prayer and
fasting and following most nscientiomiy he highest
ideals of the monastic life, as they had always longed
to but had never been able to fully express on earth.
Here also are societies of devout nuns, sisters of
charity, etc., as well as splendid centers for almost
every religion, in which all those things the devotees
longed for on earth yet never attained are experie1(!tj

Here also are model homes, model farms, settle-
ments, tenements, cities, and every dream of the phil..
anthropist apparently fulfilled. For this Realm is
where dreams seem to come true, or put it more truth-
fully, this is the Realm in which all the religious and
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Utopian dreams attempted on earth must be experi..
enced to the fullest degree conceived on earth, until
the force which put them forth has been exhausted
and it is realized that they are still imperfect This
will be only when the Soul has found that it still
longs for something greater; that all these perfected
material things so longed for on earth still fall far
short of perfect bliss. They are enjoyed here for a
time just as a child will continue to amuse itself with
certain toys until it OUt0w them. Ultimately the
Soul also outgrows these earthly toys, sooner or later
according to how much true unselfishness, true
humanitarianism and love is contained in them. But
gradually the Soul learns through experience just
where all these things fall short, hence is ready to
see something higher, at which time it dies to this
Realm and passes on to the higher Realms.

Many wear robes of red, yellow, blue or other
colors, some light and beautiful, others dark and
somber, according to their own inner spiritual quali-
fications. As we have said in a previous chapter, in
the lower Realms the pnianitions from physical
things are built into the corresponding astral creations,
but as the higher Realms are reached the denser
emanations fade out or are left behind, the dothing
being built out of the characteristic substance of each
Realm of each World.

This is the Res'lm reached in light sleep; during the
administration of anesthetics, during certain forms
of tran, and in mild delirium.

7





CHAPTER IX

THE VITAL REALM OR REALM OF
FORMATION

"Behold the Hosts of Souls. Watch bow they
hover o'er the stormy sea of human life, and bow,
exhausted, bleeding, broken.winged, they drop one
after the other on the swelling waves. Tossed by
fierce winds, chased by the gale, they drift into the
eddies and disappear within the first great vortex."

The Vow. of the Silencej Blavataky, 9.

TuE Realm of the life-force or the Vital Re2lm is.
the one in which the life-force is taking on forms
and animating them. It is the Realm into which the
ideals, thought-forms or patterns of all things des-.
tined to manifest on earth descend in materialization.
That is to say, all that is projected outward as an
ideal or idea from the Divine Mind, as well as all that
is created by the mind of man, must in the course
of its descending arc take on more and more material-
ized stages of embodiment until its form finally
reaches a physical expression. It is in this Vital
Realm that the various currents of the life-force flow
into and through the pattern or thought-form of
the thing to be manifested, carrying with them the

(99)
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ethereal astral matter and building it into the
thought-pattern until the thought-pattern takes on
the limitations of matter and becoihes an objective
astral form, ready to descend one step further into
the still denser and still more limited Physical World.
The astral model thus formed, in its turn has the
inherent tendency to absorb or build matter into
itself, and the water vapor in it tends to disintegrate
or dissolve physical forms not held coherent by the
life-force, as rain dissolves a dod. Hence the forms
described in the previous chapter as being created
in the Etheric Realm are ultimately dissolved and
disintegrated, for, being but the building of astral
etheric matter into the ideals or thought-forms created
during earth life, when the vital life-force or Spiritual
reality is poured into them they are like summer
mists dissolved by the sun.

It is in this Realm that the ideal pattern of the
bodily form desired by the Soul seeking incarna-
tion descends and takes on an astral form or body.
it is probably some phase of this Realm which
Maeterlinck sensed and so beautifully described in
The Blue Bird, where the Souls of many children
are represented as hovering over the earth seeking
Thcarnation. There is, however, a difference between
Maeterlinck's poetical vision and the reality. For
while what seem to be hosts of Souls wait in this
Realm for an opportunity to incarnate without leav-
ing the astral and passing on into the higher Worlds
of Blissrushing downward at every opening of the
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door into incarnation, literally surrounding every
expectant mother, the less developed ones fighting
for a chance to take possession, the struggle often
producing those sudden changes of character, out-
breaks of hysteria, etc., exhibited by many mothers
during the first few months of the puerperiumyet
the great majority of Souls do not incarnate in this
way. The majority, after passing through the various
Realms of the Astral World pass on into the Higher
Worlds where they are united to their Father-in-
Heaven, their Progenitor. These Souls on return-
ing to incarnation descend into a special division
of the Astral World called the Hall of Lethe, where
they are specially prepared to take the step earth-
ward. Among these are the advanced ones who have
chosen to incarnate to accomplish a certain mission,
and who have likewise chosen (their parents and
their environments. These, after their descent from
the Higher Worlds, wait in what might be compared
to an ante-mom during a period in which they
deliberately make preparation, the first step of
which is to wean themselves from the memory of
the life of bliss in which they have reveled during
their existence in the Higher Worlds. During this
period they gradually fall into a sort of dreaming
sleep in wlich they forget the life just completed and
instead are filled with dreams of great compassion
for humanity, great desire to enter earth life to help
and comfort or to fill some great mission left incom-
plete in past lives, or sometimes with only great love
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and eagerness to come into touch with a certain
mother or family. Such preparation is necessary
to advance Souls, for without it the memory of
their heaven home would make earth life intolerable
to theni. Many undeveloped ones simply swarm
earthward, drawn by the great attraction of sen.
sation and either entirely ignorant or nnmindful of
anything else. They have gone no further than the
Etheric Realm, hence are driven into incarnation
again by desire for more earthly experiences that
they may have more sensation.

This Realm may therefore be called the "dark-
room" or "cabinet" of the earth, for it serves the
same purpose as does the cabinet of the materializing
medium. All materialization follows the same law,
but in this case it is the nataral and inevitable
materialization of that which is on the positive or
downward arc descending into manifestation, while
the materialization which take" place in a séance
room is an artificial aUeint to bring back into physical
manifestation those who are on the upward arc of
evolution. Since in this practi all the normal
currents are reversed, such an attempt must neces-
sarily be abnormal and degenerating. We do not
question the phenomena produced at materializa-
tions, but we deplore the method generally employed.

In this Realm there are two distinct currents of
force, one which is gathering the ereative forces
from the higher spiritual Realmsthe vital life-
force which is ever flowing downward through the
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lower Astral Realms, and is eternally bringing into
formation the true spiritual conceptions of those
things which are to manifest on earthand an
upward current which is unfolding and then disinte-
grating and transmuting all other forms, just as we
have said that the ideals of the Etheric Realm are
gradually dissolved. We might roughly compare this
Realm to the retort of an alchemist into which the
base metals are placed while the fiameq lick up the
gases, melt the metals, and ultimately produ new
substance (gold).

When students occasionally succeed in penetrat-
ing into the upper strata of this Realm, they enter
a condition of intense darkness in which swirling
and often terrifying currents of force like winds
are encountered which seem almost to tear them to
pieces. These currents produce vortices of force
which gyrate with various rates of speed, and since
they aze continually sucking astral matter into
patterns or moulds, they would tend to disintegrate
the astral body of one who lingered too long in close
proximity to them. This is often confused with
the "outer darkness"1 so often referred to in various
scriptures, in which state there is "weeping and
wailing and gnashing of teeth," for the various
currents vibrate, purr and sing or wail and howl like
so many demons. Here is also heard the wail of the
soulless entities whose bodies are being disintegrated.

1See page 146.
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Under certain conditions these currents are strong
enough to sweep the astral body of a mortal out of
its path of evolution or even out of incarnation, or
they ,could sweep the astral body of a deceased mor-
tal away from its astral companions and all earthly
ties. Therefore a student should never seek to
penetrate the upper strata of this Vital Realm with-
out a good reason for so doing and without the
guidance of One Who Knows and is able to protect
him. Again, this current of blackness is the River
Acheron which the Soul must cross to reach the
higher Realms.' Hence the prayers to be found in all
religions for the safe passage and protection of the
departed.

While the upper strata of this third Realm are
intensely and almost palpably dark and black, its
lower strata are intensely vivid and scintillating with
a brilliant play of color, full of the most gorgeous
flowers, ravishing melodies and intoxicating perfumes.
One whose consciousness vibrates to the lower strata
of this Realm would seem to be in a mighty kaleido-
scope of ever-changing forms, some rising like doud
pictures only to be dissipated, others swirling round
or floating aimlessly, yet momentarily taking on
new forms. The colors, sounds, perfumes, etc.,
exist here en masse awaiting embodiment in the
various forms to which they are aflinitized, much
the same as masses of color are poured out on an

1See cba*er II.
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artist's palette awaiting their embodiment in the
picture. Beside the Souls waiting for incarnation,
the inhabitants of this Realm are swift fiyin Angelic
Beings, and the higher dasses of elementals, which
will be treated of in another chapter.

Here also the thought-forms of all the inventions,
scientific conceptions and philanthropic plans, etc.
which have been conceived in the Mental Realm of
the Astral Worldas a result of the mind of some
mortal responding to the ideal of that thing which
exists in the Mental World far above the astral
descend to be embodied in astral matter. These
astral models do not rmaln in this Realm, however,
but are swept down into the Etheric Realm by the
great downpouring Currents of Manifestation.
There they remaln until some one can give them
some form of physical expression. If they ale
abandoned and not given physical expression, as
soon as the creative mental force which conceived
them is exhausted they again ascend into the Vital
Realm where their form is disintegrated and as much
of the ideal as they embodied is released to return
toits sourcein the Mental World. Iftheyarenot
expressed yet are not abandoned by their conceiver,
they remain in the Etheric Realm to greet him when
he passes into the astral where he will continue
to perfect them. Those which are perfected remain
in a special stratum between the Vital and Etheric
Realms as perfected models. Here in what might
be called the Pattern Museum are the wonderful
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inventions of the ancient Atlanteans and others,
induding aeroplanes, etc., which reached great
perfection because they were brought forth by the
earlier races under the direct guidance of the Mas-
ters, as a child paints a perfect picture with the
teacher guiding his hand. All these newly found
patterns are phases of the manifestation of the
ideals that have just come into concrete expression
fresh from the "dark-mom" above and before the
seeds of Karma have begun to unfold and modify
them.

The karmic seeds usually modify the perfect
expression in the direction of imperfection and
further limitation, because by the time astral form
is reached, the ideal is embodied in a more or less
crude state and its more ideal expression must be
achieved through evolution in the Physical World.
The mistakes of the past must be substracted from
the ideal, hence modify and limit the perfect pattern.
For instance, the Soul desiring to incarnate builds up
a perfect mental pattern of the kind of a body it
desires to have on earth, and this pattern is em-
bodied in astral matter in this Vital Realm. But
as soon as this perfect model is fashioned there is
automatically and magnetically attracted to it the
Karma of the past life. This Karma may so greatly
modify the perfect model that it may be born defec-
tive or even crippled or diseased. Such a modified
model might be far from the one desired by the
Soul, but would be the best it could create in view
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of the causes it had set up in a past life. This model
would be further modified by the physical and mental
heredityalo the facial and bodily appearanceof the
family through which the incarnation took place





CHAPTER X

THE DESIRE REALM

OBSESSING ENTITIES

"And there was in thefr synagogue a man with
an unclean spirit. . . . And Jesus rebuked
him, saying: 'Hold thy peace1 and ourne out of
him.' And when the unclean spirit had torn him,
and cried out with a loud voice, be usme out of
him."

Si. Mark, , 23-S.

To make our study of the Astral World complete
it is necessary for us to discuss a most unpleasant
Renim, but sin it is laiely the influences from this
Realm which give to the astral its terrors and which
bring to humanity its greatest horrors and suffering,
it is most important that a thorough understanding
of the conditions, and a practical method of how to
master the influences, be spread abroad as widely
as possible among students of the oult and those
who are investigating conditions of life after death.

Just as the Fourth globe of the Earth Chain'
our physical planetis the lowest point in the down-

'See The Voice of Isis, Curtias, 204.
(109)
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ward arc of descent of Spirit into material manifesta-
tion, and hence contains the densest form of matter
in which the Spirit must learn to express itself, so
the fourth Realm of the Astral World is the lowest
state in which the consciousness of the departed
manifests. The physical body is not the lowest in
the sense of the least spiritual vehicle through which
the consciousness of man is expressed. It is but
the outer shell1 through which both the animal soul
and the Spiritual Soul or Divine Self (Atina, Buddhi
and Higher Manas) must manifest in the Physical
World. In theosophical terms the animal soul
creates the body of desire (Kama Rupa), while the
Spiritual Soul creates the soul body or Buddhic Rupa,
both of which find earthly expression through the
physical body. The great aim of evolution is to make
the personality the earthly expression of the Spiritual
Soul or Higher Self to the same degree that it now
expresses the animal soul. For it is the Spiritual
Soul which is made in the image of God, while alas
it is the image of the animal soul only which man too
often imprints upon his body.

The astral bodies, therefore, of those dwelling in
this Realm are lower, denser, more material and
impure than the bodies of those dwelling in any
other Realm of the Astral World. This Realm in
many of its aspects overlaps the Realm of Reflection,
but while both are dense, close to earth and ruled
by earthly desires, the Desire Realm contains the

1 created, like the spiritual man of Ge,sess, i, , but
"formed" or evolved "out of the dust of the ground" for the
use of the Divine Self, as Genesir,, ii, 7, tells us.
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grossest, most impure and degraded desires, the
persons having sordid, earthly, but not nessarily
impure or evil desires occupying the border-land
between the two Realms. This, therefore, is the
Realm in which we find those who while on earth
were murderers, habitual or periodic drunkards,
criminals, procurers, profligates, prostitutes, degen-
erates, drug fiends, etc., together with those who
secretly desired to give free rein to their passions
and appetites, but who were restrained, not by a
desire to be good and pure, but merely because their
social, business or political position made it good
policy. In this RaIm, unhampered by any such
considerations, they would find an opportunity for
unbridled license and unlimited gratification of all
their evil tendencies, provided they could find the
necessary means for their expression.

A knowledge of the conditions obtaining in this
Realm of the Astral World offers a powerful argument
against capital punishment; for the execution of a
murderer or other criminal merely removes his
hampering physical body, which at least limited
his evil activities to the Physical World. Executing
or destroying the physical body sets him free in the
Astral World, embittered against society because of
the experiences he has passed through, his heart
filled with hatred and revenge, and able to throw his
force over any mind which is open to such thoughts.
He therefore seeks to wreak his vengeance upon
society and gratify his desires by controlling and
obsessing as many sensitive persons as possible;
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those whose auras are sufficiently open to his influ-
ence to permit his entrance into their consciousness.
For instan, a sensitive once picked up and handled
an axe in a museum and at once came into rapport
with the ancient savage who had fashioned and used
it. With such contact came the almost overwhelm-
ing desire to experience the sensation of delight felt
by the savage as his axe crushed through the skull
of his enemy.

But unless sensitives harbor some thought or
trait corresponding to that of the astral entity, which
forms a line of affinity over which he can enter their
auras, he cannot control them. Once an opening is
made, an entrance gained and his influence or control
established, he gradually forces his victim to carry
out his ideas of revenge, taking as many lives as
possible to pay up for society's having taken his
life. Thus, while in the physical body he could
commit but comparatively few crimes, when set free
in the Astral World he can influence dozens or hun-
dreds to commit similar crimes. Murders committed
under such obsessions are those concerning which the
mortal executing the crime either remembers nothing
about or can give no reason for, except that he acted
under an "irresistible impulse" or perhaps says that
"God" or a "Voice" told and impelled him to do
the deed. Such cases are usually pronounced insane.
These are crimes committed under some form of
mania, paranoia, etc. While medical science says
that such a person is not responsible for his acts,
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occult science says that lie is: for he is responsible for
opening his mind to such thoughts as will permit
the entrance of the obsessing entity; he is responsible
for every act, word and deed committed by him,
whether willed by him or not, and must pay the
karmic penalty. It is true that many who become
criminals under such conditions are not inherently
criminal nor viciously wicked, but are simply sensi-
lives whose astral centers have been more or less
broken down and whose weak wills, negative mental
states, and lack of spiritual development makes them
an easy prey to obsession. But even for this con-
dition they are strictly responsible, for ignorance of
the law is no excuse for its violation.

Remember, therefore, that harboring thoughts of
anger, hatred, revenge or any form of "getting even"
with some one whom you feel has wronged you, opens
your aura to those in the Astral World who harbor
similar thoughts and who will strive to enter your
consciousness over the avenue thus opened and stir
up and augment your hatred and urge you to execute
a far more terrible form of "getting even" than you
would entertain or even think of by yourself. The
practice of forgiving others is therefore enjoined on
all occult and spiritual students, for as long as you
hold antagonism toward any one you bind yourself to
that one with a powerful tie and also open yourself
to obsessing forces along that line.

The drunkards who have left the Physical World
also form a large and important class in the Desire

8
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Realm, for they, too, seek to gratify their desires
through sensitive mortals. In fact, our long experi-
ence with cases of this kind leads us to the conclusion
that nearly every case of confirmed and habitual or
periodic drunkenness is the result of an obsession.

That medical science is already beginning to suspect
this truth is shown in an article by Dr. T. D. Crothers
connected with "a research foundation organized in
Hartford, Conn., to take up this new question, and
seek an explanation of the puzzling phenomena of
the drink evil and the paradoxical symptoms of the
victims." This eminent authority tells us, in The
Medical Record of January 6, 1917, that: "The
laboratories have pointed out the specific action of
alcohol on the cells and tissues, and their conclusions
have literally revolutionized the theories of the past
and opened up a new world, that is only partially
discovered. Beyond this, there is another Realm
and new country of causes of physiological and
psychological forces that are practically unknown.

This work starts from the conviction that
there are distinct physical and psychical causes
preceding the use of alcohol, governing its rise and
fall with the certainty of any other phenomena of
nature. As examples: What are the causes of
periodical drinking? Why do large numbers of
most excellent men suddenly use spirits to great
excess for a few days or weeks, then stop and resume
their normal condition of healthy temperate living?
These unexplainable so-called nerve sk'rms occur at
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either regular or irregular periods. In some instances
the regularity is pronounced and can be predicted
regardless of the efforts of the person to avert it.
The free interval between these drink storms is
marked by most exemplary living and conduct, and
the drink periods are equally prominent in insane and
idiotic acts. Persons of this class are seen in all
circles of society and very often among the most
intellectual brain workers who are respected and ai
men of affairs . . . Other instances are of men
after a half a lifetime of sobriety, temperate work
and living, suddenly become users of spirits; in
addition resisting all efforts to correct, and finally
culminating in pauperism and death. There is no
explanation of the causes which impel men to drink
continuously down to death. This begins some-
times at the height of prosperity and achievement
or following disaster to property and family
Young men in college, brought up under the same
conditions and influences, bring out this fact. With-
out any special causes or reasons one uses spirits to
excess and becomes a cripple and dies early

"What condition of the brain and nervous system
predisposes to and favors the outbreak of a craze
for narcotism from spirits is unknown. Apparently
they were elation from success and triumphs or
despair from loss and disappointment, but evidently
there are some other conditions beyond these to account
for the trouble. To the casual observer all these
are traceable to the one causealcohol; but when
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tested carefully, this fails. The exceptions are so
inumerous and complex as to indicate beyond ques-
tion other causes and forces. In reality the pheno-
mena and symptomatology are only effects, dating
from other causes further back."

There is but one explanation that covers all the
facts and phenomena, and that is the one here pre-
sented. To explain how this condition is brought
about we cannot do better than to quote from what
we have already said in The Voice of Isis:1

"The human body is the Temple of the Living God.
Within it are rtain vital centers comparable to
'doors2 which open into inner shrines. Using these
centers as points of contact, the life forces from the
higher planes flow into the physical body through
them as an electrical current flows through a wire.

These centers or doors are normally pro-
tected by nature with oily coverings or sheaths
(composed of both astral and physical matter) which
permit the flow of the normal life-forces and protect
them from all others. These doors should be opened
only by a gradual purification and development of
the protecting sheaths. Normally this takes place
.as a natural growth resulting from a life of mental
and bodily purity, and intense spiritual aspiration.
It should not be a forced or hothouse growth, for

lPag 98-104.
'In ancient times a door 'et a passage way leading into

a chamber and was not used as commonly as now to mean that
which dosed the passage way.
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each door must be opened and dosed under the
absolute control of the will. . . I. Once these
sheaths are destroyed, the person is no longer able
to close the doors and so becomes an easy prey to
the denizens of the astral. Such an one becomes a
helpless victim to any and all sorts of psychic impo-.
sition and deception. . . . There are several
abnormal ways in which the oily protecting sheaths.
can be broken down and the doors thrown open,
chief among which are the use of alcohol and nar-
cotic drugs. Chemically speaking, ordinary alcohol
is ethyl-hydroxide. The ethyl (the spirit) vibrates.
to the highest rate reached by mere physical matter,.
the point where matter transcends the physical and
enters the astral, the ethyl actually functioning on
both planes. Narcotic drugs also contain an ethyl
element. The ethyl when taken into the body im-
mediately seeks to escape into the astral, and it
naturally follows the usual avenues of communication
between the two planes. But in escaping it passes.
through the centers in a reverse direction to the
normal currents and gradually burns off the insulating
sheaths until in time they are utterly destroyed,
just as an electrical insulation might be burned off
by interference with the normal flow of the current

"This breakdown may be very rapid, as in the
case of an habitual drunkard or a drug fiend, or it
may be insidious and not show markedly for several
incarnations, but the result is certain and every
indulgence in the substances mentioned is a step
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toward the end. Ultimately this leaves the doors
unguarded and open for all the horrors of the lowest
Astral Realm to rush in and take possession of the
'Temple of the Living God' thus desecrated. Bul-
wer-Lytton gives a realistic description of some of
these horrors in his occult novel, Zanoni. In that
story the student opened the doors abnormally by
the use of drugs, and being unable to close them
through fright at the sights that met his gaze, was
haunted until his death. . . . It is our duty to
give our sympathy and help to this class of sorely
afflicted ones, for since it took many lives to break
down the protective sheaths, it will require a long
hard fight to rebuild them. Hence do not let such
unfortunate ones become discouraged. No matter
how many times they may fall back into the old
habits, every effort to conquer aids in the rebuilding.
And the very fierceness of the struggle will ulti-
mately strengthen the Soul. . . . These sheaths
are not broken down in one incarnation, but since
in each incarnation there is a tendency to repeat
the same old mistakes until they are conquered,
so in each incarnation there is a tendency to increase
the weakness brought over from the past until the
final break-down comes. The rebuilding must neces-
sarily follow the same law, i. e., be brought about by
gradual accomplishment through determined and
persistent constructive effort."

Our teachings on this subject have been strikingly
corroborated sin their first publication in 1912 by
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Judge Hatch in 1914 through Elsa Barker's Lellers
from a Living Dead Man,' as follows:

"Desiring one day to see the particular kind of
helltowhichadrunkardwouldbelikelytogo
I put myself in a sympathetic and neutral state, so
that I could see into both Realms. . . . A young
man with restless eyes and a troubled face entered
one of these 'gin palaces.' . . . He was leaning
on the bar drinking. . . . And close to him, tal-
ler than he and bending over him, with its repulsive,
bloated, ghastly face pressed close to his
was one of the most horrible astral beings which I
have ever seen. . . . It was literally sucking the
liquor-soaked life of its victim, absorbing him, using
him in the successful attempt to enjoy vicariously
the passion which death had intensified. The young
man who leaned on the bar in that gilded palace of
gin was filled with a nameless horror and sought to
leave the place; but the arms of the thing that was
now his master clutched him tighter and tighter,
the sodden, vaporous cheek was pressed close to
his, the desire of the vampire creature aroused an
answering desire in its victim, and the young man
demanded another glass."

Even a moderate drinker gradually breaks down
his doors until finally he reaches a point where, with-
out definite training, he can no longer protect his
aura from invasion by those who affinitize with

'Pages 173-4.
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him in a desire for alcoholic stimulation. As such
obsessing entities gain more control over the victim,
they urge him to greater and greater exoesses. The
victim's innate goodness, respectability and spiritual
guidance usually make him rebel at first and he is
filled with shame, remorse and sincere repentance,
the force of which may be strong enough to enable
him to resist perhaps for months. Then his uncon-
quered self-indulgence and fancied security, his fancied
ability to "take a drink or let it alone" leads him
again to open the door, and again the obsession takes
place.

A few instances which have come under our per-
sonal observation may serve as concrete illustrations
of the disastrous results of this form of obsession.
A brilliant young newspaper man in a large Eastern
city was an oasional user of the lighter drinks, the
so-called "social glass" of beer and wine, but did
not care for and could not stand whiskey, brandy,
gin, etc. He had an older brother, however, who
died suddenly after a prolonged spree. The younger
man was of the quick, impressionable, sensitive
artistic temperament and somewhat psychic. Soon
after his brother's death he complained to us that
his brother was coming to him psychically and
urging him to drink. Whenever he wanted merely
a glass of beer, the brother would throw over him a
fierce desire for brandy. Little by little he gradually
yielded to this augmented desire, until he finally
zealized where it was leading him and began to
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resist. He then related to us the terrible battles,
lasting sometimes for hours and days, he was having
to prevent the brother from completely obsessing
him. At last, tired out with the struggle, he would
give in "for this once," as he would promise himsell.
Then he would start in drinking brandy, whiskey,
gin, etc., which by this time he had come to loathe.
His stomach was so sensitive and rebelled against it so
strongly at first that he would often have to drink the
third or fourth glass of whiskey or brandy before his
stomach would retain it. But the will of the obses-
sing brother was so strong that the younger was
forced to persist until the liquor could be retained,
and then continue until the debauch had lasted from
several days to a week or two. When he was utterly
exhausted and his life-force completely sapped, the
brother would leave him for a few weeks until he
recovered. Then would come another awful struggle
to resist going on another spree.

Another most remarkable case of successive obses-
sion was brought to our attention in Chicago. Mr.
X. was ordinarily a man of much firmness, deter-
mination and strength of will, and while a moderate
drinker, had never allowed liquor to overcome him
until some four years ago, when he had a long spree.
He soon got himself under control again and solemnly
promised himself and wife that he would never
thenceforth allow himself to become enslaved by
his desire for drink. However, he still continued
to drink moderately. He was a house painter and
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was closely associated with three other painters
employed by the same firm, all of the other three
being hard drinkers. Three years ago one of these
three died from alcoholism, and a year later, almost
on the same day, another died Last January, the
third and last of the three, after a long debauch,
committed suicide on the anniversary of the second
one's death. This last man was the foreman of
the gang in which Mr. X. and the others worked, and
had devoted all his spare time to drink and the
pursuit of women. Mr. X. had been a close friend
of his and upon his death was appointed to his posi-
tion as forpniin. Now the direct eviden of the
obsession of Mr. X. begins with the death of his
friend, the foreman, last January. Mrs. X. states
that since that time her husband seems utterly
unable to control his desire for liquor and has been
getting steadily worse. He has experienced periods
of great remorse, during which he would swear never
to drink again, but would then go out and drink
until his money was gone, being absent from home
several days and leaving his family without money
for a week at a time. During these sprees he would
also visit the same class of women as did his dead
foreman and former companion, although previous
to this time he bad never been a licentious man.
Both Mr. X. and his wife are somewhat psychic, and
both have seen the departed foreman enter their flat
as a dark and chilling spectre, especially one night
when they saw him come in from a narrow hail that
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led to a room in which they knew a drunken man was
sleeping off his debauch.

Here we have a series of obsessions which gradu-
ally killed off one after the other of the original
group of four, until now only Mr. X. is left. Each
departed one naturally returned to the group with
which he had been so closely associated and added
his craving for drink to that of the ones left behind,
driving them to still further excesses. This accumu-
lated force so overwhelmed the foreman that he
Was driven to suicide to get rid of the obsessing
demons, and it bids fair to overwhelm his successor
Mr. X., unless be takes most energetic steps to rid
himself of their influence.

An instance of an unsuccessful attack of a shnibr
kindisthecaseofastudentofthisOrder, thistime
a woman, a psychic who had been trained according
to these teachings and who understood how to main-
tain her self-control and protect herself. She was
entering the elevator of a large offi building when
she felt her feather neck-scarf pulled from her neck.
But the elevator door had closed em she could turn
around, and she was obliged to go on up to the office
where her business errand called her. In the office,
while standing near a certain desk, a feeling of intense
depression and horror came over her, which made her
fear that the man at the desk was contemplating
suicide. On descending to the street entrance she
asked the elevator starter if he had seen anything
of her neck-scarf. "Yes," he said, "I saw you drop
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it. You will find it back there in the corner." As
she walked back to the darker part of the hallway,
a man presented himself to her psychic vision and
accosted her. When she asked what he wanted,
he said that it was he who caused her scarf to drop
off in an effort to attract her attention, as he knew
she could communicate with him and he wished
her to do him a great favor. He told her that he
formerly had the desk near which she had stood
in the office she had visited, and a few months ago
had committed uidde in his chair at the desk, fol-
lowing a prolonged spree. He said he had not had a
drink sin passing out, and as he was suffering
intensely for one, he begged her to go and take a
drink for him so he could get the stimulation of the
alcohol by contact with her aura. He even offered
to guide her to the "ladies entrance" of a rtain
high-class café of which he knew, where she could
drink quite unobserved. This she, of course, refused
to do, but said as she was thirsty herself she would
go and get a glass of ice cream soda, if that would
do him any good. He said he did not want a soda,
and grew quite angry and abusive and tried to force
her to enter the café as she passed by. She resisted,
however, but told us that she had never so wanted a
drink of whiskey in her life, in fact, never knew before
what the craving was. When she bought her soda
and tried to drink it, he threw his resentment and
disgust over her so strongly that the very sight of
the soda nauseated her and she had to leave it
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untouched. The fact of the suidde having been
committed at the desk this lady visited was afterward
verified by us.

The primary cause for giving way to drink in the
beginning is selfishness and self-indulgence. Many
moderate drinkers are the "good fellows" of the
community because they have developed their
affections and love-nature to a considerable degree,
but without a corresponding gain in wisdom and
self.control. Hence the very development of their
love-nature tends to further self-indulgence. Many
moderate drinkers are quite sensitive to the influ-
ence of the Astral World, even though they do not
know it or recognize it as such. As they can find
no other means of satisfying the inner craving for
some form of stimulationwhich is really a craving
for the spiritual stimulus and thrill of satisfaction
which comes only from vibrating in harmony with
the spiritual ideals and guidance of the Higher Sell,
the t;nly real satiNfaction in lifethey take to alcohol,
since it gives them .a temporary touch with the
astral and a sort of ephemeral, pseudo-satisfaction,
but with the inevitable reaction. Others drink in
an effort to drown out the inner craving for true
satisfaction which is more or less active in every
heart; for the satisfaction which comes only from
spiritual growth and attainment but which they
either do not understand or refuse to admit and seek.

Remember, therefore, that permanently to cure
drunkenness, so it will not recur, the tendency to
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self-indulgence and irresponsibility for one's actions
must be boldly faced and determinedly overcome.
The immediate remedy, however, is to impress upon
the mind of the victim that the irresistible craving
which leads him to the excesses he is so ashamed
of, and which he so bitterly repents, is not alone
his own depraved desires, but the desire of a discarnate
drunkard who is seeking to satisfy himself through
obsessing the self-indulgent victim. "Thought arises
before desire. The thought acts on the brain, the
brain on the organ, and then the desire awakens."1
The following directions, quoted from a letter written
by the Teacher of the Order to such a victim, and
whose faithful following has entirely cured him and
many others, may prove helpful here.

"The real cause of your trouble is not with your
desire alone, but because you permit a discarnate
drinker to enter your aura and create within you an
excessive desire for liquor, that he may satisfy his
craving at the expense of your body and your life-
forces. If you will earnestly take yourself in hand
and follow out our directions exactly, you can drive
this influence away and free yourself from the habit
Repeat to yourself again and again that the desire
for drink is not your desire, and that you will not
permit anyone to rule and ruin your life. Dwell
on this idea continually. Keep saying that you
will permit no drunkard thus to obsess and control
you. Fix that idea firmly in mind. Repeat the

lThe Secret Dcctrii.e, Blavataky, iil, 573.
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Mornitig Prayer' as soon as you awake every morn-
ing, and mentally see the Light of the Christ pouring
down over you in a flood of pure, white light that
shall penetrate evenj cell of your being and drive out
every evil thing as light drives out darkness, and
shall then surround you with a wall of living fire
like the shell of an egg, into which no discarnate
entity or evil thing can penetrate. Also repeat the
Prayer for Ligbl and recali the vision again and
again during the day, especially whenever you feel
tempted.

"Also when you feel the old desire coming over
you, say to yourself: 'In the name of the Living
Christ I demand that you leave me and keep away.
I will not yield myself So you, and I demand that
you begone.' Talk just as earnestly and deter-
minedly as though some old drunkard was before
you in the flesh and trying to force you to drink with
him. Do not get excited or have the least fear, but
talk calmly and with absolute confidence in your
power thus to protect yourself and conquer. No
matter how hard he pleads, or what plausible argu-
ments he may presentwhich may at first seem to
be your own thoughts, but which will merely be his
desire thrown upon your consciousnessas to why
you should take 'just one more drink,' absolutely
refuse, and keep saying: 'In the name of the Living
Christ begone!' In the Astral World the Christ-
force is a consuming fire, and if you sincerely and

'See Appin&T. 'See Appendix.
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earnestly invoke it with all your heart and determina-
tion, any obsessing entity must depart or be con-
sumed. Get this fact firmly fixed in mind, that the
desire for drink is not yours, but that of a departed
drunkard. Also that you have the power to protect
yourself if you will."t

it is depraved excarnate human beings such as
are described in this chapter and the next who are the
basis of the many descriptions of evil and lying
spirits and demonsdemons of drink, gluttony,
greed, craft, lust and crudtygiven in the Bible
and other scriptures. Some of these creatures are
well represented in the stage version of Peer Gynt.
it is also just these influences that are responsible
for the periodic outbreaks of witchcraft, sorcery and
devil worship which sweep whole communities with
cyclones of evil.

It is also largely the influences from this Realm,
together with antagonistic thought-forces from per-
sons still in the flesh, which constitute the "malicious
animal magnetism" which Mrs. Eddy and the
Christian Scientists so greatly fear, because they do
not understand or know how to control.

'"I think it is a part of my duty to write on behalf of the
Christian MYStICS, telling the good I have derived from them,
both physically and spiritually. In plain words I bad tried
all sources physically for health, and to atop my vice, drunken-
ness. And when all others failed me the only place I got relief
was the Christian Mystics, as by following their tchings I
have completely conquered the drink habit." From a pupil in
Kingstoà, Jamaica. The same rules apply to discarnate nar-
cotic drug addicts. See Appendix.



CHAPTER XI

THE DESIRE REALM

OBSESSING EimTIEs (Continued)

"Vke is a monster of so frightful mien,
As to behated needabut tobe seen;
Yet, seen too oft, alas and grown familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace."

An Ersay on Man, Pope.

IN this dense region of the Desire Realm there is a
third great class of obsessing entities, and also swirl-
ing currents of perverted thought and creative forces
which sweep over humanity like black thunder
storms and hurricanes of evil. Therefore, although
this is the most disagreeable phase of the Astral
Vorld to discuss, nevertheless because of its ever-

present dangers through which the evolving Soul
must pass on its journey to the Hall of Wisdom, it is
our duty to indicate the character of its denizens and
forces and how they may be avoided or overcome.

This third class comprises those who, while on
earth, used their human intellects to enhance and
gratify their normal and then their perverted animal
desires. Hence in this class lust is the ruling passion
instead of drink or crime as in the two classes already
described, although both of those classes also seek

9 (120)
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this form of gratification as a secondary object.
In this Realm such entities must experience the
effects of the causes engendered while on earth, for
only thus can they truly learn that "the wages of sin
is death."

The occult student, of course, understands that
the suffering endured in this Realm is not eternal
punishment for any individual Soul, as the orthodox
believe, for the individual is ultimately purged of
his evil and passes on into the higher Realms. "For
thou wilt not leave my soul in bell; neither wilt
thou suffer thine Holy One to see corruption."1 The
suffering lasts only until the fires of passion and
desire have burned themselves out or until the
Soul, through sincere repentan, reform, spiritual
aspiration and a purification of the mind is able
to conquer passion and desire and rise above them.
Such conditions of burning and disintegration are
eternal in that they will last as long as there is any-
thing false or evil to be consumed.

Believing that life consists of sensation and grati-
fied desire, such entities haunt both dens of vice on
earth and also those whose impure thoughts give
these entities an opening through which to enter
the aura and steal the life-force of their victims, that
they may prolong what seems to them the only life
and thus escape the approaching disintegration that
appears to them to be 2nnhilation. The great

'Psalms, xvi, 10.
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danger to the living is that this Realm overlaps and
is closest to the physical, hence many, persons dwell
in it much of the time who do not consider them-
selves impure and who would be horrified and shocked
could they realize into what astral company their
impure thoughts and uncontrolled desires led them.

In many cases of melancholia the mind is dwelling in
this Realm. For when such thoughts are entertained
they open the aura and the consciousness to the
influence, suggestions and forces of the entities in
this Realm. Yet the purification and control of
thought is even more important in the Astral World
than in the Physical World, because of the more
immediate and powerful results. For when such
thoughts are entertained in the Astral World the
corresponding forces rush in and make that person
almost immediately the astral embodiment of those
loathsome evils.

It must be remembered that the spiritual Creative
Force is not sex-force, but the Divine life-force which
gives sex-force its creative power. That is, it
becomes or manifests as sex-force only when a stream
or current of it finds expression through the sex
centers or is focussed there by thought. If this
ever-flowing stream of Creative Force is not utilized
in various forms of mental or other creative activity
it gradually aceumulates, fills the aura and tends to
overflow through the sex centers as the points of
least resistance. The balance and adjustment of this
force should naturally be brought about between man
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and wife through normal relations in love and purity.
But where this relation cannot be entered into by
both in harmony, love and purity of thoughtalso
among those who are unmarriedthe remedy is
neither its expression through the sex centers nor
its suppression, intl its diversion into other channels
of creative activity, as fully described in our Letters
from the Teacher.1 Where this is not done the aura
becomes so overcharged with it that it attracts the
class of evil astral entities to which we refer in this
lesson. These entities once havbg gained entrance
to the aura, usually over the line of ambition, vanity,
sex desire, etc., absorb the life-force and sap the
vitality to prolong their lives and carry out their
evil designs. Having made the contact with the
victim they constantly slimuloje his sex passions by
bringing before his mental vision suggestions, images
and thoughts of lust. Response to such thoughts
and suggestions nidrni progressive obsession a fairly
easy matter, but resistance to theni, with a sincere
desire and determined will to conquer, together
with a prayer to The Christ-light within for help,
makes such obsession impossible; for prayer or
spiritual aspiration invokes forces which dissolve evil
thought forms as the sunlight dissipates fog.

Wherever response to their evil suggestions is
found, these entities throw a glamor of illusion over
the victim, in many cases presenting themselves as

'Page. 203-5.
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high spiritual teachers or as advanced Souls needing
merely the victim's magnetism; perhaps as a hus-
band or wife of a former incarnation; as a Soul-mate
or under the guise of some living person with whom
the victim is in love or who has attracted his or her
attention or who has perhaps innocently aroused
thoughts of lust. But no matter how high-sounding
the excuse or how plausible the sophistry by which
they gain the confidence of the victim and entrance
to the aura, the sex idea will uliimately be presenled in
some form and that force be drawn upon. Sometimes
after this has been accomplished, and nearly always
upon challenge, the glamor is dispelled and the true
nature of the entity is revealed. This usually brings
a revulsion of feeling and a sincere remorse which
may protect the victim from temptation for a time,
but if the creative forces are not diverSed from the
sex centers and utilized elsewhere, when they again
accumulate he is open to a repetition of the same
revolting experien, unless in the meantime he has
learned to purify and control his thoughts and abso-
lutely dose the door of his aura to all such tempta-
tions and suggestions.

Especially are the above temptations and sugges-
tions apt to be presented to the student who is seek-
ing to lead the higher life; for he has deliberately
turned away from the old thoughts, indulgences and
habits of life and set a new and higher standard,
especially of purity, and his old thought-forms and
temptations strive to drag him down to indulge them
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again. Also, having set this higher standard he
thereby invokes the Great Law to prove his state-
ments; prove whether or not he really means what
he says and has the will and has gained the power
to resist and overcome. This purifying and testing
is well illustrated by the temptations described by
Saint Anthony.

It is well known that light attracts the creatures of
the darkness, like moths around a flame, hen, as
the Neophyte's purified aura begins to shine out it
attracts the attention of the evil entities. Further-
more his very spritual advance has made him more
sensitive to thought influence and to the Astral
World. Therefore, that such temptations should
come upon the Neophyte after his period of exaltation
and spiritual realization, is not a sign that he is falling
away from his ideals and is degenerating, but is an
evidence that the growth he has made is being tested
as to just how solid and enduring it is. No matter
how many times he may be overcome and fail, let
him ut Ms failures behind Mm and determine to
try harder next time, remembering the real nature of
the entity who seduced him, and also his own power
to gather out of the burning the force of The Christ
with which to overcome in the future. He should
never mourn or even pray over his failures, for to
do so is to dwell upon them and strengthen them by
his thought-force. Rather let him rouse his slumber-
ing will to the fighting pitch and determine that next
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time he will conquer, then put the matter entirely
out of mind and shut the door upon it.

We have used the masculine pronouns in this
lesson merely for literary convenience and not
because only men are so tempted and obsessed;
for we are sorry to say that quite as many, if not
more, women are led to indulge their impure
thoughts in this way. Hence all we say herein
applies equally to women and to men. In fact,
being more sensitive to astral influences, women
would be more easily seduced by astral entities
were it not that their intuition is more developed
and is quicker to recognize the nature of the tempta-
tions than it is in man. Many, however, who are
somewhat psychic plainly see the obsessing entity
and call him their "astral lover, spirit-mate or spirit-
husband," etc., under the delusion that any truly
spiritual being in the higher realms needs either
physical magnetism or sex-force. It is just such
influences as these that inculcate ideas of so-called
"sex freedom" which inevitably result in some form
of illicit or "free-love." And it is just such ideas
and teachings that the teachings of the Order of
Christian Mystics most strenuously oppose, even as
a philosophic conception, knowing as it does the
utter falsity of such doctrines.1

1See The Voice of Isis, Curtis., Chapters XVI, XVIII, XIX,
XXV. Letters from the Teacher, Curtis., Chapter IX. The
Key to the Universe, Curtis.1 pages 345, 282-3, and Appendix.
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The compelling influence of this phase of the
Desire Realm is not brought about suddenly, but
like that of the other Rii1na is of gradual growth.
Itbeginsasavague desire, then as thisdesireis
yielded to and the person responds to the sugges-
tions of the astral influen, his own desireswhich
normally he might controlare augmented by the
desires of the astral entities and mere sugges-
tions grow rapidly into definite and overmastering
currents of thought. As such lustful thoughts are
entertained their power grows stronger until they
result in actual expression and gratification and
finally in actual obsession and bodily control by
the astral entity. These teachings are fully cor-
roborated by Jesus and St. Paul in the Bible, by
Paracelsus, Swedenborg, Jacob Boelune and others
among the older writers and by the venerable spiritu-
alist, Dr. Peeblesthan whom no one is in a better
position to know the reality of the horrors of spirit
obsessionand many others among living authori-
ties. If any are skeptical as to the reality of these
conditions or think we are merely perpetuating
superstition, let them read Dr. Hartman's Faracelsus
or Dr. Peebles' Spirit Obsessions in which Dr. Peebles
says: "Doubtless nineteen-twentieths of all intelli-
gent Spiritualists believe in demoniacal obsessions;
that is, psychio influences from evil-disposed spirits.

. . They also follow and if possible co-mingle
their psychic emanations with certain mortals, and
cling to them as fungus and moss to trees, thus
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vampire-like, absorbing their vitality."1 We are,
therefore, neither spreading superstition nor incul-
cating fear, for we give plain and simple directions
how to prevent such influences or obsessions and also
how to conquer and drive them away when present.
Our teachings are, therefore, not merely academic
and informing, but are vitally constructive and fear
eradicating.

We see that these conditions result from two chief
causes, first the suppression or lack of diversion of
the Creative Force into normal channels away from
the sex centers, and, second, from entertaining and
dwelling upon impure thoughts and lustful desires.
No one in everyday life in the world can entirely
prevent such suggestive thoughts from being pre-
sented to his consciousness, any more than he can
prevent unpleasant sights and inharmonious sounds
being presented to his eyes and ears while passing
through the streets. The point isand this is most
important to realize dearlythey need not be enter-
lamed when presented, but can be instantly dismissed.
Our glance may present to us the contents of the
gutter as we pass, but we do not need to feast our
eyes upon it. We can look beyond it and ignore it,
or better still, report it and have it removed. We
may have to cross the manhole of a sewer, but we
do not have to stop and inhale its noxious odors.
Our ears may overhear a lewd joke or suggestive

'Sjiirii Obsessions, 9, lv.
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song, but we do not have to remain where such
things are going on, or remember or gloat over them.
Just so with the evil thoughts and lewd suggestions
and lustful desires presented to our consciousness
from either the Astral or Physical Worlds. Impress
this idea strongly upon your mind. You do not have
to entertain them, give them lodgment and allow them
to grow and develop until they force you to express
and gratify them.

Remember that a fundamental law of psychology
tells us that "every thought entertained lewis to
express itself in terms of action, unless counteracted
by a contrary thought of equal power."

This law applies to all suggestions either from
without or within. Those which are entertained
tend to result in action. For instance, the carrying
of a revolver suggests the right to kill at your dis-
cretion, and the temptation to do so is continually
present, only waiting the opportunity for expression.
We should, therefore, not only resist temptations
to respond to suggestions which we do not wish to
execute but should lake gains to avoid placing our.
:elves in positions where such temptations are suggested.
It is difficult for many to resist such temptations
because through indulgence in past lives they have
been born in this life with weakened wills, lack of
self-control and with psychopathic tendencies in
general, for the parents with whom they have chosen
to incarnate furnished them a body which is either
more or less defective or which has an unstable
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nervous organism. Those who refuse to learn and
refuse to exercise self-discipline in this life will lay the
foundation for psychopathic and paranoid conditions
in a future life. In this respect at least, universal
military trainingeven if not actual servi in war
will do much for the regeneration of the Race.
For under such training the Soul will be taught the
principles of discipline, i. e., obedience, self-sacrifice
for an ideal, respect for an authority and proved
talent, consideration for others, personal hygienics,
etc., all of which will bea tremendous aid to self-
discipline after the period of servi is over.

The so-called cases of dual and multiple personali-
ties which so greatly puzzle our modern day psycho!-
ogists, in most cases are simply temporary obsessions
by various disembodied personalities, although there
are certain exceptions too technical to be described
here. Rather than admit this simple and almost
self-evident fact, recognized throughout the ages,
even by Jesus and all the Great Teachers, our modern
psychologistsfew if any of whom are psychic, have
developed any psychic powers or have any personal
knowledge of psychic experiences, although they still
claim to be psychologists!have concocted the most
elaborate imaginings as to the splitting up of the one
personality into various secondary selves, etc., which
require a far greater demind upon our credulity than
to admit the simple fact of obsession and control
by an astral entity.

As St. John tells us: "We wrestle not against
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flesh and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high places (Astral
'World)."1

In the Desire Realm all these forces are repre-
sented, and are gathered together in what may well
be called principalities, with their rulers, satraps and
servitors, all prepared to rush forth and fight in every
way possible to uphold their rule. And it is these
concentrated forces of evil against which we must
wrestle day and night. Woe to the poor mortal who
opens a door, even a tiny crack, to any of the forces
thus enumerated. For instance, consider ambition.
There is no more powerful principality than the one
ruled by ambition. Often a man or woman is work-
ing truly and sincerely and following the Christ in
humility, when some well meining friend suggests
to them that they are doing great things which
are deserving of recognition by the world, or praises
them lavishly for doing their duty. At once the door
of ambition is unlatched, and as this door hangs ever
loose on its hinges, the recipient of the praise may
rather enjoy gazing through its portals. But alas,
ere they are aware of their danger, an army from
the Principality of Ambition rushes through and
captures the citadel of their hearts, and they are
carried away captive; so it is with all the other
principalities when we open the door through harbor-
ing or contemplating their characteristic thoughts.

'Eeztans, vi, 12.
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Just as there is beauty, sweetness, fragrance and
harmony in nature and the world around us, as
well as inharmony, disease and decay, so is there
beauty, sweetness, love and purity in the Astral
World. And these aspects will be presented to our
consciousness instead of the evil if we seek for,
demand, afllnitize ourselves with and entertain them.
If we dislike the odors and conditions found in the
slums of a city and desire to enjoy pure air, the
trees, flowers and birds, we can enjoy them when-
ever our desire for them is strong enough to cause
us to leave the slums and seek the parks, fields or
woods. And just as there are obsessing entities who
would ruin us to gratify their evil desires, so are
there loving friends, spiritual teachers and currents
of life-giving spiritual force which will help and uplift
us if we correlate with them according to the inde-
pendent method described later.1 But neither these
friends, teachers or forces can reach us while we
are surrounded by dark clouds of anger, passion,
selfishness or lustful thoughts, nor can they force
their way to our side as long as we entertain the
crowds of debauched astral entities or perverted
teachers which surround us under such conditions.
It is for us to choose which class of thoughts and
associates we will entertain in the Astral World, just
as we choose our associates in the Physical World.

The remedy for overcoming such conditions is the

1See page 225.
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same as for obsession by the two classes mentioned in
the former chapter, i. e., the fearless and j'OSiliVe
Challenge "In the name of The Christ," and the de-
termined invocation of the Divine Fire and Light of The
Christ, in the presence of which no thing of darkness
or evil can exist But in addition to the Challenge,
in this case you should say to yourself again and
again: "I refuse to create! I refuse to create! I
refuse to create!" Especially should young persons
who are having trouble in controlling their thoughts
and desires impress these words upon their subcon-
scious mind just before dropping to sleep; for it is
thus possible to train the subconscious mind to wake
up and dispel such forces and entities the moment
they approach your aura, even while asleep. Also
hold the idea of dosing a door in your mind and
your aura which will shut out all such thoughts and
suggestions as soon as they attempt to intrude. For
remember, you do not have to entertain them.

Another way to protect yourself is to live in such
perfect accord with The Christ and dwell so con-
tinually in the thoughts of love, purity and unselfish-
ness, and occupy your mind so fully with earnest
thoughts of higher things and with study on these
subjects that all obscene thoughts or suggestions
will be repugnant to you. You will then turn from
them as naturally as you would step over a puddle
of mud in the street. We cannot be absorbed in two
things at once, or as Jesus said, we cannot serve
two masters, for we will bold to the one and despise
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the other. Therefore if the general trend of your
mind and desire is for higher things do not be dis-
tressed if the thing you despised occasionally sweeps
over your cgxisciousness, for if you do not serve it,
it can never become your master. If Christ is your
Master you will so despise the evil that it can and
will make little impression upon your mind.

Students who are having special trouble along
these lines should immediately put these instructions
into practice and if, after a thorough trial, they
still have trouble, they may write to the Teacher
of the Order of Christian Mystics for more detailed
directions. But remember you will never reach a
point where vigilan is not necessary. "Guard
thou the door of thby heart."





CHAPTER XII

THE EIGHTH SPHERE
"It is better for thee to enter into the Kingdom

of Go th o anbaving twoeyes to be
cast into bell fire: Where their worm dieth not,
and the fire is not qnwherl"

St. Mark1 ix, 47-8.

Bw each of the Realms of the Astral World
there is an intermediate state which might be com-
pared to an ante-room of the next sueeding Realm.
The same thing exists between the Physical World
and the Astral World. This overlapping may be
compared to the dark shadow of the earth stealing
over the sun during an eclipse. Being the lowest
of all, the Desire Realm touches the earth at its
darkest point, and this overlapping forms an inter-
mediate region (see diagram on page 181) into which
the offscourings of both the Physical and Astral
Worlds are gathered. This region therefore con-
tains the blackest thought forces and most of the
evil entities and conditions created by man which
he has been unable to redeem and which therefore
must be purified by the fires of disintegration. Here
the atmosphere is formed by the foul odors and
noxious gases arising from decay and disintegration
in both the Physical and Astral Worlds, as well as
the effluvia cast off by mankind.

10 (145)
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As we have said elsewhere, "This is the outer
larkness into which the unprofitable servant is
cast, which simply means that all the matter which
should be the servant of its LoM (The Christ), but
which fails to respond during one period of mani-
festation, must pass through a period of outer dark-
ness or lie in the grave until the resurrection or the
dawn of the next Manvantara (world period). In
many respects the darkness might be compared to
a compost heap into which all refuse, effete and
unusable matter is cast, there to ferment in dark-
ness until the next springtime when it can be spread
upon the earth and its life-force, transmuted by
the powers of the elements, can be utilized to bring
forth flowers, fruits and grains for the service and
sustenan of man. This accumulated mass is
darkness because it is composed of dead matter,
incapable of reflecting light. . . . Like the dark-
ness of Chaos, it is pregnant with the germs of that
which must ultimately come into the light and be
redeemed by its creator."

In the Deske Realm a dim and brooding twilight
forms its daylight, and oppressive darkness its night.
But in this overlapping ante-chamber its brightest
day is a murky and clammy darkness, while its night
is a period of dense, impenetrable blackness which is
beyond the power of mortals to describe. It is a
night beyond earthly conception; indeed, it is well

lb Vow. of Isis, Curtlas, page 323.
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described as "the outer darkness." The blarkness
is so dense and heavy that it surrounds those unfor-
tunate enough to enter it and oppresses them as with
the weight of centuries. They feel as though wedged
in between mountains, yet all the time there is a
sense of being alive and surrounded with horror
unspeakable.

This answers the question so frequently asked as
to why man, although created a pure and perfect
being made in the image of God, should be subjected
almost from the beginning to the temptation of dis-
obedienceandevil. Hehastotakeupandredeemall
his creations that have been left over from past world
periods. It is the influence of these old creations
of his that tempts him to continue their life by
repeating the same old mistakes. This temptation
in the Bible allegory is called the serpent which
was already in the Garden before man appeared,
i. e., matter impregnated with his old creations and
mistakes awaiting his coming for their redemption.

This intervening region is called the Eighth Sphere,
both because it is an addition to the seven-fold chain
of globes constituting the Earth Chain, and because
it is a double four or the point where the foundation
of one sphere (earth) is merging into the foundation
on which a better and higher planet will be built.
For just as the effluvia of decay is transmitted into
gas and then into new and useful products, so the
deep repentance and realization of mistakes and
crimes committed on earth are here made the foun-
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dation on which a new hwnanity can be brought.
forth.

In this sphere are found those soulless mortals
whose persistent refusal to respond to the guidance
of the Higher Self through many lives or to listen
to the voice of conscience, have thereby atrophied
the centers and avenues through and over which
that guidance reaches the body and impinges upon
the consciousness. When the atrophy of these
channels of communication is complete the human
personality breaks away from the overshadowing
Soul or Higher Self and becomes but a soulless,
hence conscienceless human animal. Such persons
are not "lost souls," for the Soul is immortal and
cannot be "lost," but they are lost human animals,
for it is the personality only that is lost, not the Soul.
These soulless beings are the "Jack the Rippers"
beings without a single redeeming traitwho corn-
mit the most atrocious and revolting crimes without
a pang .gfcconscien or remorse. They cannot feel
remorse/or the Soul whose chiding causes the remorse
has abandoned them. At death such persons pass
into the blackness of this Eighth Sphere where they
dwell continually surrounded by their crimes and
often continually fleeing defiantly but hopelessly
from the retribution they fear, and which they
imagine is pursuing them, as in the case of a man
with a rope around his neck described in a remark-
able communication from the Astral World in 1851.'

'Letlmfrom Hell, page. 13-14.
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A creature is described who "had a rope around its
neck, the hands being constantly trying to secure
theends." Heismadetosay"Iamforevertrying
to escape; there is not a creature but wants to hang
me. . . . It is my one aim to prevent people
getting hold of them . . . whenever this foolish
fear possesses me afresh, I must run, run as though
I had a thousand lives to lose."

Other dwellers in this region may remain 1ined
in consciousness to their victims. In many cases
their crime was the result of obsession, and now
that they are freed from that obsession they are
brought face to face with the crimes and must realize
their responsibility.

Here also dwell the soulless monsters of lust who
while on earth have persistently and knowingly
perverted the currents of Creative Force as it mani-
fests through the sex centers. To correctly under-
stand the condition in which the denizens of this
region dwell we must remember that the sex-force
is but one manifestation of the Divine Life-essence or
the Great Creative Force which is eternally bringing
all manifested things into existence and whose
unceasing onward and upward urge is the force back
of all evolution, forever transmuting matter into
Spirit and ever seeking higher forms of expression.
This Force is a living unquenchable Divine Fire
which should integrate, build up and perfect, but
which just as truly consumes the false and impure,
that the Life-essence which has been perverted
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may be released and used for man's ultimate re- -

demption.
It is this Divine Fire of The Christ-force that is

referred to so frequently in the New Testament.
"He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and
with fire. . . . And he will thoroughly purge
his floor, and gather his wheat into the garner; but
he will burn up the chaff with unquenchable fire."
In another place we are told that "The Lord thy
God is a consuming fire," etc. This Realm, there-
fore, bears a dose resemblance to the orthodox con-
ceptions of hell so graphically described in Dante's
Inferno, "Where the worm dieth not, and the fire
is not quenched." The "worm" is the continued
gnawing of evil desires which in this region have no
means of gratification, not even through obsessing
sensitive mortals still living in the flesh as do those
in the Desire Realm. The "worm" therefore is the
continual disappointment, anger and suffering arising
from pursuing the tantalus of expectations and fierce
desires forever unfulfilled. The unquenchable fire
is the Divine Fire of The Christ-force which slowly
burns out the dross of impurity and ultimately
disintegrates and consumes everything that prevents
its manifestation in purity and truth, that the life
currents may flow along normal and constructive lines.

The entities of this region therefore suffer both
because they cannot gratify their fierce desires and
also because they realize, even if vaguely, that their
astral bodies are being slowly consumed. They
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still have sufficient intelligence to realize something
of the horror of their condition and the dread of
the ultimate destiny which they more or less vaguely
sense. Such a state of consciousness is truly all that
has been pictured by the orthodox conceptions of
hell.

It is into this region that suicides precipitate them-
selves when they refuse to live out their appointed
time on earth. "When, through vice, fearful crimes
and animal passions, a disembodied spirit has fallen
to the Eighth Spherethe allegorical Hades, and
the gehenna of the Biblethe nearest to our earth
he can with the help of that glimpse of reason and
consciousness left to him, repent; that is to say, he
can, by exercising the remnants of his will-power,
strive upward, and like a drowning man, struggle
once more to the surface. - . . A strong aspira-
tion to retrieve his calamities, a pronounced desire,
will draw him once more into the earth's atmosphere.
Here he will wander and suffer more or less in dreary
solitude. His instincts will make him seek with
avidity contact with living persons. These spirits
are the invisible but too tangible magnetic vampires;
the subjective demons so well known to medieval
ecstatics, nuns, and monks, to the 'witches' made so
famous in the Witch-Hammer; and to certain sensi-
tive clairvoyants, according to their own confessions.

It is because Moses knew so well what they
were, and how terrible were the consequences to
weak persons who yielded to their influence, that he
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enacted the crud, murderous law against such
would-be 'witches;' but Jesus, full of justice and
divine love to humanity, healed instead of killing
them. Subsequently our dergy, the pretended
exemplars of Christian principles, followed the
law of Moses, and quietly ignored the law of Him
whom they call their 'one living God,' by burning
dozens of thousands of such pretended 'witches,"1
i. e., obsessed mortals.

Although they find themselves in this region of
the soulless the case of suicides is quite different
from that of the entities described above, although
they are in a most pitiable copdition and suffer
most terribly. They pass out in such a depressed,
despondent or insane state of mind that the terrible
thoughts, gnawing sorrow and despair which caused
the deed surround them like a shell or pall of black
horror. This envelopes theni so completely and is
so dense that neither their spirit friends nor the
spiritual helpers can reach them with their help until
they make an opening in this black aura, either by
sinoere repentance or a definite aspiration for the
Christ-light. Had they resisted the impulse to
suicide and remained in the body the black mood
and darkest despair would have passed away in a
few hours or at least in a few days and been outlived
and new conditions would have presented themselves,
but now since they are continually surrounded by the

'Isis Ueiled, Blavatsky, ii, 3524.
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same black thoughts which prompted the deed, they
are impelled to reenact the scene over and over
again, for they continue to live in the moment at
which the deed was done. Since there is no division
of time in this region, as we have it on earth, the
duration of time is marked only by sensation and so
long as these sensations endure time stands still and
their despair seems endless, for no other moment
can be experienced until the old sensations are worked
out and exhausted and new sensations can be experi-
enced.

Since they have refused to be comforted by time's
healing hand, and as the allotted ount of life-force
tb were oris as . ' with ciii in a

incarnation not a . exhausted ci act . ving
or_usedj!p 'y siclmz. a are no ady
thnormal as' life. And since ye refused
fgo on wifiii the Physical World they find
the door is shut in both directions. And like a child
who has run away from its tasks and shut itself in a
dark closet, they realize that they are absolutely
and terribly alone; that they are not in the Realms
with their departed friends, neither can they return
to earth, but are shut in with only the memory of
their despair and the dreadful deed they have com-
mitted. This, however, is not a cruel punishment,
for only as they realize to its bitterest extreme what
it means to take their own lives, can it be so deeply
imprinted on their consciousness that in no future
life will they repeat the deed, for when the similar
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impulse comes at a corresponding period in the next
lifefor come it must since the experiences leading
up to the deed must be met again and again until
conqueredthere will be such an inward horror
that they will have gained (except in extreme cases)
the strength of character to face conditions, resist
the impulse and conquer it. But, unlike the case
of soulless entities, there is hope; for as soon as the
Soul really repents, which is quite different from
merely being sorry, a ray of Light will be shown him,
and if he follows this it will lead him out of this
"outer darkness" into the region of the Astral World
to which he is otherwise aflinitized. There are
organized bands of nurses in the lower Realms who
are especially trained to help such cases, for they
are too dangerous for the ordinary dweller in the
astral to have anything to do with, even if such
should penetrate into this outer darkness.

Suicides realize that they are absolutely and terribly
alone and so seek the companionship of those left be-
hind and naturally throw over them the same pall
of depression which overwhelmed them, so that the
one whom they approach feels impelled to coipniit
suicide in the same way, although the mere approach
of the suicide to his friends tends to throw his condi-
don over them quite unconsciously to himself. We
have had several students corroborate this teaching
from their own experience. In some cases the lone--

liness and remorse of the suicide is so terrible that
he deliberately obsesses some mortal and tries to
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get him to commit suicide, usually in the same
manner, hoping thereby to gain his companionship.
But even if such an obsession is successful, as it
frequently is, the suicide is still disappointed and
alone, for he is shut away from his victim more than
before. The main thing to be remembered about
suicide is that it never relieves the victim from the
mental depression and suffering which he seeks to
escape, but prolongs and increases it a thousandfold.





CHAPTER XIII.

THE ELEMENTALS

1SubstantW but (for us) invisible beings of an
ethereal nature1 living in the of air, water,
earth, cc fire. They have no immortal spirits,
but . . . are of various grades of intelligence."

Pa,acdsus, Hartman, 44.

"Whether the results produced are styled znira-
culous or not, depends on our knowledgeour
knowledge of all the powers latent in nature, and
a knowledge of all the intdligences which exist."

Raymosd Lodge1 318.

IT is the intermediate states previously referred to
as existing between the various Realms that axe the
abiding place of most of the kingdoms, races and
tribes of tiny beings called Elementals.

Matter, force and nsciousness is a trinity that is
found everywhere in nature inseparably blended.
Therefore, not only does every form of matter have
a consciousness of its own, but also every force in
nature has a form of consciousness in its own Realm.
These forces are entitized in various forms of life
called by the general term of Elementals. And as
few people, even among occult students have a clear
idea of what is meant by the term, we will endeavor
to mnfr the subject somewhat dearer in these pages.

(157)
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The Elementals are the various orders of enti-
tized nature forces which, obeying the will of the
creative Hierarchies, bring into material manifes-
tation the details of the Grand Plan of the Universe.
In other words they are the means by which the
Divine Life-essence expresses the'ideals in the Divine
Mind through form, hence they are the intelligences
whose manifestation bring about the normal flow
of the earth currents and the activities of nature.

There is a wide range between the various mani-
festations of these forces, but in general they are
divided into four great kingdoms, each under the
direction of a great Master belonging to one of the
creative Hierarchies. These four kingdoms are the
Earth, whose elementals are called Gnomes; Water,
whose elementals are the Undines; Air, whose dc-
mentals are the Sylphs, and the Fire, whose elemen-
tals are the Salaminders. Each of these four divisions
are broken up into many tribes and races, each
with its own characteristics. We find them referred
to everywhere in literature under various names; in
fact, almost every country and every language has
its folk-lore in which these elementals figure under
various terms, yet all can be classified under these
four main divisions. In each of the four kingdoms
there are elementals of varying degrees of conscious-
ness and intelligence, varying from the true Nature
Sprites or rulers of their kingdoms, down to the
rudimentary lives over which they rule.

These rudimentary elemental lives are the very es--
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sence of the physical substances themselves and their
life manifestations give to the various forms of matter
their chemical properties. There is almost as great
a difference in form and consciousness between the
Nature Sprites and the rudimentary elemental lives
as there is between man and the insects. While
man, being the Lord of Creation, lives in all of the
four elementsearth, air, water and solar fire or
heatthe elementals live exclusively in one element.
The conditions of each element are as normal to
its inhabitants as physical conditions are to man.
For instance, to the Gnomes the earth is trans-
parent and offers no bar to their progress or activi-
ties, while the Salamanders live as naturally in fire
as man does in air.

Beside the four great dasses of elementals, there is
a class which although elemental differs widely from
those already described. As we have stated in a
previous Chapter, there are soulless beings who have
broken away from the informing Ego. These beings
after a few incarnations on earth,' exhaust every
remnant of the informing Soul's life-force and reach
a point where the atoms composing their astral
bodies are disintegrated in the Eighth Sphere. After
such disintegration, since in the great economy of
nature nothing is lost, the elements composing those
bodies must again start on the long "cyde of neces-
sity" and pass through all the stages of experience

'The Voic. of Isis, Curtiss, page 99.
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as elemental forces in nature, passing through
the mineral, vegetable, etc. Hence in this region
of the elementals, the forces once composing those
bodies have reached a state where they have become
elementals, but they differ from Nature Sprites in
that the substan of their forms has once existed
in human bodies, while the Nature Sprites animate
only the elements. This class of elementals are the
rudimentary and lowest astral forms of future man.
Here in this Realm the monad must evolve through
the nature states until taken up and built into the
hiimn kingdom as molecules in the lowest form of
physical man. The Soul which on broke away
from the body must again gather these forces and
atoms together and build new bodies which it can
inform.

All four classes of Nature Sprites are made in the
miniature image of man. Some, such as the Gnomes,
are often distorted and grotesque, but the Sprites
of the other kingdoms are more beautiful, dainty
and fairy-like. Indeed they are the fairies them-
selves. In many cases it is such elementals and
mischievous Nature Sprites, especially the Gnomes,
who impersonate the departed at a séance, for they
delight in their power to deceive and play all kinds
of pranks on both the medium and the sitter. The
Nature Sprites belong to ihe highest races of each
great kingdom, but the subject is so vast that in this
work we must confine our few subsequent remarks
to the four classes of Nature Sprites only.
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Among them we find a vast number of races and
tribes varying as widely as do the several ras and
tribes of mankind And just as with man, each tribe
hasitshoineinacertainlocalityonearthandis
largely confined to that region. For instance, every
region of earth, such as mountain, valley, or plain
has its own particular tribes of Gnomes which are
not found in any other part of the globe. In the
same way every form of water, babbling brook,
meadow stream, broad river, lake, sea or oan has
its particular tribe of Undines. The air also has its
many races of Sylphs. Every type of wind, from
the gentle zephyrs of summer and the steady trade
winds, the winds of land and sea, to the storm winds
and tornados, have their own characteristic tribes.

For instan, among the Gnomes there is a moe of
gold elementals to which belong all the tribes con-
nected with the various deposits of gold in different
parts of the world. Another race is composed of
all the tribes connected with copper, and so on for
each metal, rock and earth. Gold being the highest
metal, the tribes of all other metals are subservient
to its rulers, the gold Gnomes. There are other
tribes belonging to the vegetable kingdoms which
guide the elemental lives in building up the grass,
the trees, the flowers, etc. It is because the people
who live for a long time in one locality imbibe and
have built into their bodies, through the food they
eat, the water they drink and the air they breathe,
etc., the elemental forces of that locality, that they

11
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take on the peculiarities of that region and feel at
home there. Persons who do not live in one place
long have their elemental forces so mixed that they
feel no especial attraction for any one locality.

While the elemental forces of all four kingdoms
are more or less responsive to man's thoughts and
desire forces, only the more advanced, such as the
Nature Sprites, are sufficiently individualized to
communicate with man under certain conditions, as
we find witnessed to in the literatUre, philosophy and
religion of all ages and among all peoples. It is not
that these Sprites speak to man in English, French,
German, Japanese, etc., but rather that certain
sensitive mortals are able to attune their conscious-
ness to that of the Sprites and then express that
consciousness in the best words their mentality is
able to use. It is easiest for man thus to communi-
cate with the Gnomes, as they are closest to man
and most easily made friends with, while communion
with the Undines and Sylphs is more difficult. It
is the most difficult of all for man to communicate
with the Salamanders, for with few exceptions they
are antagonistic to man unless be has in a measure
been able to enter consciously into their kingdom,
in which case they will be his obedient servants. In
fact, all the elementals obey man when he can prove
to them his superiority. But since they obey and
recognize forces rather than the mere form of man,
the man who would dominate the elementals, either
for good or evil must be forceful; must prove his
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ability to rule. This is more effectively done, how-
ever, through real love and understanding of their
true nature than through mere will power.

American Indians in the Astral World, being
earth children and living so dose to nature, are in
very close touch with the Gnomes and earth elemen-
tals. In fact, those of them who earnestly desire
to help in the great work of evolution, and there
are many such, use their human intelligence to tutor
the rulers of the earth elementals, even lending to
them the power of speech so that such rulers may
come into contact with those upon the earth plane
who could aid them by bringing them in contact
with and implanting in them love and brotherhood
from the human kingdoms. For the elementals
obey man's thought, and work it out in their own
kingdom. Evil elementals are but elementals instinc-
tively working out man's evil thoughts, either in a
vague way, bringing pestilence and disaster, or in a
more definite way if the evil is given forth by a strong
meitality, one who attracts these forces strongly and
commands them to work out definite evil ends.





CHAPTER XIV

THE FAIRIES

UAIXI hark, the many-voiced earth,
The chanting of the old religious trees,
Rustle of far off waters, woven sounds
Of small and multitudinous lives awake,
Peopling the grasses and the pools with joy,
Uttering their meaning to the mystic night."

Pyrrha in Moody's Fire Binger.

IN describing certain regions and Realms of the
Astral World we have been obliged to refer to many
very disagreeable subjects and conditions, but it
should be remembered that such regions and con-
ditions form but a limited portion of that World.
That the student may have some realization of the
beauties of other regions, and also to show what
inspiring ideas may be gained by correlating our
human consciousness with the consciousness of the
elementals of the hrgher orders, we give herewith
some characteristic communications from them. It
is understood, of course, that the Sprites indicated
did not say the exact words given. The words axe
simply the best words the mentality of the authors
could find to express both the rhythm and the ideas
to which their consciousness responded as they corre-

(165)
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lated with those intelligences. Such communications
always have their characteristic weird yet musical
rhýthm, but no attempt has been made to give them
polished literary form.

From our investigations and experience we are
convinced that in many cases the descriptions given
of the fairies by Joetsas for instance those given
by Shakespeare in Midsummer Night's Dream, The
Tempest, etc.are simply a reproduction of the
consciousness of the various Nature Sprites to which
the authors responded, either unconsciously or in
many cases consciously.

THE FAIRIES' KISS
(To each of three pusons preænt at the time)

FRoM A Nrm
A kiss upon your lips dear Brother that shall make

you speak kind words.
A kiss on the lips for you dear Sister that shall

make you speak pure and beautiful words.
A kiss upon the lips of you dear Priestess that

shall make you speak for us. For all the Little
People shall show to mortals how we are made up;
made out of light, sunshine and joy and happiness.
When mortals let in our forces then we draw dose.
And the more light, joy and sunshine and happiness
they let in, the more we come and dance in their
hearts and shine from out their eyes, till mortals
see us dancing in the light, just as you see motes
dancing in a sunbeam.
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Come thou and dance with us.
Oh, let us happy be!

Mortals with joy be free!
Let us now happy be.
Come, come with mel

Faoii A SA!ÅMANDEk

A kiss upon the lips for thee, Brother, that thou
shall speak fiery words of strength and power.

A kiss upon the lips for thee, Sister, that the
strength of Love shall fill thee; that thy lips shall
smile always.

A kiss on the lips for thee, dear Priestess that
the Flame shall manifest in thy heart and life, con
suming all the dross and purifying the love that
humanity lays at thy feet.

We have come again
Light of the Flame.
Joy we bring to thee
Out of the Flame.

Fiou A Syg.rn

A kiss on the lips for you dear Brother, soft as a
zephyr's touch, filling thy heart with tenderness,
filling thy life with joy.

What a kiss on thy lips dear Sister!
Like the wind from Fairyland,
Blowing away all doubts and fears.

All loneliness throughout the years;
Filling thy life with tenderness,
Wiping away all tears;

Watching near thee ever, ever,
Throughout the long, long years.
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A kiss on thy lips, dear Priestess. A kiss that
takes pot gives. A kiss that is filled with sweetness,
a kiss on which we live. tOh, breathe out thy Spirit
in loving. Oh bind up thy heart in joy. Think only
of the joys of giving; thy years full of love employ.

Life is full of loving
Life is full of joy
Whispers the breeze of loving
Whispering to girl and boy.
Sweet little nestlings are waiting.
The springtime draweth near.
Open thy heart with loving
For the joy of the springtime is here,
For the joý of the springtime is here.

Faoi A Gsorn
A kiss of Earth to dear Master

I bring you my wealth and my store.
I have but a pick o'er my shoulder

But I lay all its gifts at thy door.
A kiss on thy lips dear Sister

And out of the earth enmes cheer,
Plenty and life-giving forces

To save you from sorrow and fear.
Out of the darkness of winter,

When the snow and the ice are gone,
The storehouse of Nature shall fill you.

You shall gather her wealth in your barn.
A kiss on your lips dear Priestesa

Earth's angels are whispering now.
Out of its bosom romes healing,

Out of its breath comes balm.
Balm for a spirit distracted,

Life for the flesh ill at ease,
Priestess of mercy and goodness

The earth brings a blessing to seize.
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A GNOME EXPLAINS AN ERUPTION

Down in the ground where the little fairies are,
the Salainanders are lighting the fires, and we fairies
see 'what it all means. There are things in the
earth that burn and burn and burn, and there are
things that move and move and move. And some
day the water drips and drips and drips down into
the fiery depths of the earth where the fire burns
till it is all white hot, with curling, glowing flames
of rosy hue. And there in the depths of this fiery
heart the Fire Elementals live. They mysteriously
move in the depths of the earth. And all the time
they grow and grow and grow, and that which was
once a fairy deli where the innocent little wood
nymphs play now is in the fiery heart. Some day
while the waters drip, a little elemental of water,
full of interest and curiosity, peeks down into
this chamber to see what is going on. Then her
sisters hear her scream and she is swallowed up.
Then they all rush in to save her life. The Fire
Elementals clap their hands and lo the whole hill
explodes. And the trees and grass and insects and
birds all go down into the fiery depths of earth.

[A WIND SPRITE SPEAKS

I know the Masters of the World. I helped them
build their great and beautiful Temple thousands and
millions of years ago. I carried on my magic wings
the great stones. I worked by the power that comes
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from the eyes of the great Masters of Wisdom. I
can lead you, when They give me their permission
to do so, into the secret crypts of the Temple. I
have watched and waited and obeyed and known what
was intended, because I am part of the elemental
power that is used and manipulated to bring about
the great changes that the Master in his great wis-
dom and mighty will desires. I can ride upon the
whirlwind. I can fulfill the decrees of the great
North-wind. When it sweeps across the prairies,
when it shakes the windows of your home, it is I
who seek admission. . . . I can make myself
at home in the soft murmurs of your dreams. I can
whisper of love and of beauty and of peace. When
the Master wants his servants to understand, He
sends me forth and I embody His thought and am
propelled by His will. And so I come to you direct
from the eyes of the Master.

CONSECRATION OF THE GOLD

Br * Gsoiix

You want to know the meaning of my domain?
How can I tell to mortals or express in mortal
language what is not mortal? How can I make
them understand? How can I tell them of Sylphs,
Undines, Salamanders and Gnomes? . . . How
did it happen? Why Great Thor threw into the
middle of an immense sea a monstrous mountain.
This mountain he shot out with his right hand. When
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it fell into the waters the Undines were imprisoned.
And when they found their domain thus invaded
they were in despair. Then the Sylphs of the air
rushed in with a mighty voice through passages
which the Gnomes had carefully carved to the relief
of the imprisoned Undines. With a mighty voice
and song of triumph they rushed through the pas-
sages so the imprisoned Spirits in the water could
breathe as the air rushed hither and thither. Then
the Gnomes, good servants as they are to the Sylphs,
followed with their picks and shut and plastered
up passages and made other passages here and there.
None of theni knew what they were creating, they
only followed their leaders, and they only knew that
the Great God had told them to build and plaster
up the passages. Then came the grand army of
the Salamandem and gathered together all the chips
from our work and presstd them to their fiery hearts
and evolved a yellow substance, the soul of the
earth, a beautiful yellow substance. It was pure
and better in this great mountain than in any other
place, because it was created through sacrifice in
effort to relieve the imprisoned Undines. And when
all the Sylphs, Undines, Gnomes and Salainanders
had blended their life forces into one, Io we had a
great mountain piled up with gold. And the seed
of it grew and grew.

And the great gods came down and looked at our
work and pronounced it good, and spake these words,
and we engraved them in the heart of the mountain
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in all its windings and its passages. Again and again
we repeated it. "This gold is not to be desecrated or
used for the debasement of mankind. It is dedicated
to my holy temple." Some day a grand structure will
be erected by another order of beings neither Syiph,
Undines, Gnomes or Salanianders, but something
that contains them all. And these beings (men)
shall be the Lords of Creation and all we "little
people" shall obey them when they come with a
sacred scroll inscribed with the same sacred char-
acters that we have carved in the passages. When
they bring us this scrollit is not a mountain like
ours but just a little piece of parchment, yet these
beings have traced figures on it, the exact figures
we have been all these ages learning and carving
within the mountain - when we recognize these
figures we will know our masters have come and we
will obey them. This gold would be a curse to any-
one who should use it for any purpose save that for
which it was created. It was created to beautify
the Temple of the Sun. This Temple shall be cov-
ered over with pure gold. Even now in the regions
where we work we can lead you to a passage which
shall descend by steps carved out of solid gold.
This is the only metal fit to be used in certain parts
of the great Temple. That is what gold is created
for, to impart its magnetic aura to man and focus the
sun-force for the worship of the gods. When it is
degraded for barter all the powers of the gods who
have been thus insulted let it become a curse to all
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who 1touch it. Mankind will learn this lesson only
after many ages; after he has suffered from the gold
fever. Then he will not abuse gold by using it for
such degrading purposes.

TINKLE BUBBLE

A MOUNTAIN WATER SPRITE

Takea bookand sit by the brook
And read of the fairies and sylpha
Read of all the beauties you'll find
In my murmuring mountain brook.
This is the home of Tinkle Bubble
Here you will find no trouble
Only joy, only joy, joy, joy.
0, here you'll find no trouble
In the home of Tinkle Bubble.
O little Brother meet me on the shore,
Singing, singing to my home of joy,
Come with me little Brother, little Sister
Come with Tinkle Bubble and fotiet your earthly trouble
For its joy, joy, joy at the home ci Tinkle Bubble,
I will meet you on the shore in the twinkling of an eye.

THE SPIRIT OF THE STORM WIND

I am the Spirit of the Storm Wind that blows the
waves; that changes the day to night; that saddens
the world and lets the rain from the mighty deep
pour over the darkened earth until it is engulfed.
Blow, blow, blow ye winds. Blow from the West,
blow from the North. Let the oan find itself a
new bed, a new bed. What is so beautiful as the
breakers on the shore I
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AN UNDINE'S PROPHECY
(Given in June1 1914)

The waters shall cleanse the earth I The dead
and dying both alike are carried by the beautiful
clear waters of the ocean. The implements of death,
misery and suffering are all washed away and the
beautiful waters of the ocean with the sunlight on
them are moving, moving, so calm and sweet and
clean. Breathe in the air, the salt, salt air of the
ocean.

What is this putrid smell of unburied thousands?
Of earth saturated with blood? What is this death
that man has made? It is hideous. It smells aloud
to heaven. How horrible! Then the beautiful clear
waters come with their sweet breath of purity and
life, the salt of purity and sweetness. Smell the
air! How sweet it is. This is not death, for there is
no death, it is only the Divine Law which goes forth
and says: "Go back and be washed by the ocean,
be covered up; when purified let the dry land appear."
All this land will be filled with forces, little seeds of
love and life that have been purified by the waters.
And they draw to themselves other forces and out
of these little flames of life try to embody themselves
in trees and grass and flowers. Then they grow
stronger and embody themselves into something else.
And after a long, long time God says to man: "Go
and dwell on the new land I have made for you."
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Then man comes and finds all things growing. Then
God says: "These are the things you have made.
I have sent my ocean to wash away the wickedness
you created by your thoughts. But in your spirit
the Divine Life centered and has brought forth."

THE OCEAN IS KING

Onward, onward we go. The ocean is king! The
ocean is king! Down, down, down, 0, land, under-
neath the waves. A new day, a new place to play,
ye nymphs of the caves! Man, puny creature is
gone, and the land where he dwelt and made his
proud boast, where is it now? Under the waves!
And over it the dolphins dance and play all day.
O puny man, where is your kingdom? Would you
keep back the great deep? Hal ha! Onward,
onward, over the land. Now it is gone. It is gone.
The spray dashes high and the beautiful sun shines
through its depths and makes myriads of diamonds
and pearls. They are not tears, but pearls of joy,
joy, joy, while the dolphins dance and play. For
the land is gone, is gone, is gone.

A ROGUISH ELF

Among all the embodied nature forces there is one
who reigns supreme; his name is Love. Oh, he is
such a roguish elf! He steals into men's hearts and
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pours out such sweet balm. He seldom talks but
just expresses himself in a mystic language known
alone to the heart. Have you met him child of
earth? Or have you merely met his foster brother
who talks and talks until you are weary of his chatter?
Yes, and betimes he grows so eloquent with his own
glowing word pictures that he forgets others and
remembers only himself. Poor thing! Then he
suffers and cries out at the gross blindness and in-
humanity of the children of men. Have you met
him? You may find him easily, but you will know
him from his brother, because his brother, Love,
seldom speaks when you meet him. He gazes in your
face with starry misty eyes and smiles, yet the smile
and the look shines in your heart all the day through.

THE FAIRY'S ENCOURAGEMENT

Beloved of Christ keep your Star shining bright
Out through the darkness of earth's dreary night.
Mid toil and eanfusion of battle and strife,
SendoutyourmgeofLove. Itislife.

o souls who are patiently waiting for day,
Be not discouraged; turn not away;
For the day that is dawning is gloriously bright;
The dreams so appalling will flee with the night.

Press on, niy warriors, fear not the fray.
We are the Conquerors; our Voice obey.
Sound loud the trumpet blast, happy and free,
TodlofthcDayStartbatisdestinedtobe.
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Oh! earth that is sobbing, like a child in its sleep.
Oh! Brothers who suffer with pain fierce and deep.
Stand still in the ruIn your passions have wrought
Take count of the guerdon greed and sorrow have brought.
If your heart sinks despairing in the mystical calm,
List to God's choir; its echoes bring balm.
The fire but purifies; strife ends in peace.
Hosanna! Hosanna! the carnage must cease.
Lift up your voices, the day is at hand.
No more of sorrow to this happy land.

12





CHAPTER XV

THE PSYCHIC REALMS

THE MENTAL R1!ATM

"Thou shalt not let thy senses make a playground
of thy mind."

The Voice of Silence, Blavatsky..

"It is reasonable to suppose that the mind can be
more at borne, and more directly and more exu-
berantly active, when the need for such interaction
between psychical and physical no longer exists,
when the restraining influenee of brain and nerve
mrhinm is removed."

Raymond, Lodge, 313.

AFTER passing through the experiences and learning:
the lessons of the four lower Realms, and having
purified the body from the denser earth attractions,
the Soul dies to the lower Realms, slips off the dense
astral body and leaves it behind to disintegrate in the
astral graveyards, just as it left the physical body to.
disintegrate in the tomb.

The four lower Realms of dense astral matter
which the Soul now leaves are usually what is re-
ferred to when the term Astral World is used, for the-
reason that it is from these Realms that the forces.

(170)
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and phenomena commonly called astral usually
come. But there is almost as great a difference
between the four lower Realms and the three higher,
into which the Soul now enters, as there is between
the states of matter constituting the Physical World
and the finer states composing the lower astral.
Both the latter are states of matter, but of far differ-
exit rates of vibration. Just so the three higher
Realms are composed of astral substanceas dis-
tinguished from the mailer of the lower Realms
but of a far higher rate of vibration and finer condi-
tion.

To make this great difference more clearly realized
we shall refer to these three higher Realms as the
Psychic Realms, leaving the term astral to apply to
the four lower. We use the specific term psychic
here because the word itself means Soul and these
are truly the Soul Realms, for it is in these Realms
that the Soul, freed from the hamperin garments
-of the physical and astral bodies and purified from its
lower desires, finds the greatest scope for its most
perfect expression in this World. This division may
be roughly indicated by the following diagram.

Ecstatic
Psycbic PaIins Inspiration

Mental
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It must be remembered, however, that these
Realms are all a part of the Astral World and must
not be confused with the Higher Worlds beyond,
each of which has its seven Realms. Each Astral
Realm is astral, yet partakes of the substance of the
Higher World to which it is afflnitized, hence is the
vehicle or door through which the Higher Worlds find
.expression in the Astral World. The Higher Worlds
also have corresponding doors into the Physical
World.

THE MENTAL REALM

Since 11ind is the fifth Principle of Man, quite
naturally the fifth Realm is the one in which the
Principle of Mind has its chief manifestation in the
Astral World. In fact, the Mental World so rules
this Realm of the Psychic that its "mind stuff"
permeates and dominates it. We must, however, be
careful to distinguish between this Mental Realm
of the Astral World and the Mental World itself;
for there is an Astral Realm of the Mental World that
is so closely allied as to be almost indistinguishable
from the Mental Realm of the Astral World. In the
one the astral foundation is permeated by mind
stuff, while in the other the mental foundation is
permeated by astral stuff.

Just as very intellectual persons are said to live
in the Mental World while still in the physical body,
so after leaving the physical body, having very little
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interest in the phenomena and life of the lower
Realms, they quicldy gravitate to the Mental Realm
of the astral without spending much time or having
much experience in the lower Realms. When this
occurs the one thus finding himself surrounded by
and breathing and living in mind stuff, is apt to be
so well pleased, finding his own mentality so greatly
stimulated, that for a long period he revels in 'his
mentality, going over and over his pet hobbies of earth
and seeing in them deeper and deeper possibilities.
But after a time, according to his Soul development,
he finds that he is not gaining new truths or unfolding
new avenues of thought, but that only the seed
thoughts already sown are sprouting; the avenues
already developed are growing deeper and the intel-
lectual acumen pertaining to problems already in.
his mind is quickening. Here we might say he wears
out his old mental experiences and begins to look
around him and respond to new ideas, or perhaps
enters one of the great schools.

But the average person who is not especially intel-
lectual also reaches and functions in this Realm in
the course of his astral evolution. First the earth
desires, which hold him to the lower and more materiaL
Realms already described, must be worked out in
those lower Realms and their earth attraction ex-
hausted. As they are worked out and the denser
particles of the astral body are excreted or washed.
out and left behind, the Soul is ultimately clothed
in a purified, etherealized and mentalized astral body
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of a much finer texture than that used while dwelling
in the lower Realms. This we now term the psychic
body. This psychic body has been so purified of
its earthly elements that it can no longer appear
objectively in earth conditions; cannot obsess or
become the "control" of a subjective medium or
appear in a maternlizng séance for example, yet it
is capable of affecting physical conditions through
the power of thought far more powerfully than
can those who appear objectively in the lower Realms.
It is in a psychic body, therefore, that the Soul dwells
in the Psychic Realms of the Astral World.

Sitters in spiritualistic seances axe frequently told
that their friends have descended to them from
higher spheres or, on the other hand, that they were
about to pass on into a higher state. In many
cases, although not all, this simply means that they
have risen from the lower Realms into the more
rarefied Psychic Realms. In those cases in which
they say they are going on into a Realm from which
they cannot return to contact or control the medium,
it usually means that they are about to die to the
astral body and ascend into the Psychic Realms.
The Ethereal Realm is usually the highest Realm
reached by the average subjective medium, for by
the abnormal subjective method they are unable to
reach those who have died to the lower Realms and
who hence have no dense astral body with which to
descend into the lower Realms and m2kP a physical
contact with the medium.
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As we have already said elsewhere, when this
Mental Realm is entered the attractions of either
the lower Realms or of the earth no longer hold
the Soul, for in consciousness it is dwelling largely
in the Mental World. This condition is so much
higher than that of the lower Realms that although
for a Lime the Soul can descend into the lower
Realms and pass freely back and forth if it so
desires, ultimately it may be said to die to the lower
astral, alter which it cannot return to earth condi-
tions except mentally. When this change takes
place the Soul "has passed on into a higher sphere"
as the spiritualists express it, in which state it is
beyond the reach of the ordinary medium.

While the Mental is a higher Realm, yet it too has
its dangers, for here the Soul is apt to emphasize
what the Hindus call "The great Sin of Separateness."
Also here many become so enwrapped in their own
intellectuality, that selfishness is engendered. Hence
even if they live in this mental heaven for ages, there
must come a time of awakening and realization of
their own limitation in heart development, which
awakens the desire to advance. The result of this
desire in many cases is that they willingly send their
consciousness down to the higher regions of the
Desire Realm and there learn unselfishness by help-
ing others through inspiring their thoughts with
higher ideals; for they can only develop the heart
nature by unselfishly working for others.

In this Realm the Soul completes the working out
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and perfecting of his mental conceptions, and the
plans begun while on earth and continued while in
the lower Reiimc; for here the Soul is in so much
closer touch with the ideals in the Mental World
that it can grasp greater conceptions of perfection
for its plans. As a rule every scientist, inventor
or idealist who has an ideal or invention to perfect
for humanity, on passing into the astral finds his
project awaiting him in as advanced a stage of
perfection as he has been able to create. In the
lower Realms he continues to work at, enjoy, test
and perfect it, but on his dying to those Realms his
invent)n being then freed from the attraction which
brought the idea from the Mental World into mani-
festation, is drawn into the Vital Realm where it
will quickly vanish if it contained no vital germ
which the life-force could quicken, or the disinte-
grating currents will dissolve from it all the mistakes
and errors which do not correspond with the ideal.
The purified pattern will then ascend into the Mental
Realm of the astral where it may be still further
perfected by its creator. When so perfected it
will then descend into a special region in the lower
Realms which might be likened to a museum con-
taining all the wonders of the past and those that
are to manifest in the future. There it awaits until
some mind responds to the idea it embodies, and
gives it physical expression. If it is not perfected,
it slowly disintegrates and its germ of truth is in-
drawn into its ideal in the Mental World. it is here,
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therefore, that the purified thought-forms of inven-
tions, the creations of art, scientific discoveries,
etc., are perfected after their purification from flaws
and misconceptions in the Vital Realm.

It is here also that the great schools of learning
are located, the branches of whkh we encountered
in the lower Realms. Such branches might be
compared to the branches of a great university
which are located in the slums of a large city and
called "Settlement Houses," where university gradu-
ates go to live for a time to teach, inspire and uplift
the less enlightened of those districts. These great
schools are located in this Realm because, being
free from the denser astral body and its earth desires,
the Soul is able to reslond with less effort to the
mental environment and give all its attention to
intellectual and philosophic pursuits and problems.
For here, unhampered by any of the less responsive
conditions of the Physical World or of the lower
Realms, the mind can easily and quickly grasp and
comprehend ideas which only the more advanced
Souls, with highly developed and sensitive physical
brains, could grasp either while on earth or in the
lower Realms. Here it is then that spiritual ideals
are embodied into definite ideas and aie so impressed
Upon the consciousness of the Soul that in its next
incarnation they become important factors in the life,
even though the physical brain in that incarnatio&
be not sufficiently sensitive and trained to grasp
them consciously and fully.
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Here it is also that persons who have begun the
study of the spiritual philosophy of the Wisdom
Religionand indeed any branch of study or form
of religioncontinue the more advanced phases of
their studies, so that in the next incarnation, the
new conceptions are so strongly impressed upon
their consciousness that they are born with the con-
viction of rtain truthssuch as reincarnation, the
persisten of the individual consciousness after
so-called death, the possibility of spiritualizing the
physical body, etc.and hence only need to have
the attention of their outer consciousness called to
such facts to know their truth without argument. Of
course such convictions also result from study and
advance made before leaving the physical body, but
they are greatly strengthened by further study in
this Mental Realm of the astral alter passing on.
Therefore our friends the Spiritualists are quite
correct in teaching that the friends who have passed
beyond the Physical World and beyond the lower
Realms of the astral are "still progressing."

In this Realm the schools of philosophy, religion
and other branches of learning are quite as various
as on earth, and there are many brotherhoods which
maintain elaborate organizations for presenting to
humanity their conoeptions of truth and the prin-
ciples which they think will be most helpful to man-
kind. As the race is now entering upon a reincar-
nation of the period during which the civilization
of Atlantis reached its greatest height, the schools
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of Atlantean philosophy are especially active at
this time. Indeed, many famous Atlantean teachers
have been waiting all this time to incarnate or re-
Present their perfected teachings to mankind, not
having found the dense conditions of previous ages
favorable for presenting their advanced teachings
or perhaps affordling opportunities for more than
minor incarnations. Many of these teachers, how-
ever, are not even trying to incarnate in this transi-
tional period of the world, but are preparing for a
Subsequent incarnation by giving out as much of
their teachings as possible in advance, through some
developed psychic or even through subjective mod-
iUlns. For while such teachers may not be able to
appear in a séance room they can send down their
Strong thought-currents with such force as to impose
them upon subjective mediums and psychics. Such
Psychics in turn give out the teachings colored,
Iimjcj and modified by their stage of intellectual
development, personal opinions and preconceived
ideas. In such cases there is often an astral entity
Who first catches the current of thought and then
impersonates the Atlantean teacher to the medium.
This is also why we have so many books and teach-
ings today which claim to be inspired by or given
OUt by old Atlanteans. In many cases these teach-
ings are but a repetition of the fallacies, sophistries
and in some cases the pernicious teachings whose
logical development resulted in the downfall of the
great Atlantean civilization and the submergence of
the continent.
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Therefore it is most important that students culti-
vate their discrimination and intuition and carefully
scrutinize the principles of any and every teaching
from any sour, no matter how apparently high, and
carefully consider how its logical working out in
actual practice will affect humanity. A teaching
should not be accepted merely because it is labeled,
"Atlantean," "psychic," or "spiritual," or because
it comes "from the unseen." The mere label is
not sufficient to warrant acceptan, for, as we have
seen above, all kinds of teachings, good, bad and
indifferent, from the highest inspiration from the
Divine World and the Masters of Wisdom down to
the platitudes of disembodied orthodox ministers
and the selfish and misleading doctrines of the
Brothers of the Shadow, on down to the lowest and
most pernicious teachings of the Black Brotherhood,
all may come from the so-called "Higher Worlds."
And those who give out such teachings may be inno-
cent agents who are quite sincere in thinking that
their source of information is the highest possible,
merely because it comes from out the invisible.
Discrimination and intuitive heart-recognition of Truth,
together with a clear understanding of the fundamental
doctrines of the Wisdom Religion and the laws of the
higher Realms, must therefore be the watchwords in
regard to any and all teachings claiming to be spiritual.

While the Soul gains and perfects experience in
all Realms of the Astral World, it is principally
because these great Schools of Learning are in the
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Mental Realm that the Astral World is called the
"Hall of Learning." As we have said elsewhere:
"The experiences of the Astral World therefore form
part of the training through which every Soul must
pass at a certain stage of development ere it can master
the problems of the Hall of Learning, be entrusted
to function alone and enter the Hall of Wisdom.
Although many warnings have been given against
entering this World unprepared, nevertheless evely
Soul must pass through its experiences and learn its
lessons. The warnings are not so much against
entering this World as against lingering amidst its
subtle perfumes and wondrous flowers or being
misled by the seductive voices or other allurements
and fascinations it presents to the inner senses.

The Astral World then, is not a region
wherein the pupil should seek to dwell and make
his home, but merely a country through which he
must pass to gain certain necessary Soul-qualities."1
Therefore, there is no "escaping the astral" as some
schools teach. What they really mean is that a long
stay in the lower Realms can be escaped and pro-
gress greatly advanced by purifying the thoughts,
desires and life while still on earth; for as we have
already said, it is the four lower and dense Realms
that are usually referred to as "the astral."

The only way really to "escape the astral" is so to
develop that we can learn most of its lessons while
still in physical incarnation. By following the true

1See le5son The Great Book Part I.
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spiritual philosophy and under the guidance of a
personal Teacher appointed by the Lodge, after we
have reached a certain stage of spiritual growth, the
main lessons of the Hall of Learning may be acquired
and the Hall of Wisdom of the Mental World entered
while still functioning in the flesh, although the
higher phases of astral life will have to be experi-
enced for a time after leaving the physical. In the
Mental Realm of the Mental World each school of
philosophy and religion, etc., is represented by a
great mass of mind stuff which differs from all others
in density and luminosity "as one star differeth
from another in glory." These masses of mind
stuff,, impregnated with the characteristic ideas of
the school formulating them, can be appropriated by
anyone capable of reaching up to that Realm of
the Mental World. And it is through the Mental
Realm of the Astral World that most of the advanced
teachers reach up and take as much as they can
grasp, develop it and pass it on down to their follow-
ers in the Physical World. Occasionally here and
there there is an especially advanced Soul who can
reach directly into the higher Realms of the Mental
World and bring down the teachings to which it
affinitizes while still in the physical body; but such
instances are comparatively rare, as they are the
result of long special training and development
through many incarnations.

Chief in importance of all the schools in this
Realm of the Astral is the great School of The Lodge
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which is maintained and directed by the Masters of
Wisdom of the Great White Lodge for the promulga-
tion of the Wisdom Religion. Here the Great
Souls who are directly connected with and immedi-
ately supervise the spiritual work in the Astral and
Physical Worlds do their chief work. These are
Great Souls who have won Mastery in their various
Races, but still retain a purified and spiritualized
psychic body that they may easily keep in touch
with the great mass of workers in the Physical World
who, while advanced, intuitive and spiritual minded,
are not able to reach up directly into the higher and
fonnless Realms and personally grasp the Divine
Wisdom in its more abstract state and formulate
it for themselves. While many of the more advanced
Masters attain a spiritual Nirmanakaya body, still,
most of the Masters directly connected with the
work in the Physical World, for the sake of helping
humanity the better, voluntarily retain the psychic
body. Hence they retain all the individual char-
acteristics of the personality and race in which they
won Mastery and so can easily be recognized by
those who knew them when on earth or who are
familiar with their pictures.

The Great White Lodge1 is composed of those
Great Masters who have attained Mastery through
evenj school of philosophy and religion, and from
every race of mankind; for Mastery is reaching per-

1See Leijers from the Teacher, Curtim, Chapter II.
13
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fection where all truth is seen as one. This is why
it is called the Great White Lodge, for truth is like
a diamond which while it reflects every ray of the
color spectrum, is nevertheless in itself pure white.
So this Great Lodge contains in it the best and the
truest from all teachings, and has in it Masters from
all schools. Therefore every Soul seeking Mastery
over the flesh can find among these Great Souls some
Teacher who belongs to the same Hierarchy as him-
self, i. e., who had the same mental traits and ten-
dencies and has met on the Path the same difficulties,
hence can meet that student on his own mental
platform, understanding perfectly his difficulties and
temptations and thus the more readily give him
personal help.

It is in this great School of The Lodge that the
Great Teacher known as Mme. Blavatsky, to whom
was given the task of preparing the Western World
for the coming of the Avatar of the new sub-race,
still directs and carries on that great work as one
of the most able lieutenants or assistant professors
to the Masters who were her Teachers. It is not as
the old human personality of Mme. Blavatsky, how-
ever, that that Great Teacher should be thòught of
by her followers, but as the Great Soul who for a
time inhabitated and was hampered and limited by
the traits and frailties of that complex personality.
Indeed it is far more in accord with the facts of
the case to drop the feminine pronoun entirely and
simply refer to that Great Soul as the Teacher,
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instead of imposing upon her the limitations of the
last incarnation in a feminine organism.

The important fact to remember in this connec-
tion is that this Great Teacher still remains in the
higher Realms of the Astral and from there inspires,
works with and influences, to the degree that eack
will permit, respond and follow, not only the Society
which she founded and all the sects into which it is
now split up, but also every group of students
throughout the world who are seeking to promul-
gate any phase or aspect of the Wisdom Religion
and who are unprejudiced and open minded enough
to respond to the more advanced conceptions of it
to which she has now attained. For remember that
even that Great Teacher has advanced far beyond
anything which could be grasped while still in the
flesh, and has cast off with the limitation of the
personality, many of the limiting conceptions of
truth held while in the flesh and hence must present
new aspects and poInts of view which were not
appreciated or perhaps were unknown while on
earth. For it is unthinkable that so great a Soul
with so great a mission would lay it aside or cease
to advance merely because a hampering overcoat
or outer garment of flesh had been laid aside. We
can, therefore, say from positive personal knowledge
and with special authorization that this Great Teacher
has not incarnated again, as has been frequently
reported, and has no intention of doing so again in
this Race or even in this World period. For to do
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so would involve the loss of at least twenty or twenty-
five years of precious time during the most vital
period of this transitional cycle of the Race, while
the new brain and the personality of the new body
was being trained as a fitting instrument. Incar-
nation would also limit the activities of that Teacher
to a single human personality, whereas by remaining
in the higher Realms of the astral the activities are
unlimited and can be carried on with an hundred
groups of followers as well as with one, each empha-
sizing some special phase of the Great Work that
might not appeal to the other groups and working
with people who would not be attracted to the
higher life through any other channel. This is
another great reason why all schools, societies and
workers in this field, while maintaining their own
point of view and doing their own work with their
own followers, should nevertheless work more closely
hand in hand with their fellow workers than hereto-
fore, thus demonstrating that the Brotherhood they
all preach is a realir.able fact among Themselves. Thus
they can appear before the world as "Pupils of the
same Great Teacher, children of the one sweet
mother."

The above explains why this Great Teacher appears
to many students in a mist of beautiful, dear, rich
violet light; for violet is the color of the higher Realms
of the Astral World.



CHAPTER XVI

INDEPENDENT METHODS OF
COMMUNION

"Abraham saith unto him, They have Moses
and the prophets; let them hear them. And he
said, Nay, Father Abraham; but if one went unto
them from the dead, they will repent. And he
said unto him, If they hear not Moses and the
prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though
one rose from the dead."

St. Luke, XVI, 29-31

blf death is not extinction; then on the other side
of dissolution mental activity must continue, and
must be interacting with other mental activity."

Raymond, Lodge, 313.

IT is in or through the Mental Realm of the Astral
World that we should strive to contact our departed
loved ones; for communication with those who have
left the Physical World is not only possibleas is
now almost universally accepted by scientists who
are at all posted as to the investigations of the
Society for Psychical Research, to say nothing of
the testimony and evidence presented by all the
Great Teachers, occultists and mystics throughout

(197)
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the agesbut such communication is perfectly
legitimate when conducted according to the laws
of the independent method. It is quite erroneous to
think that our friends pass on so quickly and become
so engrossed in their own affairs that they pay little
attention to those left behind. The fact is that
they remain in touch with us and are often as inter-
ested now in our affairs as before passing on; indeed,
they are usually more so than before for they can
now come much closer to us, understand our thoughts
and read our hearts in a way that is impossible.
while inhabitating and limited by the physical body,
and requiring the clumsy and often misleading
methods of speech or writing to express their ideas
and desires.

Hence it is just as heartless and cruel, to say
nothing of being impolite, to refuse to recognize
their presence when felt and to drive them away,
as it would be to shut the door in their faces
when they came to see us while in the Physical
World. Even the more spiritually advanced do not
leave their friends and loved ones selfishly to pursue
their own spiritual development. Many of them
enter the great Schools of The Lodge and work con-
sciously in some capacity to help spread the teachings
in both the Astral and Physical Worlds, being espe-
daily concerned of course in giving all possible love,
help and comfort to those near and dear to them.
No Soul who has once vowed allegiance to The
Lodge and offered his or her life to its service but
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will give not one but many lives to its work, until
they have attained Mastery and the race has been
spiritualized and redeemed.

To turn away from and refuse to recognize our
departed loved ones is usually the result of a fear
of the astral inculcated by those teachers who,
having had little practical training or experience in
properly contacting the Astral World, know nothing
but its dangers. The dangers are terrible and very
real, as we have explained in detail in previous
chapters, and we have no desire to minimize them in
the least. But those who have comprehended what
we have written thus far should have conquered all
fear and should and can learn perfectly how to pro-
tect themselves from the undesirable influences.
To such, contacting the Astral World should be no
more dangerous than crossing a busy city street
or passing saloons, dance-halls, brothels, etc. The
dangers are all there in every city and are very real,
but no one is obliged to enter a saloon or brothel
whodoesnotdesiretodoso. JustsointheAstrai
World. Just as on earth, you will be drawn to that
with which you afllnitize and desire. Hence, if the
desires are kept normal and the thoughts pure, and
when surrounded by the protecting power of The
Christ-light, as we shall explain in detail, there need
be no danger.

As we have already said, the departed ones who
have reached the Mental Realm can communicate
with us only mentally, and those in the lower Realms
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of the astral should be taught how to communicate
only through the Independent or Constructive
Method.

There are several natural branches of the Indepen.
dent Method, all of which are normal and natural
avenues of consciousness, although all belong to
stages of evolution beyond the average stage of
humanity today. Any method of communication is
classed as belonging to the Independent Method
which does not involve control of any kind; that is,
going into a tran or permitting any other con-
sciousness to control either your bodyeven your
hand to writeyour mind or your words. At all
times you must be fully conscious of what you are
saying or doing and use your own discrimhiation as
to whether or not you are willing to stand back of
your words and acts. For we are always responsible
for our words and acts, whether they are the result
of control or not, and we must choose what we say
and do. Therefore the Independent Method is one
in which the person retains full consciousness of the
Physical World and what is going on around him.
Retaining full control of all his senses and mental
faculties, he is able to judge of what he experiences
and is free to react to those experiences as he may
choose. The chief among these methods are tele-
pathy, dairvoyan, dairaudience, clairsentience,
inspiration, intuition, theophany and avesha. Each
of these demands a book for its proper explanation,
but here each can only receive the briefest mention,
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scarcely more than a definition. For further infor-
mation see special books on each subject.

Telepathy is the direct exchange of consciousness
and ideas between mind and mind without any
physical means of expression such as speech, writing,
etc. According to the author who originated the
word, telepathy is "the communication of impressions
of any kind from one mind to another, independently
of the recognized channels of sense."1 This is true
thought transference or mind reading. This transfer
may take place between two or more persons, both
of whom are in the flesh or both in the astral, and
also where one ir in the astral and one in the flesh.
It is a perfectly safe method because the one receiving
the thought of the other can judge it and act accord-
ingly.

Clairvoyance is simply the development of the
ability to see in the Astral World as well as in the
Physical. Those who are clairvoyant (clear-vis-
ioned) can also see reflected in the Astral that which
is transpiring in the Physical World, no matter what
the distance. Such persons can also see the sym-
bolic visions projected either by the Higher Self
or by the Masters of Wisdom for their instruction,
warning or guidance. They can also see the events
and thoughts pictured in the aura of a mortal, hence
the vogue of clairvoyant "readings." But since the
aura of a person is sacred and given each one that

'Human Personality, Myers, I, xxii.
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perfect privacy may be enjoyed, it is just as rude
and uncouth to enter the aura of a person unasked
as it would be to enter the private chamber unasked
of one who forgot to lock the door. A Master or
refined spiritual helper will always knock at the door
and ask permission to enter. Hence do not wonder
why the Masters do not read your every thought;
you might be sorry if They didyou must invite
Them.

As the proper interpretation of what is seen is
all important, a "reading" by an ignorant and
untrained clairvoyant is of little value; indeed, it
may be distinctly misleading, even pernicious, espe-
daily, if it is accepted as certain truth and unalterable
fate. Clairvoyance, therefore, is to be used and
accepted only subject to your best judgment.

Clairaudience is the ability to hear what is trans-
piring in the astral or at a distance on earth. The
clairaudient (dear-hearing) cannot only hear the
voices of departed friends, but also nature sounds,
elementals, etc. it is legitimate but must also
be subject to good judgment. In fact it cannot be
too greatly emphasized that in all advanced spiritual
development it is most important to cultivate dis-
crimination, good judgment and common sense.

Clairsentience is the power of grasping the reality
and truth of things through mere contact This
also includes psychometry. Through this faculty
you sense the truth of what you hear, see or feel.
It can also be used on earth to sense conditions and
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states of consciousness around you. On entering a
room for instance a clairsentient person will know
the character of conversation or thought that has
been held up to the time he entered or that may
have been carried on in it years ago. A phase of
this faculty manifests as the homing instinct, whether
in birds, animals or men. A person who has this
faculty knows what another is going to say almost
as soon as, or even before, the first word is spoken,
and often knows better than the speaker how it
should be expressed. Hence such persons have an
almost uncontrollable desire to correct the speaker
and are very inattentive and poor listeners. In
this phase it overlaps intuition, yet we make a di&.
tinction. The danger of this faculty is that the
one using it may let personal bias enter into its use,
thus making good judgment difficult.

Intuition is Soul guidance or tuition from within,
from your own Father-in-Heaven. It differs from
clairsentience in that in the latter we merely sense
the thing, while in intuition our own Divine Higher
Self has impressed it upon our consciousness or
taught it to us. It also manifests as conscience
which discriminates between right and wrong. It is
the faculty above all others necessary in dealing with
all phases of the Astral World.

InsfiroÅion is the breathing into your conscious-
ness of the Spirt. When inspired by a scene or by
music the Spirit of that scene or music enters into
you and reveals to ýour consciousness its real sig-
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nificance or Soul. You can also be inspired by an
astral friend, a Spiritual Teacher, by a Divine Being
or by abstract ideals. The degree of your inspira-
tion depends upon how perfectly your mentality can
express it. You can be inspired from any Realm
or World either to paint, sing, speak, write or any
other form of expression. But you must use your
own judgment, first as to where the inspiration
comes from, and second whether or not you desire
to respond to it. This must not be confused with
astral control. In the astral control you are a mere
puppet or tool, having little or no control over what
is said or written or done, even no knowledge of it,
while in inspiration you are a conscious messenger
of a higher power. Inspiration overlaps telepathy
in those cases in which the inspiration comes from
sonic person or Teacher by means of telepathy, but
is direct when the consciousness reaches directly to
the realities, spiritual verities and ideals in the higher
Realms or Worlds which you desire to represent.

Theophany is "the direct manifestation of the
gods (or Spiritual Teachers) to man by actual appear-
an." This appearance can be manifested only to
a specially trained mortal. Theophany could, there-
fore come only from a Divine source, never from an
astral entity. This is the method by which most of
the scriptures of the world, including the Christian,
have been transmitted to man. For instance, the
Spiritual Teacher appeared to the spiritual vision of
St. John and said: "What thou seest, write in a
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book." What was written was not written under
"control" or through "automatic writing," but inde-
pendcntiy, while the transcriber was in full working
consciousness. There are many other references to
this Independent Method in the Bible, showing that
it was the method universally used to give spiritual
teachings to mankind.

"The surest means of obtaining knowledge of the
gods, and of their will, was through their direct
personal manifestation in visible theophanies." But
there is the chance of some astral entity calling him-
self such a Divine Being and seeking to impress
teachings on the unwary, hence you must always
demand in the name of The Living Christ who it is,
as was done by all inspired writers; for we read of
their challenging in the words, "Who art thou Lord?"
so often repeated in the scriptures.

Avesha is a peculiar relation between a chosen
mortaltrained and perfected for this special rela-
tion through many incarnationsand a Divine
Being or a more than mortal Spiritual Teacher, for
the purpose of presenting to the world a particular
truth, message or philosophy. This latter method
sums up and includes the other seven methods of
Independent Communion, for a true Avesha has all
the above faculties developed. There can be no
deception here, for by their works are they known.

All the above mentioned methods of coinmunica-

1&Linrnngs t'f CkrÍsIiauily, Fisher, 84.
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tion require special conditions and special training
for their development, either in this life or in the
past, theophany and avesha requiring training of the
most advanced and spiritual character through many
incarnations devoted almost entirely to the spiritual
life and its requirements. Among these methods
telepathy is the one which requires the least training
and which can most quickly be developed by the
average seeker. it is therefore the one we advocate
as the most practical and satisfactory for those who
are not born with some of their astral senses already
partially opened.

All these methods are classed as constructive because
they all result from the normal unfoldment of the
senses of man in the Astral World, and are there-
fore but a continuation of the constructive pro-
cesses of life which ever tend toward balance, self-
control and perfection. At the risk of being tedious
to the many students who have followed our various
books and teachings for years, we must repeat in
this connection what we have said elsewhere con-
cerning the difference between the Independent or
Constructive Method and the Subjective or Destruc-
tive Method.1

"Still another way in which the doors are frequently
broken open is by placing yourself in a passive, non-
resisting state and making a demand for psychic
experiences, or sitting for development as it is called.

'Voice of isis, 104-8. Mao LeUe,sfroaa the Teacher, 55-6.
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In this practice you are placing yourself in such a
negative state that any entity dwelling on the lower
astral plane can help you break open the doors.
This either destroys the doors or abnormally forces
the development of the psychic centers instead of
unfolding them as a natural accompaniment of spiri-
tual growth. When results have been thus obtained,
sin the doors are not under the control of your
will, they are open to any entity who desires to
obsess you. Even if the obsessing entity is a dis-
embodied friend of good moral character, your
condition is not altered, for he must be near you
constantly to protect you from fiends.1 This is
what takes place in ordinary subjective mediumship."

As we said in Letters from the Teachers "The
difference between spiritual communication and
subjective mediumship is a difference both of vibra-
tion and method. The right way to contact the
higher planes is to raise the vibrations of your physi-
cal and psychic bodies and their nters until they
vibrate in harmony with the keynote of the Soul
plane, at which pitch 'no evil thing can come nigh
thy dwelling.' As we can only become aware of a
thing when some part of our organism responds to
its vibrations, the psychic must have the proper
development to come into harmony with the spiritual
plane ere he can contact the Masters or respond to
things which touch upon or vibrate within the octave
of their keynote.

'See Th. Shadow Land, by ITtnfln Garland.
'Page 118,3rd edition.
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"On the one handspiritual communicationthe
psychic, through spiritual living, loving thoughts and
helpful actions in many lives, must build into his or
her character enough of the divine principle of
Compassion for all humanity to raise the vibrations
of all the bodies, either temporarily or continuously,
to the note of spiritual love to which the Masters of
Compassion naturally vibrate. On the other hand
subjective mediumshipthe psychic, through var-
ious means, either mentally by stilling the thoughts,
or physically by various yoga practices such as gas-
ing at a crystal, a black spot, or sitting in a con-
strained position, through breathing exercises and
many other still more objectionable practiceshas
gained the power of stilling the physical vibrations
and becoming negative; or when through the oily
sheaths having become weakened or destroyed the
psychic is naturally negative. In such a state the
physical atoms, not being held together by the
vibratory rhythm to which they naturally respond,
slow down and fly off to such an extent that any
discarnate entity, clothed in atoms of, and vibrating
to the note of, the astral plane, which is next to
and in its lower degrees overlaps the earth plane,
can gather up and dothe himself in sufficient of
the physical atoms thus thrown off to temporarily
vibrate to the keynote of the physical plane and
become temporarily recognizable on that plane.

"In the first instan, the whole desire of the
psychic is to uplift humanity; he is filled with Corn-
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passion for the race and desires to give himself as a
willing sacrifice to bring enlightenment to the world.
This is the true spiritual development. The Teachers
and Masters whom he contacts do not see the little
individual difficulties, or if They do, They under-
stand the Law and know that all is working out for
the best, that only wisdom can really help. Given
Wisdom, Love and sustaining help, the disciples can,
and indeed must work out their own personal prob-
lems. As Paul says: 'Work out your own salvation
with fear and trembling.' AU spiritual communi-
cation is uplifting, and the spiritual atoms which
the psychic has contacted and drawn into his body
will rejuvenate and strengthen the physical, uplift
the mental and advance him on the Path of Spiritual
Attainment.

"In the second instance, by giving up the com-
mand over the life-forces and throwing open or break-
ing down the doors of the sacred centers, the vitality
is drawn upon and the atoms thrown off are used to
bring to the physical plane the denizens of the astral.'
These may be pure or vile, and are attracted to the
medium in exact ratio to the state of the atoms
which he or she gives off during the negative 'sitting.'
If you understand this, and the fact that most of the
entities contacted upon the astral plane are not
Spiritual Beings, but merely men and women with
their most dense and outer garment (the physical

I See Letiers from a Liriit Dead Man, Barker, 34, 54.
14
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body) removed, you will understand the danger of
giving yourself to their use. They can only come
to earth as they left it, 1. e., clothed in physical
atoms; the fact that to manifest on the physical
plane they must steal physical atoms from the
medium and sitters is proof positive of this. The
first is the Constructive, the second the Destructive
method of communication. In no caseunless they
are Masters, in which case they will manifest quite
differently, as we will explain laterare they differ-
ent from the people on earth, except that they are
functioning in a body composed of finer matter.

"You cannot always tell which of the above
mentioned methods have been used by the teachings
received, for even in subjective znediumship the
teaching may be of a higher moral character, just
as some friend might give you a highly moral address.
But no matter who the entity claims to be, he will
not be a Master of Wisdom if the subjective method
is used, for no Master of the Right Hand Path ever
uses that method. In this case it is not a question
of what teachings are given, but how they are given.

"One absolute test as to which method a psychic
is using and from whence the messages come is the
effect on the physical body. In spiritual communi-
cation the psychic is clothed upon by spiritual atoms
which self-effacement and compassion have drawn
to him, and he grows more spiritual. If after the
experience his vitality is augmented, and a peaceful,
happy and vigorous feeling reniins, even for days
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afterward; if life seems fuller, trials easier to bear
and love more abundant, you can rest assured that
he has risen above earthly things and has been
clothed upon by the Spirit, and has brought back
lessons for the benefit of humanity. This is the
form of communion with the higher planes that should
be desired. But do not strive for it; let it come as a
natural growth resulting from a life filled with loving,
unselfish thoughts and deeds.

"In subjective mediumship, however, owing to the
loss of physical atoms and vitality, the psychic is.
depleted and weakened, and soon shows it, not only
in bodily health, but also in mental power. His.
nervous system is enervated his mentality is dulled
and a great stumbling block has been placed in his
path. If, after communicating, the psychic is.
exhausted, tired, nervous, cross, fretful, and uneasy,
even for days, you can rest assured that he has
allowed some astral entity to absorb his vitality
and contact him by the second and destructive
method."

"The student can quickly tell whether he has con-
tacted an advanced Spiritual Teacher or merely a
disembodied mortal, by the feeling which results,
even if his intuition does not reveal it to him. When
the Spiritual Teachers are contacted the spiritual
force of their auras will be felt like a fire, so that
instead of the chill felt on contacting an astral entity
a wave of wannth, life and vitality will seem to
well up from within and surround him. This warmth.
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is often so great as to make the body break out in
perspiration and the wave of love-force is so great
that the throat chokes with emotion and the eyes
fill with tears of joy. This physical reaction is
really a protection to the centers in the physical
body; for both Divine Love and Divine Life are
aspects of fire, and if the love-nature is not sufficiently
purified and developed to withstand so great an
influx of Divine Fire its centers might be greatly
damaged if a physical reaction was possible.

"You would hesitate to lend your body to any of
your friends on earth to do with as they pleased.
and the mere passing over makes no difference
whatever; they are able to use their astral faculties
which are a little finer than the physical, but that
is all. They are just as spiritually advanced as
when on earth, know just as much of the laws of
of life, but no more. Never give them any form
of worship. Simply take such advice as they have
to give as you would take their advice when upon
earth, 1. e., subject to your own good judgment and
common-sense."

All these advanced steps bring with them their
own dangers and temptations. For no matter how
high we climb we can always fall until we, like Jesus,
become one with the Father. Yet we can conquer
every temptation and forestall every danger if we
live in the Divine Consciousness of the One Life and
walk humbly hand in hand with The Christ and
not let ambition overwhelm us. -



CHAPTER XVII

SUBJECTIVE METHODS

'At first I took only your arm to write with
. . yet I could not do it long at a time with-

out using your own vitality."
Letters from a Lwing Dead Man, Barker, 3444.

"It may be well to give a word of warning to
thom who find that they po' any unusual power
in the psychic direction . . . self-control is
more important than any other form of control.

To give up your own judgment and depend
solely on adventitious aid is a grave blunder, and
may in the long run have disastrous consequences."

Raymond, Lodge, 225.

Ai.mouou the authors are not spiritualists and
this is not a work on spiritualism, it is deemed advis-
able that the chief subjective methods of communi-
cation with the Astral World receive brief mention.

Under subjective methods we dass all those methods
which subject the consciousness, mind or body to
the control of the will of a,wther, especially those
methods which cause the ones so controlled to be
unconscious of what is being said or done through
them. It is also a subjective method in which such

(213)
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persons know what is taking place but are powerless
to prevent or even alter the procedures, because
they have given over the control to another inteffi-
gence, either disembodied or embodied (as in hyp-
nods).

While it is true that many worthy persons practi
subjective methods who in themselves are honest,
-earnest, sincere and pure, and much helpful and
comforting information may be transmitted through
such methods, nevertheless we deplore and strongly
discourage the use of such methods for three main
reasons, although there are others. Remember we
do not deny either the honesty of the medium
although there are many frauds as we shall explain
later onor the correctness of the communication,
but we object to the method used.

In the first place, putting one's body under the
-control of another makes such an one an irresponsible
puppet, a mere tool to work the will of another and
without the power to prevent the most outrageous
lies from being told or to decide whether the actions
performed or the teachings given by such a control are
-desirable or not. Such control, instead of expanding
the consciousness and developing the intellect and
heart qualities of the medium, stultifles mental
growth and makes him dependent on his controls or
"guides" for understanding and direction, instead
-of upon his own judgment and the guidance of his
-own Divine Soul within. This same objection
applies to those who continually seek guidance from
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their departed loved ones. Instead of using judg-
ment and common-sense and learning the lessons
which life here in the Physical World is meant to
teach them, praying for enlightenment and guidance
from within when help is needed, such persons rush
to the nearest medium and seek advice from their
astral friends. This also takes away initiative,
undermines judgment and makes the recipient more
or less of a puppet, acting not according to his own
rational processes, but on the mere dictum of another,.
an essentially irrational process.

In dealing with our departed friends, we should
dearly remember, as we explain in Lellers from She-
Teacher,1 that they are not angels or spiritual beings,
nor have they suddenly become endowed with
wisdom. They are merely men and women with
their most dense outer garment or overcoat (the.
physical body) removed. "Since they are using
their astral senses they can see farther ahead than
those on the earth plane, but such advice as they
have to give should be taken just as you would take
their advice while on earthsubject to your own
good judgment and common-sense. Often their-
desire is to help alleviate eartly conditions, but their
advi, while valuable in many cases, is still largely
in accord with worldly standards. In fact their
activity is often like that of a well meaning but
over-meddlesome friend on the earth plane. In no.

'Page 55,3rd edition.
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case are they different from the people of earth
except that they are functioning in a body composed
of finer matter." They have the same desires
habits, modes of thought, tastes, prejudices and
friendships that they had before taking off the gar-
ment of flesh. In fact their personality is no more
altered than is our personality different when we
remove a hampering overcoat, except for such
changes as may be due to their progress after leav-
ing the Physical World. Therefore a knowledge of
the laws of the Astral World, together with common
sense, balance, poise and purity of thought are most
important for one who attempts to communicate with
the Astral World.

In the second place, the process of control is
essentially a degenerating one. In a normal and
independent contact with the Higher Worlds all
the currents of magnetism, astral currents and even
of consciousness itself, are flowing in the direction
of normal evolution and unfoldment, 1. e., outward
and upward, from lower worlds to higher, from
lower rates of vibration to higher. But in the
effort to bring a disembodied entity down from a
higher world, from the higher octave of vibration
of the Astral World down to the lower octave of the
Physical World, as is necessary to control the body
of the medium, all the normal currents are reversed.
The centers by which the medium contacts the
astral, instead of being opened from within outward
as in normal development, are now forced open from
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without inward. And the result is similar to that
which occurs when a door is forced open the wrong
way, i. e., its fastenings are broken and it swings
idly on its hinges, easily pushed open by any passerby.
Therefore just as the upward and outward flowing
currents are constructive and upbuilding, so their
reversal is necessarily destructive and disintegrating.
The proof of this is plainly evident in the depleted
condition that so universally follows the use of these
methods, a condition testified to by all investigators
in psychic research.

In the third place, the subjective method has a
similarly degenerative effect upon the entities thus
drawn down from their place in the astral into the
dense earth magnetism, earth conditions, and into
the earthly body of the medium. This effect is
also testified to by many investigators, as for instan
Raymond, referring to the difficulties found in con-
trolling a medium says: "He (the astral control)
wanted to speak through her, but he found it very
difficult. . . . He started . . . and then he
didn't feel like himself . . . what worries him
is that he didn't fed like himself."

Furthermore, such control is a temporary obses-
sion, which frequently becomes more or less per-
manent. The suffering and torture, the anguish and
despair which mediums undergo under such conditions
is fully described and substantiated by Dr. J. M.

1Ramond, Lodge, 24L
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Peebleahimself a veteran spiritualist well known
in spiritualistic circles around the worldin his
book on Spirit Obsessions.

Full subjective control is usually preceded by a
transitional state called trance, and the two terms con-
trol and trance are often used without distinction.
There are several other forms of trance however. Two
should be distinguished here as not being subjective
but independent. One is where the sensitive person
simply leaves the body in a state of passIvity or par-
tially suspended animation, while he or she ascends
into the Higher Worlds in search of the information
desired. As long as the body or consciousness is
not controlled by another, but the body is simply
left tenantless, this is not a destructive process.

A second form of independent trance is that
experienced in true ecstasy. In this condition the
Soul has entered into Realms of light and glory
where the states of consciousness arc so spiritual and
exalted that the body and its consciousness is trans-
cended and hence remains apparently lifeless. On
the retimi to normal consciousness after these flights,
far from being enervated and depleted by the experi-
ence, the sensitive is filled with life and energy, joy
and happiness, for he has brought back with him
something of the glory and spiritual life-for he
experienced in the higher Realms or Worlds. This
latter is the condition so frequently referred to in
the Bible as being "caught up in the spirit." When
St. ohn was "in the spirit on the Lord's day" he
was not under control, nor was Revelation given
through automatic writing of any kind. He was
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simply in an ecstatic condition during which the
Lord (or Spiritual Teacher) told him what to write,
and he wrote it while in full possession of all his
faculties, able to refuse if he wished.

The phenomenon of 1naterjajjion is the most
depleting and degenerating of all. In this pro-
cedure, the medium goes into a dead trance and
allows his physical counterpart' to be witbdra
and moulded into the likeness of the departed one
who desires to manifest. In the case of the English
medium, Mr. Elington it is reported that "his dense
body shrivelled perceptibly; and that the same
phenomena has been observed with Mr. Husk,
whose dense body became too reduced to fill out
his dothes. Mr. Elington's body once was so dimin-
ished in size that a mateyjajj form carried it out
and presented it for inspection to the sittersone
of the few cases in which both medium and material..
ized form have been visible together in light sufficient
to allow of examinatj" This method requires so
much vitality from the sitters and is so degenerating
to the medium that it cannot be too strongly con-
demned, as it invariably has been in all scriptw-es and
by all great Spiritual Teachers.

Another form of communication must be men-
tioned here as it is usually conductj in a subjectj
way; that is with the medium either under control
or in a dead trancei. e., one in which the astral

'The materlaJ of which, when extruded from the pbyalca
like a vapor and then condensed into a cold, jefty-liJ mass
is now called "cctoplase.'
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body is withdrawn for the purpose of performing
the phenomenabut is sometimes conducted in an
independent method, namely trumpet speaking. In
this procedureusually conducted in the dark, but
rarely in the lightthrough the peculiar develop-
ment of the medium the departed ones are given
sufficient physical magnetism and astral force to
enable them to speak audibly through a trumpet
or megaphone. This is perhaps the most satisfactory
form of message from the lower Realms of the Astral
World, for in an honest and properly conducted
trumpet séance the seeker can recognize and posi-
tively identify the voice and manner of speaking of
the departed one. Where this method is used without
the medium going under controi or into a trance it is
legitimate, although not advisable to repeat at fre-
quent intervals; for a certain amount of magnetism,
life-force and physical atoms must be drawn from
the sitters to reinforce that of the medium to secure
satisfactory physical results.

Under the head of subjective and destructive
methods we must also indude the Ouija board,
planchette and automatic writing, painting, etc., for
they are all forms of more or less partial, and are
easily developed into complete, control. That those
who are not familiar with it may recognize it, the
Ouija board may be described as a small lap-board,
such as is sometimes used by ladies when sewing, on
which the letters of the alphabet are arranged in a
semicircle along the farther side, with the words
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"yes" and "no" in the two further corners. A
small three-legged table about the size of the hand
accompanies the board. The board is placed either
upon the lap or upon a table and those who are to
operate it lightly place the tips of their fingers upon
the little three-legged table. Questions are then
asked of the invisible entities in the astral. These
are answered by those entities controlling the hands
of the ones touching the little table to such an
extent that it is pushed along the board from letter
to letter until it spells out the answer to the question.
The planchette is a similar arrangement except
that in place of one of the legs the little table con-
tains an upright pencil which writes the words instead
of spelling them out.

It is quite evident that someone whose fingers
touch the little table must be sensitive enough
for the astral entity to control his or her arm
sufficiently to make the table move in the direction
of the letter desired. Manifestly this is a form or
first step in the process of control by an astral entity,
and as the operator has no means of knowing who
or what the control is, he or she isjhrowing open his
or her aura and body to the entrance and control of
any obsessing elemental, criminal or demon from
any Realm who may chance to be passing or who
may be attracted by the force displayed and the
desires sent out. We have known this method to be
the beginning of terrible obsessions and so advise
most strongly against its use. Although it is often
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possible for well meaning friends to come into touch
with those left behind through these methods, yet
owing to the ease with which impersonation and
fraud can be introduced and the great difficulty of
being sure that the one controlling the board is
what he claims tõ be, it is extremely dangerous.1

Automatic writing is perfonned by some astral entity
taking control of the hand and arm of some sensitive
person and using it to write a message, the contents
of which may be quite unknown to the person so
used. This, of course, is also a form of control,
hence is necessarily depleting, as is testified to by
nearly all who have had any great experience with

IA case ci gross aix! wilful deception has recently been hive.-
tigated by the authors. A student began expudmnfng wfth the
Ouija board and soon began getting messages purporting to be
from his mother many convincing persona! incidents and details
being given. For months he was told his only sister would be
drowned while on a visit to Mends at a summer resort. Upon
the advise ci the Ouija board he drew a considerable sum of
money from the bank and kept It in the house, readyfor instant
use. Summer plans were changed and business trips canced
as tlie fatal day drew near. Finally, In the presence of the
authors, the son was,told that his sister had been drowned the
previous day and was now with the mother in the Astral Worid,
also that a message had been sent him which he failed to get.
After two days and nights of the greatest anxiety and suffering
on the part of the eon and his wife the sister returned home alive
and well and without having been in a boat oron the water. No
message bad been sent, and the communications lasting for
months were proved to be the most wilful decicutions and bare-
faced frauds.
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it,' although if the control understands the law, the
depletion may be partially counteracted and many
beautiful and interesting messages given, as in the
case of Patience Worth, Letters from a Living Dead
Man, etc.

It is also possible to write inspirationally, but this
must be distinguished from automatic writing. In
such a case the sensitive will be fully aware of choos-
ing words and expressions. For instance, the inspired
thought may come in language so beautiful that the
intellect of the one receiving it cannot do it justice,.
and he may consciously try to express it in more
simple terms. In such a case, although it may be
inspired by another, it will not be astral control,
hence is legitimate.

'"Even automatic wdtlng has its risks. . . . Even so
apparently harmless a method of communication Las led to
tragedies in the past, and is calculated, if not carefully handled,
to lead to similar tragedies in the future. There is a method of
hypnotization which seems to be employed by communicating
entities which, if not resisted, may well end in the lunatic asy-
lum."Editorial, The Occult Review, London, July, 1917. Also
see Raymond, Sir Oliver Lodge1 162, 194, 219, and Leilers of a
Ltving Dead Man, Barker, 54.





CHAPTER XVIII

THE TELEPATHIC METHOD

"Believe not every Spirit, but try the Spirita
whether they be of God; because many false pro-
phets are gone into the world.!'

I John, iv, 1.

"Life and mind and consciousness do not belong
to the material region; whatever they are in them-
selves, they are manifestly something quite distinct
from matter and energy, and yet they utilize the
material and dominate it."

Raymond, Lodge, 317.

To develop the telepathic method in the moat
advantageous way, first repeat some pray& or invo-
cation which will focus The Christ-light in your
aura that it may fill and surround you and protect
you from all forces which cannot vibrate to its Light,
Truth and Purity, such prayers for instance as our
Prayer for Ligla, the Healing Prayer, etc.5 Then
picture to yourself the face of the loved one you
desire to reach and send that one a mental invitation
to come and visit you if at liberty to do so. Be

1'There's a lot in prayer, prayer keeps out evil things, and
keeps sloe clean conditions; Raymond says, keeps out devils."

Raymond, Lodge, 227.
'See Appendlz.

15 (225)
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careful, however, not to make a picture of the face
as it appeared in sickness or in death. Neither
should you hold a sorrowful or lugubrious attitude
of mind in which you implore the loved ones to come
to you because you are so sad and lonely. Instead
prepare a glad countenance and a feeling of joyful
anticipation, such as you would feel when welcoming
them home from a long journey. In short think
more of giving and entertaining than of receiving;
for cheerful and happy thoughts of love make an
atmosphere about you which attracts your friends,
while selfish, sad and depressing thoughts make a
pall of fog about you which prevents them from
seeing you or coming near you. In the beginning
you may write a letter to the loved one just as if
he were in the flesh. Explain just what you desire
-to accomplish, then leave the letter open near your
bed or under your pillow when you retire and the
answer will be impressed upon you.

When a presence is sensed or felt in any way and
you become aware of some one near you, the first
thing is always to challenge that presence "In the
name of The Christ." Later on by holding the
determined thought of the protecting power of The
Christ and the persistent thought that you will have
nothing to do with anything that is not true, pure
and helpful, you can so impregnate your aura with
this power and this attitude of mind that it becomes
a perpetual challenge; for The Christ within will
nike you intuitively aware of that which is false.
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As we have said elsewhere: "The right hand is
always a symbol of purity and the power of the
iight to prevail; it also refers to the positive pole or
that whkh is to manifest in expression, while the
left hand is the negative or unmanifested pole.
When the left hand is applied to manifested or earth
conditions it symbolizes the negative or evil aspect
of the manifestation in question. Students whose
inner faculties axe unfolding and who are beginning
to have psychic experiences can easily protect them-
selves from unpleasant experiences and imposture
by remembering this symbology, for no false or evil
entity can take its stand upon your right hand in
response to your command. The rule is first to
determine that you will allow no entity or psychic
experience come to you that does not come in love
and purity for your best good. Make this deter-
mination so strong that it will impress even your-
subconscious mindthe mind of the animal self
so that your very attitude will be a protection in
itself, just as a similar attitude will protect you in
the Physical World. When you have a psychic
experience which penetrates this protecting aura
alwayc challenge it. Learn by heart these words.
and use them: 'In the name of the Living Christ
I demand to know who you are and what your
mission is. If you come for my good take your
stand on my right hand. Reveal yourself and answer
truthfully or in the name of The Christ begone.'

"If the entity tries to evade the challenge or to cajole
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you with such words as 'You know me, dear one;
-you know I would not harm you, so why should you
challenge me?' etc., refuse to reply or have anything
to do with it. Permit no argument or excuses, but
insist upon a true answer to your challenge. It is a
law upon the psychic plane that no entity can with-
stand this challenge when The Christ-force is truly
invoked; it must either reveal its true nature or
disappear. As the Bible truly tells us, 'The Lord is a
consuming fire' and upon the psychic plane The
Christ-force is an actual flame which nothing that
loes not vibrate to its keynote of truth and purity

'can resist, no matter how beautiful or glorious it
may seem to you. The Masters of Wisdom or
Their messengers, also your real friends, will gladly
comply with such a challenge. It is the Law, and
-your challenge proves that you are obeying the
law, for you cannot protect yourself from decep-
tion in that world of glamor and illusion until you
have learned to test all things with the above challenge
in one form or another."1

That this is no new teaching, but a well-known,
although little understood Christian teaching, is
shown in what is practically the identical method
given us by St. John: "Every spirit that confesseth
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh (that is, who
answers The Christ challenge) is of God. And
every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is

'See lesson, The Great Book, Part II.
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come in the flesh (1. e., who cannot answer to the
challenge) is not of God."1 When a spirit answers.
the challenge given in the name of the Living Christ
by obeying you, his obedience is the confession that
Jesus Christ has come in the flesh, and that the Spirit
of Christ is in your flesh. We may also repeat here
the quotation at the head of this chapter: "Believe
not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they-
be of God; because many false prophets are gone into
the world." Also Paul's injunction: "Prove all
things; hold fast to that which is good."

If the presence of the entity which you sense near
you brings a cold chill or a disagreeable feeling of
any kind you will know that the person contacted
is not in the Mental Realm but in one of the lower
Realms, and the astral body is abstracting heat and
vitality from you, as described on page 83. In
such a case tell the person quietly but firmly that he
must not come so near you, but must stand off at a-
distance, well outside your aura, and communicate
with you through kiepatby. Otherwise such an.
entity will unconsciously throw over you its astral
conditions and sap your vitality, something which
you by no means desire and should not permit. If,
on the other hand, the presence contacted brings a
thrill of love and a wave of heat, instead of chill and
dread, you will know that the contact has not been.
made with the astral body, but in one of the higher

'I John, iv, 3-4.
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Realms or perhaps with one of the higher Teachers.
When the right kind of contact is made there will
be a wave of certainty and confidence and an intuitive
recognition that all is well, and until this confidence
is attained the challenge should be continued.

When the presence has answered the challenge in
a way that brings the thrill of love and confidence or
by some prearranged sign or signal that is satisfactory
to you, such as standing on your right hand, etc.,
speak to it mentallyor even audibly if you are
alone where you cannot be overheard and considered
dementedand ask the question you desire. While
you may not be able to hear a voice or see a form
that you can identify, unless you are clairaudient or
clairvoyant, the proof that the presence is really
the loved one you believe it to be is that the answers
to your questions will seem to flash into your mind,
-not in the terms you or some other person would
naturally employ in expressing themselves, but in
the expressions and with all the little peculiarities
of speech which are charackristic of that particular
loved one. Often while you are busy and thinking
of other things, the picture, voice or thought of the
loved one will suddenly enter your consciousness
in a particularly vivid way. When this occurs at
once speak to the one who is thus presented to you
and establish communication.

These tests, together with the nature of the replies
themselves, will positively identify the speaker and
will be most convincing. But if, in spite of your
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challenging, an imposter should attempt to hnper-
sonate your loved one there will always be a feeling
of doubt, if not actual distrust and even loathing,
which will warn you that all is not as it should be.
Such an intuitive warning is always received, pro-
vided you are not too excited or flattered by the
fact of the communion to give heed to it; for once
you have sincerely placed your consciousness and
your aura in the keeping and under the protection of
The Christ you may trust it to warn you. Therefore
in case of such doubts or warnings do not attempt to
continue the communication at that time. And
the next time it is attempted you should send out a.
mental call either for the Teacher of this Order, or
The Christ, to send you a protecting helper until you
are thoroughly trained, as much to train the one
desiring to communicate with you as to protect your-
self. Also tell your loved ones to ask for the workers.
of this Order to instruct and help them in whatever
Realm they may be. But remember that you must
learn to rely upon the power of The Christ-light
within yourself for protection and guidan. As
long as you rely upon some outside agency, no matter
how high, you will remain but a babe in the kinder-
garten of the higher life.

A special warning must here be given against try-
ing to communicate with a suicide, for the peculiar
conditions in which a suicide is compelled to dwell
described in a previous chapterare such that he can-
not communicate with you without throwing over
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you the same black doud of depression and the same
insane impulse which impelled him to talce his life.
If such an one should be contacted, absolutely refuse
to communicate with him or permit him to enter your
aura. Instead, direct him to call out for Light and
seek for Teachers in the Astral World who are espe-
cially trained in nursing such persons and who are
qualified to give them all possible help and instruction.

Another special case must also be called to your
attention and guarded against. Frequently a loved
one in the astral will try to gain the attention and
come into rapport with a loved one on earth, espe-
cially when the mortal is of the opposite sex, by
overshadowing some sensitive mortal of his own sex
to such an extent that for the moment the sensitive
might seem to have taken on the features of the one
in the astral. In other cases the overshadowing one
may momentarily pour oik, through the eyes of the
sensitive, his love for the dear one left on earth. In
such cases the living person will both see and feel
the great wave of love coming through the over-
shadowed sensitive, and unless properly instructed
and warned, may naturally think that the sensitive
mortal through whom the departed one is manifest-
ing is himself personally in love with (in this case)
her, whereas the sensitive is either entirely uncon-
scious of what is taking place through him or per-
haps feels but a wave of sympathy or friendly feeling.
A number of cases have been called to our attention
in which this has ourred and caused unnessary
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jealousies and heartaches, if not disaster, before the
real state of the case could be explained; hence this
warning.

It is just such phenomena as this which have
brought misunderstandings, scandals, ill repute and
disaster to many psychics, mediums, sensitivcs and
Spiritual Teachers whose love, sympathy and desire
to help have placed them in such a receptive, if not
actually negative, state that this form of partial
and momentary obsession takes place. This is also
one explanation of why so many professional psychics
cause so much trouble in family relations. The great
lesson to be learned from this is that all students who
realize that they are sensitive and in more or less con-
scious touch with the Astral World should take
particular pains never to allow themselves to get into
a negative state.

The teachings of many spiritualists is that the
pupils should place themselves in as negative a state
as possible, for their object is more easily to permit
control or obsession by their astral friends. But the
teachings of this Order are that all should impregnate
their minds and auras with a posAlive mental atti-
tude which will not permit such a partial obsession
to manifest through them even for the moment.

These instructions are not given to stimulate mere
curiosity and a desire to dabble in astral conditions
for we again remind you of the terrible dangers
recounted in previous chapters, to be encountered by
those who are not both ready and properly trained
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for such experimentsbut are given to help the
hundreds of students who are alre2dy more or leu in
touch with astral conditions and who, since their
eyes are once opened, must continue in touch with
those conditions and learn to function in them, just
as a child when once born cannot be thrust back into
the womb, but must learn to use its faculties and
meet the conditions in which it finds itself. It i
therefore most important, instead of merely instilling
fear, that the definite, well-tried and proved rules lx
given out, which when implicitly obeyed will make
communication with the Astral World free from
danger. It is dangerous to handle instruments in an
electrical laboratory or power-house, but those who
are to become electricians must learn to work freely
with all such instruments, and this they can do
without danger only by implicitly obeying the rules
Iad down by electrical scien. The same principles
apply to using the psychic instruments by which
you contact the Astral World.



1APTER XIX

THE INSPIRATIONAL OR SPIRITUAL
REALM

"Every mortal baa his immortal counterpart or
rather his Archetype, in heaven. This means that
the former is indissolubly united to the latter la
each of his incarnations, and for the duration of
the cycle of births."

The Secret Doctrine, Blavatsky, ii, 59.

"By faith Enoch was translated that he should
not see death; and was not found, because God took
him; for before his translation he had this testimony,
that he pleased God."

Hebrews, xi, 5.

Tins is the Realm of the Astral which corresponds
to the Spiritual World and to the Spiritual Soul or
Buddhic Principle of man. It is therefore the
Realm of the ideal, that region of the astral in which
there exist the spiritual prototypes of that which is
later embodied in the lower Realms and finally
manifeste4 in a limited and more or less imperfect
way on earth. It is the spiritual and perfect patterns
in this Realm and in the Mental World that are the
source of creative inspiration. It is in this Realm

(235)
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that the artist senses the perfect types of form and
proportion; where he revels in the wondrous play
of exquisite and irridescent hues and shadings of
vibrant and living color, compared with which the
most vivid pigments of earth, through which they
strive to express, seem dull and dead. Hence the
disappointment of the inspired artist who tries to
reproduce on canvas the beauties his inner vision
has glimpsed.

In this Realm also the musician hears the ravish-
ing melodies which thrill his Soul and whose message
he strives to express in the strains of his aria, rhap-
sody or symphony. Here, too, the poet senses those
pure, high and divine ideals which he endeavors to
express in the rhythm and imageiy of his verse.
From this source also are derived those high and
advanced conceptions which burst into nl2nifestation
in the flashes of genius which malce for the advapce-
meat, help and uplift of mankind or whose misun-
derstanding or perversion works harm or retards
evolution.

This is the region reached in high spiritual dreams
and visions, also the region from which glimpses of
past lives are gained.

This Realm is the subdivision of the astral in which
the Spiritual Beings known as Devas and Kumaras
appear when they descend to manifest in the Astral
World. It is in this Realm also where dwell those
Adepta who have reached the degree of Mastery
which we call ChTIStIIOOd. Such Masters, having
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conquered all earth conditions, no longer need an
earthly or physical instrument; in fact, would be
greatly hampered by it. Yet their work for humanity
is by no means over or completed, for they have not
finished the redemption of their earth children, nor
severed their connection with them. They are above
"even the divine illusion of a Devachani," hence do
not allow themselves to enter the joys of the state of
Devachan (heaven world), for in it they would be cut
off from their touch with humanity for ages. To
keep from entering Devachan these Masters must
therefore consciously guard their thoughts and not
allow the Spiritual Mind (Higher Manas) to become
fully united with the Spiritual Soul (Buddhi-Atma).
Such Adepts consciously die to or withdraw from the
Physical World leaving the physical body behind.

Such Masters are not "astral beings" in the ordi-
nary sense of the term, nor are they merely disem-
bodied Teachers, but are spiritually advanced Beings
who have reached such a state of Mastery over earth
conditions and forces as to pass through the gate
of death at will and in full consciousness. They
voluntarily withdraw from earth life that they may
do a higher and more wide-spread work for humanity
in these higher Realms, although they do not always
confine their work to the astral, for "When an Adept
reaches during his lifetime that state of holiness and
purity that makes him 'equal to the angels' then at
death his apparitional or astral body becomes as
solid and tangible as was the late body, and is trans-
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formed into the real man. The old physical body,
falling off like a cast-off serpent's skin, the body of
the 'new' man remains either visible or, at the option
of the Adept, disappears from view. . . . In this
case, after the physical translation of 8Uch a saint or
Bodhisatva, his astral principles cannot be subjected
to a natural dissolution like those of any common
mortal. They remain in our sphere and within
human attraction and reach. . . . Such an Adept
remains in the Astral (invisible) plane connected
with our earth, and henceforth moves and lives in
the possession of all his principles except the Kama
Rupa (body of desire) and the Physical Body."1

There is another class of most spiritual and
advanced Beings in this Realm, the Nirmanakayas
or Saviors. These are Masters who have reached the
highest stage of spiritual evolution possible either
on this or other planets without entering Nirvana
and losing all touch with the lower worlds of mani-
festations. These Great Ones voluntarily renounce
the bliss of Nirvana and retain "the influen of
terrestrial attributes, however spiritualized, clinging
to that Self,"2 for the purpose of retaining their touch
with humanity and becoming its Saviors. Under
these conditions "The Adept has the option of
renouncing conscious Nirvana and rest, to work on
earth for the good of mankind. This he can do in a
two.fold way; either, as above stated, by consolidat-

'The Seae Docfrise, Blavataky, iii, 61-2,372,446.
'Ibid., is, 420.
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ing his astral body into physical appearance, he
can reassume the self-same personality; or he can
avail himself of an entirely new physical body.
as Shankarachraya is reported to have done."

A true Nirmanakaya body, however, although
manifesting in the Astral World, is not an astral or
even a psychic body at all, but a spiritual body which
is born in the heart of the Adept while still in the
flesh, and which takes the form of the personality
by first growing out through the marrow of the
bones and later extending out beyond them until it
permeates the entire body of flesh and ultimately
spiritualizes all its atoms. This process requires
many, many incarnations, but ultimately the body
thus spiritualized becomes no longer a mere physical
body, nor even a purified astral body like that of
the Adept of the degree described above, but is a
redeemed and spiritual body in which its Master can
appear in any Realm or in any World at will. For
instance, by raising its vibrations above the octave
of the Physical World he would disappear from
physical sight and manifest in the astral, or by
again slowing down its vibrationsa process com-
parable to reducing the vibrations of water vapor
until they manifest as solid joehe could again appear
on earth in a body which to all appearances would be
a physical body, but which would not be so in sober
fact. This is the real meaning of the doctrine of

'The SeaeS Dxfrmne, Blavatsky, flu, 61-2.
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the redemption (spiritualization) of the flesh. And
it is in such a spiritual body and by an analogous
pross that an Avatar appears in the Physical
World.'

The ability of the Divine Teachers thus to appear
on earth in either of the two previously mentioned
bodies or voluntarily to leave the Physical World at
willthe one through the gate of conscious death,
the other through translationis so well known that
allusions to it are found in all scriptures and in many
of the hero-myths of the gods founding nations,
giving mankind an alphabet, a numerical system,
teaching him the use of fire, etc., and then with-
drawing to the heights of some Olympus, Hemavat,
Fujiyama or to the heaven world .as the case may be.
Teachers who have built up a Nirmanakaya body
do not have to wait for death to release them. For
instan, we are told that "Enoch walked with God;
and he was not; for God took him." The word
Enoch is a generic term used to designate all who
have reached the stageof Mastery in which they can
withdraw from the Physical World yet live and work
in the higher Realms of the astral. The Greek word
"Enoichion," from which our word Enoch is derived,
means " the 'Inner Eye' or the Seer; in Hebrew, with
the help of the Masoretic points, it means the 'Initia-
tor' and 'Instructor." The story of Elijah who
"went up by a whirlwind into heaven" in a chariot

'See The Voica of Isis, Curtin, Chapter X.
'The Secret Dccfriae, Btavatsky, ii, 559.
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of fire alludes to the same fact. St. Paul also alludes
to it when he says: "He shall not see death."
The same phenomena was again referred to when
Jesus said: "He that believeth on me, though he
were dead, yet shall he live; and whosoever liveth
and believeth in me shall never die."1

131. Johs, xi, 25-26.





CHAPTER XX

THE DIVINE OR ECSTATIC REALM
"Light is Cold Flame, and Flame is Fire, and

Fire produces Heat, which yields Waterthe
Water of Life in the Great Mother. Father-
Mother spin a Web, whose upper end is fastened
to Spirit, the Light of the One Darkness, and the
lower one to its shadowy end, Matter; and this
Web is the Universe spun out of the two Substances
made in One, which is Svabbavat."

Stanzas of Dzyan, in, 9-10.

Tins Realm corresponds to the Divine or Form-
less World and to the seventh Principle (Atma) in
man. As we have said elsewhere in describing the
seven Principles of man,' Atma "is not a Principle
of Man, but a Ray of pure Spirit from the Absolute."
We therefore expect this Realm to be almost beyond
the comprehension of the ordinary student, for its
vibrations reach man through the heart and not
through the brain. They are too high to be registered
by the physical brain. In fact, as we have said of
Atma, "It can contact the human body only as the
higher astral centers are consciously awakened and

'TheE Size Usiverse,Curtiss,,266.
(243)
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then made subservient to reaching into the higher
Realms where the Divine holds sway." Yet it for-
ever pours its forces upon man so that in it he "lives
and moves and has his being," although he is not
conscious of it.

This is the Realm which, because it corresponds
to the Divine or Formless World, is in very close
touch with it. Hen the undifferentiated Astral
Light, which in the Divine World is the first Light
of Creation, touching this Divine World when "God
said let there be light," enters into the Astral World
through this Divine Realm. Therefore in this Realm
of the Astral we find this Magkal Agent ar excellence,
as we might say, at work. Since the Divine World or
Astral Light is often called the Sea of Fire, primordial
Ether, Akasia, Cosmic Electricity etc., in the Divine
Astral Realm this same astral light might more
fittingly be called "the fiery serpent;' for here the
pure undifferentiated Light, whith is both positive
and negative, is beginning to "Spin the Web" which
will ultimately be the Universe. Therefore in its
writhings and contortions it is allegorically repre-
sented by the Hindus as the "Churning of the Ocean
by the Gods" and by other people as the Great
Serpent churning the ocean with its tail.

This idea of the Divine Light as a Serpent can
readily be understood when we realize that it is the
One Life or the Creative Magical Agent by which
the Cosmos came into being. This Fiery Serpent
is indeed the basis for the belief in both Heaven
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and Hell, for it is the Light sent forth in the begin-
ning out of which was created the cosmos; it is the
One Life, hence is both creative, preservative and
destructive. At its higher end it is joined to pure
Spirit, the out-going Breath of Brahm, while at
its lower end it manifests as the force which makes
the trees grow and put forth blossoms, fruit to ripen
and decay and all nature to respond to its force.
In man it is his creative power, known in its lower
aspect as sex-force, which is so little understood, and
so sadly abused that from it man has indeed created
all the bells in which his Soul has ever dwelt, yet out
of a better understanding of it, when he becomes as
the Gods knowing good as well as evil, he must
create all the heavens to which his consciousness can.
respond. "Beginning with the pure Spiritual plane,
it becomes grosser as it descends, until it becomes
Maya or the tempting and deceitful Serpent on our
plane."i

This Divine Realm may also be called the Mys-
terious Center in which this pure Divine Radiant
Essence is broken up into duality to animate the
grosser astral force; for in the Divine World it is but
"the Shoreless Sea of Fire," while here it is the
Fiery Serpent. A rather crude similie would be
that this Realm is to the Cosmos what the stomach
is to man, while the Fiery Serpent is like the intes-
tine, 1. e., like the stomach it takes the Divine Sub.

I The Secret Docfrmne, i, 103.
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stan (astral light) given it by the gods and churns
and digests it, until it has been differentiated into
-its constituents and is passed on into the Fieiy
Serpent (intestine) to be assimilated by the lesser
lives it is to nourish.

"Thus this light, finally, is of the nature of fire,
the intelligent use of which warms and vivifies,
and the excess of which, on the contrary, dissolves
and annihilates. . . . This Light, therefore, inas-
much as it is devouring, revengeful and fatal, would
thus really be hell-fire, the serpent of the legend; the
tormented errors of which it is full, the tears and the
gnashing of teeth of the abortive beings it devours,
the phantom of life that escapes them, and seems to
mock and insult their agony,1 all this would be the
Devil or Satan indeed."2

This light might also be called the splendor of the
Divine Spiritual Sun going forth into manifestation,
a ray of which is caught and imprisoned in the high-
est substance of this most Spiritual Realm of the
Astral World where it begins its magical work of
creation; for the Astral Light is the Father-Mother
'of all light. The sphere from which this radiant
energy or Astral Light comes is the Soul of the
Universe and the Life Principle of every living thing,
from the higher spiritual beings, down to man and
the lower kingdoms, just as we say the Higher Self is
the Soul of man. And just as the Higher Self sends

'As it manifests in the lower Realms, especially the Vital.
'The Secret Dccfrmne, BIaVataky, ii, 538.
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down a ray of itself into matter and clothes itself
with a personality, so does the Astral Light send
down a ray of itself and clothes it with the Sub-
stan of a Cosmos. It is "the matrix of the Uni-
verse, the Mysterium Magnum from which all that
exists is born by separation . . . it is the cause
of existence; it fills all the infinite Space, is Space
itself."

When the Elohim said, "Let there be light," the
great homegeneous but positive Father Ray was
projected, and this Great Ray contained withIn
itself the potencies of all the god-power that was to
manifest in the Chaos and its resulting Cosmos.
This ray, while relatively undifferentiated, was
nevertheless dual. Hen as it came down into the
realms of differentiation it nessarily manifested its
two lower poles. The positive pole was active
Divine Will and Wisdom (Life), its negative pole
passive Divine Love and Compassion (Substance),
which latter is the force of differentiation, sin it is
only through its feminine aspect that the ray could
bring forth in the worlds of form.

It is in the Astral Light, as it is reflected from the
Divine World into this Realm of the astral that the
Soul of man receives its first differentiation in form
as it descends into physical manifestation. "Because
through, and in, the human form they (the Souls)
will become progressive beings, whereas the nature

1The Scoet Docfrmne, Blavatsky, ii, 538.
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of the Angel is purely intransitive; therefore Man
has. in him the potency of transcending the faculties
of the Angels. . . . Finally, it is shown in every
ancient scripture and cosmogony that man evolved
primarily as a luminous incorporeal form, over
which, like molten brass poured into the model of
the sculptor, the physical frame of his body was
built by, through and from, the lower forms and
types of animal terrestrial life."1

Much that pertains to this Realm, because it is a
reflection of. the Divine World, is hidden in deep
mystery, and like the Divine World itself with which
it is often confused, it is expressed in scriptural and
occult literature only in glyph, parable and symbol.
For instance, the Astral Light, as it manifests here,
is called the Dragon and the Seven-headed Serpent,
the heads being the seven Realms of the Astral
World. "And has been symbolized by every nation
as a Fiery Serpent breathing fire and light upon the
primeval water. . . . The Prince of the Air, of
St. Paul, is not the Devil, but the effect of the Astral
Light, as Eliphas Levi correctly explains."2 The
Serpent is the universal symbol of the Astral Light in
its first differentiation, because its undulating move-
ments correspond to the vibratory motion of the
Astral Light in this Realm. This is one of the eso-
teric reasons back of all sacred dances, especially the
Egyptian and Chaldean, in which the hands and

1TIie Secret Doctrine, Blavatiky, , 118. 'Ibid., , 509.
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arms are made to undulate to simulate a serpent
In fact, the undulations of the arms and entire body
had a mystic meaning and a magical effect, for these
rhythmic motions when properly performed brought
the devotees into rapport with vibrations of the
Astral Light and thus tended to develop the psychic
faculties and enabled them to see visions, etc. For
it is by this light that all things- in all Realms are
brought into being. Such sacred dances have been
practised in a more or less crude way in all religions
and in all lands, notably among the Dervishes of
Arabia, and the Indians of America, in both of whom
they produced ecstasy, prophecy and sometimes
trance and coma.

The Astral Light is the medium of magic par
excellence. As described by Eliphas Levi: "This
ambient and all-penetrating fluid, this ray detached
from the (Central or Spiritual) Sun's splendor
fixed by the weight of the atmosphere (?) and the
power of external attraction . . . the Astral
Light, ths electro-magnetic ether, this vital and
luminous caloric, is represented on ancient monu-
ments by the girdle of isis, which twines round two
poles . . . and in ancient theogonies by the
serpent devouring its own tall, emblem of prudence
and of Saturn (emblem of infinity, immortality,
and CronosTimenot the God Saturn or the
planet). It is the winged dragon of Medea, the
double serpent of Cacuceus, and the tempter of
Genesis; but it is also the brazen snake of Moses
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encircling the Tau . . . lastly, it is the devil
of exoteric dogmatism, and is really the blind force
(it is not blind, and Levi knew it) which souls must
conquer, in order to detach themselves from the
chains of Earth; for if they should not, they will be
absorbed by the same power which first produced
them, and will return to the ntral and eternal
fire."1

This utterance, while very cryptic, is neverthe-
less quite simple if we bear in mind that the Astral
Light is Divine Creative Substance. Hence, to con-
quer it the Souls which were formed from this Divine
Creative Substance must learn to manifest it in the
flesh and permeate the physical matter of their bodies
with it. In other words, they must learn to let their
Light shine before men, and also be perfect even as
their Father-in-heaven (in this sense the Astral
Light from which the Soul is differentiated) is perfect.
If we refuse to do this and so intensify the density
of the physical body that the Light cannot illuminate
it, then that Light (which is the life of the Soul) will
be withdrawn and once more enter the Divine Worlds
as undifferentiated Spiritual Light or be indrawn into
the bosom of the Father of Light or will be broken
up and return to the "central fire" from whence it
came. This fire is central in that, being the highest
Realm of the Astral World, it stands between the
Physical and the Divine Worlds.

1The Secret Doctrine, Blavatiky, 1,275.
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"If the student bears in mind that there is but
one Universal Element, which is infinite, unborn
and undying, and that all the restas in the world
of phenomenaare but so many various differen-
tiated aspects and transformations (correlations, they
are now called) of that One, from macrocosmical down
to microcosmical effects, from super-human down to
human and sub-human beings, the totality in short of
objective existencethen the first and chief difficulty
will disappear and Occult Cosmology may be
mastered."

The Astral Light, being the radian of the
Spiritual Sun which, like the Physical Sun, while in
the heavens yet prevades all forms of life and fills
all space, is the one medium of Spirit and Life in
all. Hence the art of Divine or White Magic con-
sists in the ability to find this Light, first within your-
self, then in all mankind, in all nature and in all sub-
stances, and correlate your consciousness with it.
Since it is the inner essence of all things it is possible
to perceive the essence of all things in this Light, which
is therefore sometimes called the Light of Nature.
But this can be done only through the use of the
Soul powers. No being, astral or otherwise, can
do this for you. Your Teacher may point out the
way and lay down the rules, but your own conscious-
ness must dwell in the Light and be one with this
great and magic Agent. Then all Divine Magic is

'The Secret Dodrine, Blavatsky, , 104.
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possible. "Such processes take place according to
law. You will learn the Jaw by which these things
are accomplished, if you learn to know yourself.
You will know it by the power of the spirit that is
in yourself, and accomplish it by mixing your spirit
with the essen which comes out of yourself. If
you wish to succeed in such a work you must know
how to separate spirit and life in nature, and, more-
over, to separate the Astral Soul in yourself and make
it tangible, and then the substance of the Soul will
appear visibly and tangibly, rendered objective by
the power of the spirit."1

'The &crd Dccfrmne, Blavatky, footnote to 538.



CHAPTER XXI

INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS

An Aviator's Great Adventure
The Annunciation

AUTHoR's Nois. Since the publication of the First
Edition many readers have asked for further examples
of Independent Communications. The following
specimens will serve to show the possibilities and
range of such communications, varying as they do
from the Young Aviator, who could not be convinced
that he had left the physical body, to the high intelli-
gence of the great Angel of the planet Saturn.

These communications are all given practically in
the wording received and without the intellectual re-
vision, elaboration and polishing which most literary
efforts receive before publication. All were received
by Mrs. Curtiss while in full consciousness and often
while busy with household or other affairs, as for
example, the message from the Young Aviator which
was received while riding in an automobile. This
shows that it is the state of consciousness that is
essential, not the time or place, although these may
often be helpful in placing the mind of the recipient
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in a tranquil state in which it can the more easily
respond to the higher states of consciousness and to
the Intelligences of the higher worlds.

AN Av11roR's GREAT ADVENTURE

The following incident well illustrates the great
difficulty many who pass out of the body suddenly
have in realizing their real condition. It also illus.-
trates the Independent Method of communion with
those who are not in the physical body. The message
was from a young aviator of great prominence whose
aeroplane was shot down during a fight with a number
of German machines. The message was received on
July i8th, 1918, before his death had been officially
corroborated. While traveling twenty-five miles an
hour in an automobile between Philadelphia and New
York a young man whom she had never seen before
suddenly presented himself to the inner vision of Mrs.
Curtiss, dressed in full aviation costume. Although
Mrs. Curtiss had never seen his picture she was able
to identify it positively when it was shown her later.
The dialogue which follows was written down from
memory soon after and as accurately as possible, so
that the essence of the conversation can be vouched for
even though the exact wording cannot. The initials
Y.A. will represent the young aviator and Dr. C. will
stand for Dr. Curtiss who carried on the conversation,
Mrs. Curtiss repeating the questions and answers from
one to the other in full consciousness while the auto-
mobile was speeding along without stop.
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As soon as the name of the young man was given
to Mrs. Curtiss, Dr. Curtiss challenged him as
follows:

Dr. C. "Are you. . . in very truth?"
The young man stood before Mrs. C. with a bright

cheery smile and in answer to the challenge as to his
identity took his aviator's bonnet in his right hand and
made a sweeping bow that was particularly graceful,
yet boyish and unstudied.

Y.A. "Yes I am. . . at your service."
Dr. C. "We are glad to meet you. Is there any-

thing we can do for you?"
Y.A. "Thank you, no. I am meeting with so

many strange adventures I like to talk them over."
Dr. C. "How did you come to meet with us?"
Y.A. "Oh, I just met up with you and felt

attracted."
Dr. C. "Then you have really passed over?"
Y.A. in surprise. "Passed over what?"
Dr. C. "Passed out of your physical body. You

are now in what many people would call heaven."
Y.A. quickly. "Heaven nothing! And I know I'm

not in the other place I"
Dr. C. "Of course you are not dead, but you have

left your physical body?'
Y.A. "Oh, no. I have just had a wonderful ad-

venture, that's all. I've discovered a country that's not
on the map and I mean to spend some time here and
study it. Then when I've got the facts I'll come back
and tell the boys."
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Dr. C. letting the point pass. "Tell us how you got
there."

Y.A. "Well, I was flying and we got into a bit
of a row with the Boches and I felt a sting in my
head and my machine began to fall."

Dr. C. "What did you do then?"
Y.A. "Why, I jumped out. I always felt I could

fly myself. Only instead of falling down I flew up
here."

Dr. C. "How do you explain that?"
Y.A. "Well, there are lots of strange things

happen to an aviator. I had always felt I could fly.
Ever since I was a small boy I had dreams of flying
through the air and since I joined the flying corps the
feeling came back so strong that I had hard work to.
keep from stepping out of the machine and trying it.
So when I saw I had lost control of the machine I
jumped out as I had planned, and, just as I expected,
I could fly and went straight up until I landed here
safe and sound."

Dr. C. "Of course it is only your body that is
dead, not you."

Y.A. "But my body is not dead. If I had struck
the earth of course I would have been simlLched, but I
never struck the earth. I came up here."

Dr. C. "While you are not dead, for there is no
death, nevertheless you have put off your body of
flesh and are now living in a finer, more ethereal body
just like the physical."

Y.A. "Atta-boy I Stop trying to kid me! I never
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was a good one to kid. I've got my body just as sub-
stantial as ever. I've got on my aviator's uniform and
I fill it out all round. You couldn't put a uniform on
a ghost, could you?"

Dr. C. "Well, if you will read our book on the
subject along with your father you will find it all
explained."

Y.A. "Well, when you make your point I'll admit
it. But you've got to prove it."

Dr. C. "Were you at all afraid when you began
to fall?"

Y.A. "Afraid nothing I I never knew what fear
was. I've proved there was nothing to fear."

Dr. C. "What do you eat up there?"
Y.A. "Come to think of it I haven't eaten since

I've been here. But then I often go without eating
for quite a while and don't mind it. Now you men-
tion it I do feel hungry. Guess I'll go and get some
chow right now."

Y.A. after a lapse of a few minutes reopens the
conversation. "Well, here I am again, and I've
proved it."

Dr. C. "Proved what?"
Y.A. "Why, that I'm not dead. I've not only had

a swell meal, but I've met up with an old chum who is
in the service and we both had a fine chow. Now
where is a ghost going to put a big meal like that?
Does a ghost have a stomach? Hal Hal And my
chum is just as alive as I am. I pinched him to see
and he hollered 'Ouch'! What do you say to that?"
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Dr. C. "Did you pay for your meal?"
Y.A. "Sure I did."
Dr. C. "Where did you get the money?"
Y.A. "I don't know. I didn't have my purse in

my uniform and yet somehow I paid for the meal.
Look here, Doctor, I'm willing to play this game fair.
If you can prove to me that I'm a ghost I'll admit it,
but if I can prove that I'm alive you must admit it
too."

Dr.C. "Ididnotsayyouweredeadorthatyou
had no body, only that you had lost your physical
body."

Y.A. "Well, there are a lot of strange things
happen to an aviator. Any of the boys will tell you
that. I believe that I have simply had a wonderful
adventure, and those who have had any experience in
the air will agree that there are more wonderful things
happen than you could ever dream of on the earth.
I've simply found a new way to escape being wrecked
and as soon as I study it out I'm coming back and tell
the boys how to do it, so they can fly without their
machines too, and so save millions in equipment."

Dr. C. "Have you been home to see your father
yet?"

Y.A. "Na. I'm going to take a little furlough and
explore the country up here before I go home. I don't
want to go home tomy father with any fairy tales.
He will want facts and I'd rather wait until I can
talk sense and prove it than simply repeat what you
tell me."
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Dr. C. "Where do we seem to be no"
Y.A. surprised. "Why, you are up here with me.

You belong in this country."
Dr. C "No. You are mistaken. We are simply

with you in consciousness. Physically we are in our
auto traveling toward New York at twenty-five miles
an hour."

Y.A. "Well, I'll have to be going if you don't
stop trying to kid me."

Dr. C "Did you feel much pain when you were
hit?"

Y.A. "No. Just a sort of a sting. I've often had
more pain in my head when the cold wind was blow-
ing in my cars?'

Dr.C. "Well,anytimewecanbeofhelptoyou
we would be glad to have you come again."

Y.A. "Thanks. I'm going to look into the matter.
But I'm not going home just yet. My father would
want me to be doing my duty and finding out this new
invention of how we can fly without our machines so
I can give it to the government. My mother wouldn't
want me to come home just to be petted. This is my
chance. And I'm not going back until I've found
things out. Because I might not be able to find my
way back here again. So long."

Note. Sonic days later. We are told that the Y.A.
will soon return (incarnate), possibly within twenty
or thirty years, to complete his life-cycle, as his one
great desire is to perfect the aeroplane for the benefit
of his country. Because of his unselfish eagerness to
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be of use to his countly and to mankind, without a
thought of benefit to hi'nelf, he will soon be led into
the Pattern Museum' where he will study the per-
fected aeroplanes of the ancient Atlanteans, so that
when he returns he may help to perfect the dynas-
pheric motor which will draw continuous and un-
limited power directly from the etheric forces of the
air.

Tna MuuNcIAnox

Reach out your hands, blessings are faIhng
Open your can, the angels are calling.

Open your hearts, 0 children of earth I
Wake! For today comes the heavenly birth.

Over this land there is centered a star
That reaches to earth its rays from afar.

Lift up your brows and a diadem weave
Out of the star-dust, sorrow's reprieve.

Onward courageously walk through your task,
Only the guerdon of Love shall you ask

For unto you this day is it given
To sit at meat with your Father-in-Heaven.

'See page io.



CHAPTER XXII

INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued)

A Message from Lincohi
A Prophecy of She Aquariws Age
A Vision of She Coming

A MESSAGE PROM LINCOLN

A Ccli to America
(Note. The following message, first published in Azoti,

Magazine of May, 1917, and reprinted here with their per-
mission, we feel to have been not only a prophecy of what
America was soon to face and accomplish, but was an indica-
tion that the great soul of Abraham Lincoln was bringing to
bear upon the leaders of our beloved country the same
influence which this message expresses, and through that
influence had much to do in guiding the nation and awaken-
ing in our broad land the old time enthusiasm and deter-
mination to fight, not only for Liberty, but to sustain in the
world at large all the high ideals for which Americanism
stands. Of course this was before America entered the war
and while pacifism and Pro-Germanism were rampant The
Author,.)

Our of the great mass of omens which occurred just
prior to the present Great War the following striking
ones may be called to mind. "At the celebration of
Sedan Day (September z) at the Saxon town of

(261)
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Artern, in 1911, hundreds of the inhabitants had
gathered in the large square which has Bismarck's
statue in the center, when suddenly the sword which
the figure of the maker of modern Germany holds
extended at length, dropped from the statue's hand
and fell noisily to the ground. The fall of the sword
was immediately followed by that of the sword arm
of the Imperial Chancellor. In the next year, 1912,
the Balkan War broke out, which was the precursor
of the present crisis. About the same time, or shortly
after, as one of the results of an earthquake, which
took place that autumn on the Continent of Europe, a
colossal statue of Germania was overthrown at Con-
stance. Another even more significant result of this
earthquake, in the eyes of the superstitious, was the
rending of the solid masonry towers of the Burg
Hohenzollern, the ancestral castle of the reigning
house. A further omen of disaster, to Belgium, was
the cracking of the famous Rouland bell in the belfry
of Ghent, which has been held to symbolize for many
centuries past the spirit of Flemish liberty. On July
22 of the year 1914 it cracked and broke when ringing.
This incident was regarded at the time as a dire omen
of cvii." 1

In view of the above incidents, the damage which
our own Statue of Liberty sustained from the missiles
which rained upon it after the. explosion of several
barges of ammunition which blew up in New York
harbor on the night of July 30, 1916, may fairly be

See Prophecies and Orisesu of the Great War, Shirley, 51.
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considered a serious omen for America, in view of the
laws underlying such phenomena revealed in the fol-
lowing message, and especially in view of the fact that
the missiles were fashioned by her own sons.

There were three of us seated before the glowing
logs of the fireplace on the evening of Tuesday, Feb-
ruary 27, 1917, and we had been quietly discussing
present world conditions when suddenly the glowing
fire seemed to fade away or be obscured by a thick
chilling fog. Wondering at this strange phenomenon,
and shivering as we continued to peer into its thick
gray depths, two of those present, while in full wak-
ing consciousness, began to see the faint outlines of
the Statue of Liberty appear through the fog, but cor-
roded, bedraggled and forlorn. Instead of the heart-
thrill that had invariably marked our sight of that
great symbol of our country's ideals, this vision
brought with it the most depressing sense of impend-
ing disaster. And as we continued to gaze spellbound
at the singular scene, the familiar figure of Abraham
Lincoln seemed to emerge from the fog above the
statue. His head was bowed in sorrow. His face
was wan and haggard as from carrying a great burden
of care and anxiety, and in his eyes was the deep
heart-sorrow and suffering of a consuming sadness
as of one whose highest ideals had been scorned and
trampled under foot by those he loved best.

Observing our attention, he raised his head, and
with right arm uplifted, his lips began to move and
we seemed to hear his voice, in tones of tragic sadness
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whose pathos seemed to melt our hearts, giving us
the following message which he begged us to transmit
to his beloved people.

"America can retain the freedom of the seas and
her place among the nations only through a recog-
nition of the necessity of building a Statue of Liberty,
not only in the harbor of her greatest city, but by lift-
ing up a Statue of Liberty in its true sense in the
hearts of her people. Only thus can she ever take her
true place.

"The proud boast of America that she is 'the Land
of Liberty and the Home of the Free' is symbolized in
her great Statue of Liberty in New York harbor. It
is most significant that in this age and day America is
losing her high ideals as the land of liberty and the
home of the brave. No longer does she hold up the
torch of Liberty to enlighten the world, but crouches
behind her own bulwarks crying' Peace I Peace I' when
there is no peace, drawing her garment before her face
as her sisters and brothers pass by in their misery and
agony, saying: 'It is nothing to me. We are the land
of the free.'

"Almost at the beginning of the crisis in the affairs
of our beloved country, for which we weep, a most
untoward accident seemed to befall our Statue of
Liberty. You will doubtless recall the fire which
caused the explosion of the barges laden with am-
munition along the New Jersey shore. To one who
pays attention to the events of life; who realizes that
every great national event, such as the erection of a
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great statue which symbolizes the ideals of the nation,
marks an epoch in its history, such an accident has a
profound significance. For all the forces of the air,
of the elements and of nature combine to respect that
symbol and force those who have erected it to live
up to its ideals. And when these Meals are belittled
the elements combine to show to man that something
is vitally wrong. Therefore this bombardment and
damage to the Statue of Liberty should have been a
significant omen of that which occurred in the higher
realms.

"0 America! Thou beloved of my soul! Thou
for whom the blood of the brave and the true has been
shed! Thou for whose ideals great souls have strug-
gled and perished and attained! Where is thy Lib-
erty? Where is thy Freedom? Like the mist upon
the harbor such a little thing serves to blot out from
your eyes the wonderful Statue of Liberty! 0 de-
cadent nation, wrapped in thy slumber of sophistry!
lulled into a distracted sleep by man's greed, dissension
and the machinations of thine enemies! How long
think you this condition can endure?

"Brave sons are awakening in this great day and
are already turning their eyes to your Flag of Free-
dom, crying out for a leader. Where is the Man of
Destiny who shall recognize his right to be the deciding
factor in this world's confused day of reckoning?
Where is the brave and great Leader who shall call
out the Sons of America to uphold the institutions of
Divine Liberty and Pxotection and Freedom?
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"0 cringing nation! I know you not. 0 ef-
feminate and degenerate rulers! I recognize you not!

"Souls of America, ARISE! AWAKE! Throw off
this slothful death-gripping insomnia of unrest!

"Look into the eyes of the true Statue of Liberty!
that which exists in the higher realms; that which is
the Mother who gave thee birth and suckled thee at
her breasts. Look deep into her eyes. See her gaz-
ing far out and away from your own land into the
distant corners of the world. Then look around her
feet. See the many of her seeming own, the poor, the
hungry, the suffering, and the lost of all lands, clinging
for protection beneath her kirts!

"How your hearts thrilled when she sheltered in
her arms the negro slave and sai' shall be free!'
Yet look yonder. See the slaves! Hear the cries!
Listen to the agony of your brothers and sisters across
the seal Where is the strong arm that can protect?
Where is the mother-love that can shelter?

"o America! America! No longer, no longer the
Land of the Free, but the land of greed and selfishness,
of sophistry, of dissension among yourselves. Who
shall save you? To whom shall we look for succor?
Shall we tear down our Statue of Liberty? Shall we
allow the elements to destroy it? Yes. Yes. It can-
not stand unless the land it guards be true to its ideals.

"Children of unrest! Children of unrest! Would
to God that the cannon's roar might wake you from
your slothful sleep and self-seeking. Would to God
some great call should come to you. Yet I would
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not that the call should be'Save yourselves.' Oh no!
Save your brothers, your sisters, the world! Stop
this carnage like the strong giant that you are. Take
your stand for principle and for right. And strike
with the strength of the great Powers that are back
of you; the Powers that won freedom for you from
the tyranny of the old world. Everywhere you are
answered: 'Know your strength! Win freedom for
the world.' -

"Can you not see the great forces gathered on the
higher planes which are seeking to send into your
hearts, Oh children of men, the old-time cry of
FREEDOM?

"0 God, send us the Man of Destiny! Send us
the Man of Destiny!

"Has the scroll been obliterated? the great scroll
on which it has been written by the hand of Divine
Law that this nation is destined to become the leader
of the world! No hand but the hand of its own sons
could obliterate it.

"Leaders are not made by money, by greed, avarice,
dissension, deception and underhanded dealings.

"The Spirit of America lies crushed and bleeding.
The cannons that have roared on the fields of battle
have gone through her heart. The torpedoes that
have sunk brave ships without warning have entered
into her bosom and have sunk her beneath the waves
of life. But is there no life left in this corpse? Cry
out to the Lord of Battles for strength, for under-
standing and for truth. Let go the childish cry for
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Peace, Peace, when there is no peace. Can you be
saved and hear the whole world groan? Can you be
great and all the rest annihilated? Is this greatness
the greatness of saving your own skin? or is it the
greatness to Dare, to Do and to Die? And greater
still, to come forth in the strength and power of the
Lord of Hosts, knowing your destiny; recognizing that
for which you were born in blood in a fight for Lib-
erty, and declare yourself for Liberty and the Enlight-
ening of the World!

"OAme!America! ThouarttheMan! Thou
art the Nation of Destiny! Dare you deny it? Dare
you hide when cannons roar? Dare you cringe when
blood flows? Dare you doubt your high destiny?

"0 America! America! Nation of my love! Art
thou fallen! Art thou fallen?"

A PROPHECY OF TEE AQUARIAN Aca

The Moon, a pure, cold, chaste goddess, was wooed
and won by the Sun God. He was warm and ardent
and his embraces were irresistible. From their union
was born the wonderful goddess Urania. She is more
beautiful and more chaste than her mother, yet more
warm and ardent than her father. Her force is so
great that the Children of Earth are not able to greet
her, for they cannot endure the light of her coun-
tenance.1

'Uranus affects the horoscopes of mortals largely through
her effect on other planets, for she Is a Ruler among ruling
planets.
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All through the ages she has walked in darkness.
A thick veil covers her face and thick clouds compass
her about. She is enshrouded in mystery. Even the
Sun God her father can scarce find her.

From time to time as she walks her appointed path
she crosses the paths of the other gods (planets).1
And as she walks the heavens her footprints become
centers of force. And along and within their radia-
lions blossoms of wondrous potency spring into
being.

Although she is invisible the gods feel her approach
and arc thrilled with expectant love. The chords of
their hearts are moved with a mighty force, prophetic
and inspiring. Even the far-off Children of Earth
catch the vibrations of that thrill and in every heart
attuned to love's higher chords there awakens an
answering wave of joy from whence unknown. And
in every Soul who has sacrificed on love's altar, who
has suffered and lost, there is born with that cosmic
thrill a new conception of Love Divine.

Clothed in impenetrable mystery, bold indeed is the
mortal who dares to lift even a corner of her veil.
Yet the time' draws quickly nigh when her cloak will
drop from her shoulders and she will no longer be
shrouded in mystery. The veil will be lifted from her

'These terms refer to the ruling Planetary Deities1 the great
spiritual entities who have charge of the various planets,
"The seven angels that stand before the throne."

'The Aquarian Age which we have now just entered, dur-
ing which Uranus is the esoteric ruler.
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face and mankind will marvel at her wondrous beauty.
Even now on earth there is found one here and there
who boldly climbs to the seat of the Sun God and
lights his Torch of Truth in those golden rays. As
torch after torch flames out into the darkness the
dank mists of ignorance will melt and chill darkness
will die in the embrace of Light. Then will mankind
seek out the goddess Urania in her hidden ways and
daring to lift her veil will bask unharmed in the
unspeakable loveliness of her smile. Then all who
have given up the great gift of love for duty or con-
science's sake will find it again, purified and sanctified
by her potent force; grown sweet and fragrant under
her cloak. Then will their own come to them, whom
none can take away.

The time will come when the world shall see this
goddess sitting upon the golden throne of her father
the Sun God, with the silver scepter of her mother in
her right hand. Behind her will stand her faithful
henchman Neptune, with his Rod of three-fold Power
in his hand, ready to defend her or to punish, any
mortal over-bold. On her right hand will stand the
god Jupiter, and on her left hand Saturn, while prone
at her feet will lie the beautiful Venus who has yielded
up her life only to find it in more abundance in the
smile of her elder sister Urania. And as Venus'
valiant lover Mars stoops to lift her, he places his arms
around her and draws her close to his heart. With
the tears of passion dried from out their eyes so shall
they stand, like two innocent love-children, all smiles
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and beguiings, in the pure radiant Light of the god-
dess Urania.

A VISION OF TUE COMING

The following is the description of a vision of the
coming Avatar recently seen by Mrs. Curtiss.' It is
written down verbatim as it was realized by her con-
sciousness with no attempt to put it intoliterary form.
This original form is reproduced just as it was re.
ceived for every expression has a special creative
potency:

The word is spoken.

The sable curtains of the darkness part
He who dwells in everlasting radiance comes forth.
With Him, rank on rank, angelic Beings move in ever-wid-

ening circles.
Transcendent, ever-changing hues of Light with blinding

radiance intoxicate the air.
From angelic harps rich melody rolls onward.
The very echoes of yon planet, earth, tremble with ecstasy
And with delirious joy sink into silence profound and awe-

some.

What bodes it me, an humble child of earth, that I behind the
veil may glimpse?

Who art Thou, Lord? whom to Thy shepherds thus appeareth

'First iuued to The Order of CbrLrtiai, Mystiee in June, 1917.
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I dare not look.
My weary world-worn eyes I cannot lift.
Yet rests thy crown of glory on my brow.

"Light of the World, forever shining,
Though streaming tears thy radiance hide.

Sun of my Soul, forever near
Lift up my heart in adoration

And there abide for aye.

Deep in my empty heart ent!ring;
All Love Divine and Wisdom cent'ruig,

My Savior, Lord, I'm lost in Thee.

Empty Thine arms, with blessings laden,
Grant me the boon to bear them on."

Thus spake my Soul.

From out the Silence, rolling thunder.
And many Voices cried Amen I Amen I

The heavenly hosts are stilled as Thou draw'st near.
Aye! E'en the harmony divine in silence dies when Thou

appear'st.
Grant me to rest in Thý bright shining.

Forth from the hosts angelic a Being speaks:

"Still, 0 earth, thy heart! The Lord Christ cometh.
He passeth by; and thrills the farthest region
Where waves of death beat earth's dark shore.
The darkness flees, by glory vanquished.
The day of blood and steel and death is o'er."

Silent, still and empty. Naught of earth remaining.
Only Thy joy and peace and love abiding.
SunofmySoul,shineonl Shineoni
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INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued)

A Message from Saturn
The Garde,, of Prayers

A MESSAGE PROM SATURN

IAMthefirStafldthelast. Iamthebeginningand
the end. I am the dread Guardian of the Threshold.
I come to you with gaunt and pallid face, cold and life.-
less as the dead. I stretch out my arms as a barrier
to stop your onward journey. Come, look into my
dead and lusterless eyes. Look upon my ghastly
countenance if ye dare I Look me in the face and
recognize me for what I am; for until ye can meet
me face to face and know and conquer me ye cannot
pass.

I am the Great Initiator. I stand upon the
Threshold. I am the Great Tester, the glass which
mirrors back each mortal's own creations, his Dweller
which each Neophyte must face and recognize before
I let him pass.

I am Saturn the great Reaper. I am he who binds,
who congeals, who solidifies. I am he that seemeth

(278)
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like a corpse; for I am all that is dead and lifeless.
Look! Look in my dead face and recognize me!
What do I mean? I am the sadness and the darkness
and the coldness of death, the fear of which each
Neophyte must face and overcome.

The planetary forces that gave ye life push ye ever
onward and outward on the great Spiral of Life.'
Day after day ye are urged farther and farther away,
onward and outward, until ye reach my domain. Here
I stretch out my grizzled arms and bid ye halt; for I
am he that saith: "Thus far shalt thou go and no
farther." Not even the forces of the gods can pass
my domain unchallenged.

Each planetary force bath carried ye a space and
given ye of its guerdon of power and wisdom and
truth until the confines of the Spiral of Life are
reached. And I, what have I to give? I give ye
naught. I bid ye face thyself. Here do I meet ye
and say, "Thus far shalt thou go." Stand and look
inc in the face! Can ye stand still while thy vitals
arc frozen by my icy breath? For I am the winter-
tiniewhenalliscoldanddead. Andlinustbemetand
passed before the spring can come. Out of this ordeal
must ye gather the power that binds together into an
entity all the forces ye have received from the plane-
tary gods.

Arc ye proof against my frozen breath? Can ye
bear to have thine ideals shattered, thine advance re--

tarded, all that seemed good and true filched from thy
'See lesson Spiral of Life Curtiss.
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grasp? Can ye meet these tests undaunted, seize them
and turn defeat into victory, discouragement into
power? Can ye be still and reach my stage of calm
contemplation while alt that ye loved and believed in
seems to wither and die in thy sight? Not until ye
have seized from me my weapons and gained my
power can ye pass this point (Initiation) and go on-
ward.

Think ye there is no reason why I, Saturn, stand
at the Threshold? at the outpost of life and evolution?
In the foundation of the universe it was I who made
the cosmic center and gave the stability and inertia
upon which the other planetary forces might act.
Mine was the force sent out in the beginning and mine
shall be the last to return; the power of holding still,
of being fixed and immovable. I am the dot that
expanded into the circle1 which contained and circum-
scribed all that could come forth in a cosmic manifes-
tation; the aura of a man; that which limits and con-
fines his life-forces and prevents them from being
dissipated; the measure of a man.

In the solar system the planets are ever sending their
forces outward into space, and were it not for me they
would go onward beyond the confines of this system
and be dissipated. But when they reach my domain
I stop them and say: "So far shalt thou go." I build
a wall about the universe and turn back the separate
forces and blend them into one. This wall creates
form and number.

'See The Key to the Universe, Curtiss, Chapter 5.
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I am he that bindeth and that is bound with the
three bands.1 I hold the three forces that bind body,
soul and spirit. The force Of this calm that can bind
and hold ye must learn; for as long as anything can
upset and disturb thy calm ye cannot pass on. For
I, Saturn, am the Guardian of the Portals.

The planetaiy gods lead ye down the Spiral of Life
until the last round is reached and there stand I. If
it were not for my outstretched arms ye might be
pushed over the edge of the Spiral into the Great
Abyss and be lost in the Outer Darkness.: Yet ye
must face this Abyss and calmly contemplate its depths
and lose not thy balance ere ye have strength to turn
and walk upward inside the Spiral. Then thy path is
no longer outward but ever inward where ye shall feed
on the inner Essence of Life.

The Soul who has dared to meet and face me and
wrest from me my power nd walk upward within the
Spiral, for him do I gather up all the planetaiy forces
and send them back to him as helpers, as the dot
expands into the circle. "As above, so below." As
in the cosmos, so in man. For him shall I no longer
be Saturn the Reaper, but will be crowned as Cronus,
God of Time; for he who has reached this step is
ruler over time. But ye must see the outward face of
Death the Reaper crc ye can recognize my true face.
Then do I become benign and my power is the power

1The three Rings of Saturn.
'The dead region where the forces of one planet end and

crc those of another begin.
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of wisdom. But ye must be able to correlate with my
force before ye can climb the Inner Path. Ye cannot
pass on until ye have culled from me the lesson of
stability and the wisdom Cronus alone can teach.
Then shall ye conquer through discernment.

I am the melancholia of the world which if not con-
quered leads on to insanity and death. Ye must face
the world with death, pallid and stark, standing at
thine elbow. Ye must become as dead to the changing
tides of the world and of man's changing affairs as
though in the grave.

0 sons of earth, like Saturn ye are bound with
three rings, hand and foot; body, Soul and Spirit.
These rings are the three days in the tomb.1 These
ye must break through, and conquer the force that
binds ye, a day for a ring. These binding conditions
must hold ye until the very force which bound ye is
turned into the stability of the indomitable will of
undaunted courage and unquenchable faith; the faith
that has touched the confines of life and has pene...
trated its Mysteries. And when I am conquered ye
will find me Lucifer the brilliant Angel of Light, the
bright Star of the Morning who shall make all things
plain unto thee.

But to know me ye must meet me face to face. Ye
must see my gaunt arms reaching out for ye and
boldly walk into those ghastly limbs and tear the
mask from my dead and frozen face; must warm my
cold heart with the warmth of thy breasts. Come to

'See lesson Three Days in the Tomb, Curtiss.
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me and wrench from me the power of Silence; of
quiet contemplation; of standing stilL To know me
ye must study me and find out my secret.

I come not to give ye my force. I cannot. Ye
must wrest it from me in battle. I am the dread God
of the Threshold guarding all Wisdom! How dare ye
pass me? I am placed here at the end of things to
weigh and measure ye alL After ye pass me there is
no other. Ye are free to pass onward and inward
toward the Fount of all Light and Wisdom. No more
can the forces assail ye nor the terrors of the Abyss
draw ye down; for ye have passed the edge and are
inside the Spiral and turn back only of thine own
free will.

But ye dare not pass me until ye meet me; until ye
feel the grip of my grizzly hands at thy throat shutting
off thy life's breath; until ye feel my icy breath on thy
cheek. Thus must ye wrestle. If I conquer, down
into the Abyss ye go, to begin over again thy Cycle
of Manifestation. But if ye conquer I am thy
Servant and Savior.

I am he who was sent out in the beginning, hence
I am called Lucifer, Star of the Morning. I am he of
whom it was said, "I beheld Satan as lightning fall
from heaven." I am the angel of Revelation who
goeth forth to weigh and take the measure of all men.
For no man is a MAN until he has been measured;
until he has cognized my force and has gained its
stability.

'St. Luks x, 18.
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TUE GARDEN OP PRAYERS

Invocation. Evening Prayer. 0 divine and by-
ing Father, as we rest through the darkness on thy
breast, help us to draw close to thee in love, and to
realize the almighty power of thy divine Son filling
and comforting us. For as the earth and air retain
theznagnetic and life-giving forces of the sun to bring
forth for the new day as it withdraws each night, so
may we retan in our Souls through the darkness the
light and warmth of his shining, knowing that as the
sun rises for the new day we too shall rise stronger,
truer, sweeter and more beautiful because we have
rested in thy love in abiding faith and trust.

In the fair Fields of Asphodel prayers grow like
flowers. Some are prayers of anguish from hearts
that are breaking. And, oh, they are crimson red I
Yet out of the center of each a golden stamen points
upward, bringing down the Divine Radiance into the
very heart of passion or sorrow, stilling them.

There are the prayers that are lisped by baby lips,
"God bless mama and papa?' These are tiny violets
and daisies, so sweet and pure and beautiful, nodding
their little heads in hundreds of thousands all over the
grass.

Then there are stately lilies, so pure and white..
They are the prayers of the saints whose hearts have
been purified from all earth desires. There are beau-
tiful roses too. These are the prayers of those pas-
sionate lovers who have learned to know and to dwell
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in beautiful love. They pour out their hearts in adora-
tion like the perfume of the rose. Oh! How beauti-
ful are these fields!

Prayers for success are grand and stately flowers
with long stalks standing up straight and high, with
flowers all down the sides, many, many flowers. Some
are white with golden centers. And some are purple
and blue and crimson according to their ideal. But
the most beautiful are those that have within their
hearts little golden stamens. And every time the
Winds of Heaven blow the bright dust of their golden
pollen showers down upon rnanldnd. Why, you ask?
Because these are the prayers that have asked success
and blessing for all the world. So the showers of
golden dust fall upon all. And where'er they fall
and find lodgnient they bring happiness and success.

Selfish prayers for mere worldly success are not
allowed to grow in these fields. We call them weeds.
We go out and pull them up and cast them back to
earth and say to the children of earth: "Take back
your prayers, they are not worthy of place in this
Garden. They come back to you to be readjusted.
Gather them up. They belong only in the soil of earth.
Readjust them." For only when so readjusted can
such prayers grow into beautiful flowers in the Fields
of Asphodel.

Sometimes selfish prayers force success, like hot-
house flowers of untimely bloom. These the angels
pluck and throw back to earth. Such success as may
thus be gained is but of the earth and only for the
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moment: only while the flowers thus plucked endure.
They have no root in heaven.

The prayers that demand and demand and insist
upon their fulfillment without saying, "Not my wifl,
but thine be done," are also weeds, bitter weeds and
rank. Their answer seems to come because they grow
a little, but their flowers soon fall and give place to
bitter fruit which often purges those who planted and
must eat.

The prayers that the Great Gardener loves are those
which create the beautiful Flowers of Immortality.
They are prayers of gratitude and thankfulness; the
recognition of what you really are; the accepting of
all your blessings with joy. Those are the greatest
prayers of all, the prayers of thankfulness and joy;
when you accept your blessings and realize how your
Father loves you and how glad he is to see that
you understand and permit him to help you.

Take then your blessings and laugh back into his
face like glad flowers nodding joyously back to the
sun. Say, "0 my Father! I am so happy because
you love me and give me that which you know is best
for me, except when I demand for self alone."





CHAPTER XXIV

INDEPENDENT COMMUNICATIONS
(Continued)

The Message of the Sjhuis
Tue Curtain

TuE MESSAGE F ma SPHINx

ONE evening while sitting around a blazing wood
fire there was placed in the hands of Mrs. Curtiss a
small stone image of the sphinx which had been
brought to her direct from a royal tomb in Egypt.
Holding it lightly and unthinkingly in her hands and
while conversing about Egypt, suddenly the following
psychometric message poured into her consciousness
and was written down verbatim as it fell from her
lips.1

Out of the distant past when the forces of the
world were gathered into a mighty storm there was a
message, a mighty message, given to humanity and
embodied in imperishable symbols.

All the kingdoms of the earth gave to this Great
Mysteiy something of their forces and experience.
Out of the Earth rose great itnimals, strong and.

'Also see lesson The Message of Slit SJhiuz, Curtiss.

I
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mighty to labor. They lived and died and while for-
gotten they left behind a force which was Strength
and Power and Endurance. This formed the hind
part of the Great Mystery.

Upon this, like a mighty thing it crouches, lying
down in patience, resting in powerful strength; sub..
ject to the mighty dictates of the Law of Time; wait-
ing for the hour to strike when the power and strength
and patience shall be utilized.

That mighty Image of Eternal Creation shall arise.
On its shoulders powerful wings are spread; for out
of the Air, like great birds soaring in the heavens,
comes the force which we know as the awful longing
to penetrate beyond the clouds; to explore the heights;
to bring back an answer from the invisible Portals of
Eternity. It is this unanswerable longing that is for-
ever expressed in the outstretched wings.

On its forepart are breasts as of a woman, symbol
of the force which goes ever on and on, ever feeding,
ever bringing forth; patiently giving and waiting;
waiting for the end when these creatures she has
suckled shall become the Lords of Creation. And the
cry goes forth:

O the force of Mother-love I 0 Eternal Nour-
isher who bath poured forth a never-ending stream of
Life, feeding the children of men, how long, how long
shall it endure until man awakens and stands upon
his feet?

This Great Mystery has the head of a lion, and in
its eyes the light of daring and fortitude. The eyes
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are those of an human Soul looking out; searching the
four quarters of the earth; looking, waiting, watching.
Today the same as yesterday; the same puny crea-
tures calling themselves men and women, with the
same selfish traits, the same animal instincts to kill
and rend and tear. And forever the same godlike
forces struggling for birth within them! Yet the
eternal patience waits.

0 generations of pygmies! How-long shall it be
ere I trample ye with my lion's feet, and with my
lion's mouth rend ye limb from limb? Eternal Justice
demands your extinction, 0 bestial creatures who call
yourselves kings of earth!

And yet, back of it all and crowning its head is the
kingly Cap, the Ureus, the diadem of the King of
Kings!

In those eyes so strong and fixed is the look of
unutterable Love and Hope and Cheer. Looking
always into the future, seeing innumerable suns rise
and go down in blood-red fire, yet always waiting for
the coming day.

o Love Divine! How long must ye wait? How
many hearts must break with longing ere thy force
conquers the evil in the world? This is thy message
to the children of men:

Too long has the world groaned under perverted
falsehoods calling themselves religions. Too long has
ptiestcraft held mankind by the throat with lion's
claws and lapped their blood.

Draw near to the Fount of Life.
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Drink from the paps of Mother-love.
Draw great nourhing drafts of Life and be not

discoursge
Ye are not a stone image blindly ciying out age

alter age the great story of man's redemption. Ye
forget that ye are living, breathing vital forces with
the power to act.

Ye too have stood on Egypt's sands and have given
up your lives for the Great Cause; have been born
again and again, struggled, hoped, despaired, and laid
down your lives with trust in the Great Law. Yet
always as life departed the vision of Reality is held
before you.

There is an end to all things mundane; an end to
long-continued waiting. 1 have waited through the
ages and I crumble not, neither decay, because I sym-
bolize to man this Eternal Waiting for the fullness of
time, ever looking toward the Light and knowing that
it will come.

Help inanWnd to see the Light.
Help them to shake off the shackles of superstition

and priestcraft.
Help them to stand alone in the desert of htmitn

existence and look only toward the Rising Sun.
All things manifest in cydes, and it has been borne

in on my stony heart that the Time is almost come;
the great Cyde of Time has almost run its course.

There is a sacred scroll on which are the calculations
of the incarnations which must be passed ere the
deliverance comes. And since in ancient Egypt the
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first recognition of the Great Mystery was recorded in
imperishable stone, so shall it there be fulfilled.

And She who came and went shall come again.
And the Spirit of Truth shall once more be taught.
The night is almost done and Egypt shall once more

live in all her splendor and greatness as of yore. Not
an earthly greatness, but a spiritual illumination
through the manifestation of the eternal truths.

THE CURTAIN' -

A Child of Light came down as a brooding Spirit,
and was buried in the heart of the darkness. It parted
the curtain of darkness with tiny hands of Fbini.
Then it became a glowing Eye. And the Eye smiled.
And the Eye sent thrilling, life-giving forces through
the darkness of the heart that was being born.

0 little Flame, Within the dense darkness of my
undeveloped heart! Help me to fix my gaze upon
Thee. Help me to see the tiny flames which are thy
hands pushing back the darkness of ignorance, glow-
ing, brightening, illnmhaing, shining, shining behind
the Curtain that hides the Other Side.

O little flaming Spirit of Light! As I sit and gaze
the Curtain thins, opens, and I see thine Eye. And
the Eye begins to smile at me through the Curtain.
Love, Love, 0 Love Divine, where art Thou? What

'vision seen by Harriette A. Curtim, March 13, 1917.
Transcribed and edited by F. Homer Curbas, M.D., Secretary
of the Order of Christian Myztics.

Reprinted by permission from Azoth Magazine, July, 1917.
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is this dark Curtain that hides thee from my gaze?
A still cmafl Voice replies:
"The Curtain is the love of self. And into its

meshes are woven the dark threads of personal opin-
ion. Its warp and woof, woven in and out by the
Loom of Tune, are made up of so many, many
threads."

Yet back of it I see the little Flame playing, lighting
and illilminng. Must my tired fingers unravel thread
by thread all this heavy Curtain? It has taken me so
many weary ages to weave it Look! Look! Into
it I have woven so many beautiful pictures of the past;
pictures of ambition, of desire for adulation, yea and
many efforts to uplift hnnianity. Must these too be
unravelled? See! If I rip out these threads my
heart's blood will flow; for with them I see so cun-
ningly devised all that I hold most dear. My intellect!
What scintillating beams of light, like jewels, it has
woven into the Curtain.

Beloved Child of the Flame, canst thou not look
through the Curtain of my life and let thy beams
illumine it into brightness? It is so great, so strong,
so beautiful! And I love it! I love it! Come from
behind its folds that I may see thee, bright shining
Child. Be to it a beacon of Fire that the beauty of
this my Curtain may shine forth more perfectly. Let
thy Light make this my Curtain that I have woven
through the ages more illumined and bright, that the
world may see its beauty; for it hangs before the Holy
of Holies. It drapes the Altar of the Most High.
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O Holy Flame! Why dost thou flicker and die?
Why dost thou cease thy brilliant shining? Come
back! Come back! For without thy shining my
Tapestry of Life fades into darkness. See its brilliant
colorings! See its wondrous designs! 0 little Flame
of Life! Shine upon it with thy brightness! Bless it
with thy presence.

No! No! Thy Light grows dim. Thy brilliant Eye
looks sad. Thy presence seems to recede deeper into
the blackness of night. Ah me! i must watch and
wait. I must pray before the Altar night and day.
Then sometime thou wilt come back. Sometime thy
bright shining will again appear.

o Flame of Love Divine! 0 Eye of Infinity!
Once I caught a glimpse of thy bright shining, and
now thou art gone! Why should this be? Where is
my beautiful Tapestry? How can I see its glorious
jewels and its wondrous colorings? How can the
world discern it? It seems lost in the darkness of
eternal night. Is this Divine Justice? that I should
work and strive and weave and toil and hang before
the Altar of the Most High this Tapestry of my life
only to have the darkness hide it?

O Love Divine! One little spark of thy shining!
One little thrill of thy coming! Without thy Light
all I have done is lost. Without thy shining all is
dark.

Methinks I slept and dreamed. And behold, in my
dream I no longer saw the wondrous Curtain of my
weaving. Instead I saw an Altar built of precious
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jewels. And beside it stood One all glory and bright-
ness. And as I knelt before His feet I cried out with
very ecstasy of joy. And then slowly my Curtain fell
between us.

But what is this? What is this? Again the little
Child of Light springs up. It is the Jewel of Fire
whose tiny hands of Flame are reaching out. There
is the glowing Eye that laughs in my face, yet it wears
a countenance of plaintive joy.

And now I see it reach out its arms of Flame and
touch the folds of my Tapestiy. How beautifully it
is illumined! The flames grasp it in their arms and
hug it close. How they twist and shout and laugh for
joy as they lick up and consume this my Curtain that
I wrought so cunningly!

Let it burn! Let it burn! For it is the Flame of
Love Divine that consumes it.

0 Love Divine! 0 radiant Presence! Thou art
still there. My curtain that I made, that I, even I,
toiled and contrived and wove and builded is gone 1
The Flame of Love has consumed it. Only Thy
Presence, now left undimmed and dear. Only That
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THE YOUNG AVIATOR RETURN1

By DL &m Mas. F. HOMER CURTISS

DURING our interview with the Young Aviator which
was published in Azoru for September, 1918, he prom-
ised to play fair, and if he found we were correct in
telling him that there was no death to the immortal Soul
and thatthechange called death is butihe t2kngoff of a
dense outer garment of flesh, be would return and admit
that we were right. And he has kept his word.

Although that article was not presented as being evi-
dential from the strictly scientific standpoint, but merely
as an amusing and interesting incident, it was neverthe-
less severely criticized in a certain little sheet because it
contained nothing but its own internal evidence as to be-
ing veridical The criticism was unfair and bitter in its
sarcasm and ridicule, especially in reference to the state-
ment that the Young Aviator expected to study the
models of the ancient Atlantean aeroplanes in the "Pat-
tern Museum of the astral world" and endeavor through
this study to help his country to win the supremacy of the
air. Although this statement was ridiculed as the raving
of unbalanced imagination on the part of the authors we
had not deemed it worthy of reply, but on Sunday after-
noon, January 5th, 1919, the Young Aviator again ap-
peared to Mrs. Curtiss, this time in a highly indignant
frame of mind. He insisted that he was the one whose
veracity had been impugned and whose powers of ac-

Reprinted by permiufon from ASOtI. for February, 1919.
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curate observation had been slurred, hence he wished to
vindicate the criticized statement We therefore give here-
with the substance of our talk with him, lasting from
5p. in. until nearly 6p. in., as reported by Mrs. Curtiss
while in full waking consciousness according to the In-
dependent or Telepathic method. It is not presented as
scientifically evidential, but it was intensely interesting
to us and we think it will be to most readers of Azorn.
They are at perfect liberty not to take our word as to its
-source, if the message itself is not sufficient evidence, and
we will not be offended if those who cannot respond to
its truth lay it to our disordered imagination. We simply
.comply with the Young Aviator's req1est to transmit the
message as he gave it to us.

"How do you do, Dr. Curtiss? I have been to see you
a number of times, but you have always been in such a
rush of work that I didn't like to butt in. I have also at-
tended a number of your lectures and have also studied
over here and have learned a lot since I first met you.
My, but I was ignorant then! But I'm glad you have

-time to listen now because this is important I especially
want you to tell that Critic that all you said in that last
article is true; for I have not only been admitted to that
Pattern Museum and have studied the Atlantean aero-
plane models, but I have come back and 'put across'
what I have learned, although not in the way I then cx-
pected. And the U. S. Government is to-day building
new types of aeroplanes embodying the new ideas I've
been able to grasp and trtnTnit. Already a plane has
been announced that made 145 miles an hour on its trial
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flight, and another that carries sixty people. A Thanks-
giving dinner was served to five people on another while
2,000 feet up. And soon you will hear of improvements
far beyond anything known when I was down there, both
as regards war-planes and especially planes which will
make regular passenger travel as safe and commonplace
as Pnhlm2n cars.

"You see, I've found out that when a man think
definitely along a certain line there's a stream of force
goes out from his brain that makes a pathway out into
space. If he thinlq dearly the path leads up through the
realms and worldsfor rye found that there are many
worlds over here beside the astral world in which I'm
workingup to the ideal or pattern that his thought is.
reaching out toward. I've followed up lots of these
paths since I've been over here just to see where they
would lead, and although many of them start out bright
and clear, nearly all just end in a jungle or are only blind
alleys that get you nowhere. But the paths that go out
from the minds of trained thinkers do lead to definite
ends and bring back to those minds definite realizations
or att2inments. Once in a while I've found a mind like

whose path seems to go straight on upward,
on and on through all the worlds as far as I can see and
in each world it seems to spread out and make connec-
tions and wake itself at home. Such a mind can bring
backto its brain truth from every world it contacts, for
Fve followed it far enough to know that what you've said
about life over here is true.

"My fathet's got a mind like that too. Oh, the path
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that goes out from his brain is big and broad and clear
and light. I certainly have a wonderful Dad I It's not
occupied with philosophy and symbols and religious
things like yours, but it's full of wonderful ways of help-
ing hnniinity, of uplifting the people and improving con-
ditions so they'll be better citizens. And he's got wonder-
ful plans for our country, too; for malcing it the greatest
and best and most helpful and wonderful country in the
whole world. These paths are all bright and clear, but
they only go a little ways, for back of each one there
seems to stand a shrouded figure with a sickle in its hand
and it cuts them off before they're finished. Poor Dad!
I'm afraid he'll not last to see his great ideas fulfilled, for
he's a broken man. He's like a great lion that's been put
in a cage and beaten and prodded and half starved. His
spirit is not broken, but his body is, so all he can do is to
roar defiance. The fact is that Dad spends almost as
much time over here with me now as he does with you
down there, and every time I can get off from my work
I go to him and tell him all about it.

"You said, Doctor, that more than a year ago your
TeacherO, yes, I've met your Teacher over here, but
I don't get much time to study those things just now
told you that my Dad was going to sit with the Peace
Council and have great influence in shaping its policies.
When he wasn't appointed you thought perhaps you'd
got things twisted or there had been some mistake. But
you were told then that even though he wasn't officially
appointed they couldn't keep him away, and it did look
like it when he planned to visit the place where they
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buried my body over in France. But I want to tell you
that your Teacher was right after all. He'll be at the
Peace Conference all right! But he may not be there in
just the way you thought! I can see that he's not going
to be with you long,t but I don't want you to mention this
as long as he is there, for that thought in the minds of a
lot of people would tend to push him over here a little
sooner. And when he comes over here...

"But I started out to tell that Critic how I 'put across'
the new ideas I get from my studies up here in the
Museum. In the first place everyone is not admitted to
it, any more than everyone is admitted to the Masonic
Library in Washington; only those qualified. The Boche
aviators over here want to get in too, but as they never
invented much of anything, only copied others, and as
they are still working for 'Deutschland ûber Alles' they
are not permitted near the place. Also those who are
merely curious are barred. In fact there's just two
classes who are admitted, those of us over here who are
interested in making flying safer and more useful for
manlcind and those on earth whose thought-stream makes
a straight clear path right up to those patterns. And I'm
toldalthough I don't know this myselfthat even so
they would be prevented from entering until the hour had
struck when hnmn evolution had reached a point where
it would be best for it to have such inventions, and many
more wonderful things are waiting for the years to

'Ernron's Non: This message was received about 5P.M. on
Sunday, the 5th of January. Cdonel Roosevelt died about twelve
hours later.
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come. Until then Those Who Have Charge up her6
keep the doors closed.

"Now there's a bunch of us boys up here who've given
up our lives to the perfecting of flying, not merely given
them up down there, but up here too; for we are devot-
ing ourselves to it for the good of nianlcind. And having
lost our lives in your world because of their deflcien.-
des, we're going to find out how to make them safer.
So when we learn something new about them we have
to go to some of the inventors whose minds are sending
out steady streams of thought toward flying. You see,
I couldn't explain an improvement in the engine to Mrs.
Curtiss. Even if I showed her every part and exactly
how they worked she couldn't explain to a machinist how
to make it. She hasn't that kind of mind; her pathways
of light don't run toward the idea of flying.

"So we have to find those who are studying flying, and
if they're sensitive enough we suggest the new improve-
ment to them by impressing our idea upon them. And
some of them get the idea more or less clearly, at least
they make some changes in the old type. Of course
they don't know they are being given the idea by us.
They just think they 'thought it out' by themselves or
they say 'It suddenly came to me,' etc., although some
are conscious that they got help from somewhere in
some way. With others we just put a picture or a
model of the improvement in their thought pathway
and let their thought-stream play all over it, and pretty
soon they say, 'I see it I I've got the idea now.' And
so they have. Some of them see it while over here in
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sleep and think they dreamed it all, but anyway we
are getting the improvements 'over' as fast as the minds
of the inventors can grasp them. Tell the Critic that
I haven't been able to understand the engine that gets
its power from the air yet, but I'm studying it, and
when I get it I'll 'put that over' too.

"By the way, Doctor, I may not be telling you any-
thing new, but I've found that tbere are places over
here where they keep other kinds of ideas. There's
one where they keep all the laws man has ever made
and where all the plans of the great statesmen for the
betterment of humanity and the improvement of its
institutions and conditions are perfected and then stored
up until some mind can reach up and grasp them, and
the time is ripe to bring them down to earth. I don't
know as you would call this a Museum, but it's some
kind of a place like a State House or Forum or Academy
or something like that And only the great statesmen
and rulers of the past can go in there, also the minds
of the great statesmen on earth to-day which make
straight paths into it.

"You know when my Dad comes over here he'll walk
right in. Because he belongs there. My Dad certainly
is a wonder! You know he used to be Julius Cæsar in
a past life, but when be comes over here they're not
going to call him that any more. They're going to call
him. . . as he's called on earth now, because they say
over here that his present incarnation is a greater one
than that as Cæsar, so they are going to call him.
Who was i in those days? Well, I'm ashamed to tell
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you. Justcallmemyfather's son.... ButsinceMrs.
Curtiss has guessed it you can see that what I did
to him in that life, that I might rule in his stead, has
prevented me from succeeding him in this life, and I
thought I was doing the right thing then too. It. was
'not that I loved Cæsar less, but that I loved Rome more.'

"And as he knows all the great stalesmen on earth
to-day, when he gets over here, just as he could hanirner
home fundamental truths and principles and 'put them
over' on earth, so when he gets here he will be able
to hammer into the minds of all the living statesmen,
whose minds are all open to his suggestions, the per-
fected ideas for the good of mankind which he will find
ready in this Statesmen's HalL So you see he may be
a powerful influence at the Peace Conference after all!

"Well, so long. I must run over and see how Dad is
getting aIong, but be sure to tell that Critic that we are
'putting across' things of practical value to mankind
all the time. The trouble with him is that he's not able
to recognize them or understand where they come from,
because his mind-path doesn't run in the right direction."
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Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and Gentlemen of the Conference:
Yesterday this Conference was thrilled by the recital of the

many historic documents, organizations and movements which
have been inaugurated in Philadelphia, but to me, in addition
to all those things, there is a great, special, personal thrill
in being present at the inauguration of this Conference in this
city; (applause) for it was in Philadi1phia that The Order of
Christian Mystics, which we have the honor to represent, was
founded. And it was also here that I acquired my medical
degree at the University of Pennsylvania, my wife and my
religion.

Mr. Chairman, if you and the Conference will pardon a
personal reference. I would like to relate a personal reminis-
cence; for it seems to me that this Conference stands in a
similar position to that in which we stood many years ago,
and the happy result of the way our situation unfolded may
be of encouragement to the members of this Conference.

More than twenty years ago, Mrs. CurtiSs and I were told
to prepare ourselves to launch a world-wide spiritual move-
ment presenting a cosmic philosophy which would give a ra-()
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tional explanation of all experiences hi life, both bere and
hereafter

At that time1 this seemed Impossible, hopeless. Naturally
we thought that in the coarse of five or perhaps ten years
of intensive study, we might possibly be ready to begin on
a work of such magnitude1 but when, after only one year's
preparation, we were suddenly told: 1t is time to begin the
worlç" we were aghast. At that time1 Mrs. Curtiss was
employed as private secretary to the president of a large busi-
ness concern; I was in my junior year in the medical school
of the Un,ety of Pennsylvania, and instructor in the Uni-
versity and an active officer in a number of dubs and organi-
nations, both within and outside the University, So I said:
"How hi the world can we begin the work? We have no
time, no money, no prestige, no special ability, and we are
unknown to the world. What can we do to start the work?"
The answer was: "Get a pencil and a piece of paper." And
that evening there was written the first announcement to the
world of The Order of Christian Mysticsj and it is still in
use to-day as the first page of the pamphlet explaining the
work of the Order.

It seems to me, therefore, Mr. Chairman, and ladies and
gentlemen, that this Conference today stands in a somewhat
cmilar position. It has been given the vision. It ha, an-
swered the call. It has come with its pencil and its piece of
paperits programand I vwtwe to predict that the docu-
ment.its Constitution and Proceedingswhich it will write
at this time will be its guide and inspiration for many years
toccmne.

For just as that half dozen earnest students gathered to-
gether in this city twenty years agoconscious of the scarce
of their inspiration, with faith in their mission, with the
courage of their convictions, unselfish in their desire for the
enlightenment of httm2nity, and strong in a childlike confidence
in their ultimate successhave am their work grow from
that first single sheet into thirteen large volumes of teach-
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the extent to which he understands the laws of mind and uses
them wisely.

Back in the childhood days of modern psychology, before
the development of psychical research, it used to be taught
that thought was a secretion of the brain much as bile is a
secretion of the liver. That was back in the days of purely
materialistic and physiÓlogical psychology when we were taught
that we think with our brains. As a resnjt of modern re-
search we now know, paradoxical as it may seem, that we
do not think with our brains, but with our mhvk .Whch s
quite a different thing. For psychological research has proved
that mind is the avenue through which the consciousness func-
tions, and thus functions quite independent of the brain, the
brain being but the mechanism Which has to do with the
expression on earth of the thought formulated in the con-

This is an important advance over the n almost obsolete
teaching of the old-school materialists in psychology that
thought was impossible without the brain. But such a con-
ception is only natural to those who are not familiar with the
latest advances along this line so with your permission I would
like to take a moment or two to refresh your minds as to cer-
tain recently ascertained fundamentals in this science1 that I
may the more easily point out their application to the problem
of narcotic drug addiction.

No thought in the mind of man can find expression here
except through muscular contraction. The use of the vocal
apparatus, of the hand, the facial expression, a loolç a shrug,
all take place as a result of muscular contraction. In this re-
spect the brain is but the switchboard by which an idea or
current of thought, not in the brain but in the mind, contacts the
body and stimulates those centers of muscular contraction which
will give it proper expression in the physical world; pushes
the button, as it were. The classical example in medical history
of a laborer who, through a premature blast, had a crowbar
driven up through the frontal lobes of his brain and survived
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without loss of his mental faculties, is an evidence of this.
For although be lost many ounces of actual brain tissue the
motor areas were not injured and so were able to function and
express his thoughts.

For generations the mystery of how thought was translated
into action, of how a thing so ethereal and intangible as thought
could make contact with and find expression through so con-
crete and physical an instrument as the body, remained a
mystery to medical science and the psychologists of the West-
ern world, although it was well known for ages to the more
profound psychologists and philosophers of the Far East.
Modern researches have now confirmed and scientifically proved
the Eastern teachings so that we now know that literally
"thoughts are things," real, tangible1 definitely formed objects
composed of the substance of the mental world. In fact, they
are so concrete that they can register themselves upon a pho-
tographic plate by their own inherent radiant energy, and quite
independent of any form of light Naturally it would be a
misnomer to call the resulting pictures "thought photographs,"
as they are not photographs, since no form of photos or light
was used. Therefore the term "skotograph" had to be coined
to fit the case.

I, myself, have had the pleasure of seeing the original
plate which icurded the first skotograph or thought-form.
When Dr. Baraduc of Paris first conceived the idea he be-
mediately experimented. He concentrated his gaze intently
upon his walking-stick for several minutes until he could
close his eyes and visualize it clearly. He then turned to his
dark-room where he exposed an ordinary photographic plate
in absolute darkness and gazed at it fixedly while concentrat-
ing his mind on the walldng-stick and visualizing it intensely.
When his concentration began to tire he stopped and developed
the plate and there was a picture of the walking-stick clearly
imprinted and surrounded by a slight halo of radiant energy.

After this experimentwhich any one with strongly devel-
oped powers of concentration and visualization can duplicate un-
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limitedlyhundreds of others were made, until it is now scien-
tifically well established that every thought we think actually
creates an objectivealthough invisible to the naked eyefonsi,
composed of mental molecules called "mentoids." These
thought-forms are clear or vague in outline according as the
concept held in the mind is clear or vague; they are strong
and positive or dim and weak according to the strength of the
desire or the character of the thought that creates them.
They have forms characteristic of the idea which fashions
them, and even impregnate the photographic film with their
characteristic color, the colors varying with the state of the
emotions, the health, etc. And I have seen those colors, not
placed on the film, but embedded within its substance. They
also have their rates of vibration and even sound their key-
note1 although it is not audible to the ordinary ear.

These thought-forms are charged with a form of radiant
energy according to the thought-force and will-power used
in their production. All this has been demonstrated, not only
in the thousands of experiments of Dr. Baraduc and his fol-
lowers, but also hi quite another field, that of Psychic Re-
search. So powerfully radio-active are these thought-forms
that their formative activity can affect not only the photo-
graphic plate or film, but also that newly discovered semi-
physical, semi-astral, biologic plasma called ectoplasni, which
certain relatively rare individuals endowed with a special devel-
cpment of their etheric and astral bodies are capable òf en-
truding from their physical bodies.

This ectoplasm first "te1 as a vapory cloud, but after
slight contact with the air cnnden,es into a semi-solid, cold,
clammy, jelly-like mass which has been weighed, measured,
photographed before a moving-picture camera, and submitted
to biological and microscopical analyses, etc. All this is fa-
miliar to advanced students of psychic research, but the point
to be noted in this connection is that the creative power of
thought and the radio-active emanations of thought-forms can
mold or impres upon the piasfir ectoplasm any form or
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thought held strongly in the minds of those present This
has been amply demonstrated in hundreds of experiments in
private psychological laboratories under the most exacting and
rigidly scientific test conditions, many actual photographs of
which can be seen in Dr. von Schrenck Notzing's "Phenomena
of Materialization," also in "From the Unconscious to the
Conscious," by Dr. Gustave Geley, the late director of the
Institute Metapsychic of Paris, in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's
"The Case for Spirit Photography," in Dr. Coates' "Pho-
tographing the Invisible,"1 etc., etc. These thought-forms
can also act upon solutions of certain specially prepared
mineral salts so as to cause the form to crystallize out of the
solution in a solid mass of mineral deposits, as described by
Dr. Charles W. Littlefleld hi his book "The Beginning and
Way of Life."

For countless ages it has been a common thing for man-
kind to use such expressions as "currents of thought," "pro-
valuing ideas," "trains of thought," "an idea suddenly struck
me," etc., etc. Now we see not only the truth of these ex-
pressions, but their rationale and scientific explanation. For
these thought-forms, once created and launched into the at-
mosphere of the mental world, naturally tendthrough a law
analogous to the law of chemical amnity, the Law of Mental
Affinityto gather together with other thought-forms of like
character and vibratory rate. These aggregations of mass-
thought are capable of exercising terrific dynamic power vary-
ing with their constitution, as is seen in their generally de-
structive effect in the so-called "mob psychology" and "crowd
hysteria," vjhkh is capable of sweeping people into ferocious
expressions of prejudice, hatred and passion, without regard
to law or reason, and quite opposed to the normal thoughts
and desires of the same individuals when not under the obses-
sion of such thought aggregates.

The constructive side of the same law of mass-thought is

-

abo Psychic Sdcace, t'i. January, 1925, April, 1925, January
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seen not only in religious services and mass-prayer action, in
which spiritual forces are invoked to vitalize and make more
powerful the thought-forces, but ii also seen in aroused public
opinion so-called, but which is simply the aggregation of simi-
lar thought-forms directed toward a definite end. Its mm-
pelting action is so great that it can quickly settle a coal
strike or even the recent great "general strike" in England,
the constructive thought-forms generated for the common
good neutralizing and finally overpowering the personal and
selfish thought-forms of individuals or smaller groups.

The gradual aggregation of the thought-forms of both
temperance and woman's suffrage, generated at first by a
handful of altruistic and far-seeing Souls, but persistently
repeated and endowed with positive will and great spiritual
power, at last swept the whole nation and finally amended
the Constitution of the United States I During the World
War, after "The Order of Christian Mystics" bad inaugurated
a world-wide noon-day prayer service for peace among its
pupils throughout the world, the idea was taken up by many
churches and other organizations, and within a few weeks the
lust for war and the will to fight of the Central Powers was
neutralized and overcome by the Will for Peace thus con-
sciously generated. The Central Powers then made overtures
for an armistice, not because they could not have fought on
for months so far as guns, ammunition and supplies were
concerned, but be4ause of a so-Called "loss of morale," both
in the ranks and at home. This was a jureIy z3'chofogicoJ
reaction which produced the concrete result which saved mil-
lions of human lives and reshaped history and h....'n destiny.

Even so must we apply this same law of mass-thought
action to this terribly vnl.n24ng prthlem of drug addiction.
The so-called campaign of education which this Conference is
organized to promote Is nothing less than a plea consciously
to generate en masse at least two generic thought-forms; one
the donger of the use of narcotic drugs, the other the abob-
lion of the poulbilisy of obtaining them. (Applause.) But
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if we have an understanding of this basic law of mass-
thought creation and projection we can work more consciously,.
intelligently and efficiently toward its constnnmation and.
generate thought-forms and thought currents with such power
in the ag51-qdte that they shall .swee the country and demssuI
and command their expression and enforeement. (Applause.)
Indeed, it is not outside the bounds of possibility to rocurt
a Coiistitutionol amendment in this country and the adoption
of universal abolition of narcotic drugs by all the peoples of
ninfr4ndl (Applause.)

Another Point of importance in this mction. The mind
of man is enormously open to suggestion. We may lay it down
as a fundamental law of psychology that every thought we
think or accept as ours sooner or later tends to espren itself
in action through us, urdess counteracted by an opposite thought
of greater power. Many, many thoughts and suggestions pop.
into our minds that are not ours at all. Created by others
and floating along the thought-...urreuts of the snmunity
they drift into our minds when they are in a relaxed or idle
statethe doors of our mind swinging idly on their binges,
as it wereor because of affinity or similarity of vibration
to our own. But if we accept these outside thoughts, take them
in and contemplate them, we have deliberately made them our
own and given them power over us. For another fundamental
law of psychology is that every thought that we contemplate
or repeat we feed and give power over us.

Therefore, a feature of the educational work which this Con-
ference is to inaugurate should be to teach the people of the
worldespecially iti youththe laws of suggestion; that they
must be on their guard against all suggestions and accept
none without conscious scrutiny to see if it is in harmony
with their ideals and standards of life before consciousI
adopting it and making it their own. For we are mentally
and morally, and even legally responslble, not only for ow-
acts and words, but for every thought to which we give
expression. They must be taught to recognize that any sug-
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gestion which tends to influence them to violate the law, the
moral code and their ideals and standards of life is vicious
and should be immedfately counteracted by the strongest poe-
.slble assertion of she opposite thought. They will thus recog-
nize that the suggestion of the drug peddler that they take a
sniff or a "shot" to 'get a thrill" pr to "be a sport" or to "try
anything once" is not a casual and friendly suggestion or even
a harmless dare1 but is a coldly calculated and deliberate stab in
the back, a deliberate attempt to break down their natural
psychic ;...mt...ity solely for the sordid money there is in it.
Far better "take a dare" than embrace a devil.

The above is the general application of psychological laws to
this problem. But there are many personal applications of
which I will outline but one. But just as the specialist in
science, when baffled by problems hi the known range of his
specialty, must preserve an open mind and be willing to go
outside the orthodox limits and go into unknown fields if
n'cesry, grapple with entirely new conceptions and be ready
to accept truth wherever found, if his science is to advance
and not get into a rut, so must we in the consideration of this
problem of narcotic drug addiction. I therefore trust that
you will bear with me in patience for a few minutes while I
eater upon a subJect outside the narrowly materialistic lines
to which this problem is usually confined, a subject which is such
.a wide-spreading and to many, obscure and tabued specialty
that reference to it may arouse a certain amount of incredulity,
or even opposition, in the minds of those who have not given
the subject special thought or whose minds may be prejudiced
by early training in a materialistic conception of life or by
the r,fnnants of certain medieval superstitions.

After proving the concrete and objective reality of thought-
formseven though as invisible as a gas or an electron
the next step was the proof that these thought-forms could
be projected to and registered upon the mind properly attuned

the mind of the sender, and without regard to distance.
This direct transfer of thought from mind to mind without
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any means of physical expression or cation is called
telepathy. The proof of this power has been abundantly set
forth in the classical volume of F. W. H. Myers, "The Human
Personality, in "Phantasms of the Living" by Gurney, Myers
and Podmore, and by many later investigators1 some of whom
have had as high as 78 per cent accurate results.

The next step after proving possible the direct and lode-
pendent communication of mind with mind was to reveal that
this law operated no matter what the environment of the
mind; that is, whether the mind was embodied or disem-
bodied. Beside the cb,w2l works referred to above there
are many later volumes paclrd with such a mass of evidence
in proof of this that it is now scarcely open to discussion
in well informed circles.

My new poin thereforel is that just as the mind of those
embodied here on earth can create and project thought-forms,
and also receive them, so can the disembodied mind of the
ex-carnate create and project and receive thought-forms. This
they can do far more easily and with greater power than the
incarnate because not hampered by the inertia of a physical
instrument of expression, the body of flesh; also by the inertia
of the mass-thought of humanity on any subject, as well as
the tendency of the rational mind to argue it out before being
able to accept a new idea.

Modern research has abundantly and scientifically proved
through photography, telekinesis, cross-correspondence1 book-
tests, etc., etc.tbat so-called death applies to the physical
instrument or body only and sot to th. mind or the JvrsonoJity,
the essential individual or Soul. So-called death is but a slip-
ping off of an outer garment, a coat of flesh, the personality-
thereby being released from its hampering conditions and limi-
tations and becoming, not a bright and shining, all-perfect
angel, but rmning almost exactly as it was befor; except
that it is not hampered by the physical instrument so n"cessary
to relate its consciousness to the physical world.

That the mind and consciousness does thus survive and is
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capable of giving nridkal proof of Its identity and continued
existence is proved by Its ability to mold the exudations of
ectoplasin into a simulacruin of its former physical body
.so perfect as to be easily recognized by its .w friends
a_nd in some cases which I have seen so complete that it can
be temporarily inhabited by the discarnate personality and be
used to walk talk audibly in its characteristic tone of voice,
move physical objects and otherwise manifest and conclusively
prove its identity and its relatively unchanged mental and
other personal idiosyncrasi

This being the caseand the volumes of evidence made
nuder scientific test conditions place the subject almost out
of the realm of ntruvvij except as to details, it now being
.siuiply a question of the amount of information or lack of
information one has on the subjectthe person who departs
from this physical world with any strong earthly or bodily
desire unsatisfied naturally seeks every possible avenue through
which to gratify that desire And if it is a desire which
can be gratified only in the physical world it naturally seeks
an instrument or physical body through which it can obtain
such gratification. This desire for renewed physical expres-
ion holds such minds close to the physical world in what may
be called the slums of the ethereal or astral world, which is
the world just beyond and an octave higher in vibration than
the physical world. The discarnate personalities thus held
close to earth by their desires and thoughts constitute what
are called the "earth.bound," while those not so held by
earthly desires naturally and unconsciously rise into the higher,
finer and brighter realms of manifestation according to the
Law of Spiritual Gravity.

To obtain the desired expression in the physical the din-
nbodied one must find scene person whose body and mind

are absonnally open to such suggestions, impressions and
thought-transference to the point of at least partial possession
or obsession. Such persons are found among the mentally
msfI4e the neuras*h.i* and especially nong the alcoholics
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and narcotic drug addicts. I use the words "abnormally open
to such impressions" advisedly, for the very good reason that
just as the majority of humanity are protected from the
invasion of infectious diseases by a natural physical .ty
until that rnmfrnity is broken down by fatigue, destructive
emotions, abnormal living, etcjust so is the mind of man
protected from the invasion of psychic suggestions and thought-
forms from the invisible worlds by a natural psychic im-
munity. Therefore, let no normal mind fear psychic invasion.

We all possess an ethereal and astral body as the sub-
stratum or model into the meshes of which the physical body
is built. And between this finer body and the physical body
there is a special layer of etheric matter which normally
prts vibrations and thought-forces from the unseen world
from .reMuag and registering upon the physical body. But
this protective and immunity-conferring layer is dissolved by
alcohol and is paralyzed and rapidly disintegrated by narcotic
drugs, thus exposing the addict to obsession from the invisible
just as one whose physical immunity is destroyed is open to
infection by invisible pathogenic bacteria. The alcohol radical
of all the higher alcoholsmethyl, ethyl, propyl, butyl, etc.is
really an ethereal substance normally belonging in the ethereal
world but temporarily materialized in the physical. When its
bonds to the physical are released it naturally tends to fly back
to the world and octave of vibration to which it normally be-
longs. In the alcoholic it passes into the ethereal world through
certain outlets or centers which connect the physical with the
astral, and in doing so it dissolves the etheric wall which nor-
mally confers psychic WwUrnty, and thus exposes the victim
to all the horrors to be found in the slums of the astral world.
The horrid visions of delirium treinens are therefore not the
mere ravings of a disordered imagination, but actual sights of
very real things in the astral world.'

The narcotic radical in drugs acts in a t,nibr manner, ex-

2 Vet a full aap1.'I'- ci all sftcrd.th '''-' nn Rid.,.! Sh,Ri. Cm
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posing its victim not only to bin own physical craving for the
drug1 but also to the much greater and more sinister force
of obsession by disembodied addicts who seek such abnormally
opened channels for the gratification of their still persisting
desire. This accounts for the powerful and all-compelling or
so-called 'irresistible impulse" which overwhelms the weakened
wills of even those who are seemingly cured by proper in-
stitutional treatment the moment they are released into the outer
world, where the drug can be obtained.

But even these earth-bound discarnate addicts can be edu-
cated to cease their obsessmg infInence as is illustrated by a
message recently received by Dr. Wifrl2nd of Los Angeles,
Cal., from Wallace Reid, the well-known motion-picture star,
who committed suicide in despair of ever curing his drug ad-
diction. Dr. Wirkiand reports him as saying: "1 was in such
misery and so heijiess that ,nauy spirits demonstrated through
sue, and I had no cue who understood how to help me
conquer the soul craving. . . - Many, many, come back and try
to get the drug, even a little bit ... and they ruin others
against their will. I knew many times that I myself did not
want it, but there was such a strong power back of mel If the
world could only know! ... Oh, if I could only warn and help
others I .. - Why did not some one warn nier We under-
stand that many such cases have been cured in Dr. Wirkiand's
clinic. It is just such a warning that this Conference is or-
ganized to give, so no such a reproach to our civilization can
again be made. (Applause.)

This fact of psychic obsession also accounts for those crimes
of "irresistible impulse" of which the perpetrator knows noth-
ing after the cbsessing influences pass away and he returns to
his normal consciousness. All such belong to the same class
as the drug addict, namely, the self-indulgent, weak-willed or
byper-sensitive individuals who allow the doors of their minds
to swing idly to and fro in negative mental states, or those
whose psychic mmtwty has been weakened or dqtroyed, both

S Thi'Sv Ye.i Amuig Si. fled. Wfrd. 163-170.
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of which make them easy victims to the inrush of any outside
but positive and determined thought-force. There is a vast
difference however, not only in degree but us kind, between
strong teiepathic suggestions from the mental and spiritual
worlds and a definite psychic invasion from the astral world;
all the difference between an unlifting spiritual inspiration and
a demonical possession.

It shoull be remembered that sudden and strong impulses
from the invisibleboth good and evil, constructive and de-
structive, inspiring and depressingcome not in wordsunless
one is claiiaudientbut by the inrush of a new idea or wrn4
of thought-force, which snakes a compelling and often over-
whelming impression. Those of positive mentality developed
wills and high moral character are able to check and control
such inrushes until they can .mnne them and decide what
their reactbn should be. But those of weak mentality or will,
who are lqper-sensitive to outside impressions, tend to give
way to and express such impulses without due consideration.
They respond to the negative or evil suggestions more readily
because such usually appeal to some form of self-indulgence,
or because they require less exertion of positive will than the
good and constructive impulses. Hence, mental poise and acute
discrimination is a vital point to be taught in any campaign
of education on any subject.

During the World War thousands were induced to use nar-
cotic drugs, not only to ease their discomforts and suffering
and to forget the horrors of war, but also to give them the
reckless pseudo fighting-courage of the addict and enable them
to play the grandiose part which is cue of the symptoms of
drug addiction. And the sudden poising over into the invisible
world of thousands of such addicts, in the full tide of life and
still ruled by strong earthly desires has been an Important
psychic factor in the alarming increase of narcotic drug ad-
diction since the war. Yesterday, we were told by one of the
speakers, that since the confirmed drug addict cannot be cured,
the only solution to the problem was to "kill them oL" From
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what we 'have said abov you will see that, apart from all
humanitarian considerations, such a course would be the worst
thing that could be followed; in fact, this is the flvvl2tnl.ntal
psychological argument against all capital punishment For as
long as those who are dangerous to society are kept confined,
society is protected from them; but if we destroy thur physical
bodies, we simply send them out into the astral w.rld where
they can prey upon humanity, ten, a hundred, yes, a thousand
times more viciously than if they were set free while still in
the flesh

From the above hasty $Iu vey we see that narcotic drug ad-
diction is far more than a habit It is a definite psythic disease1
affecting the etheric and astral bodies primarily and the physical
body only secondarily. This is evidenced by the fact that,
just as no destructive or structural changes can be
found in the brains of those suffering from certain psychic
types of insanity, neither can they be found in the tissues of
the drug addict, even by our best pathologists. The fact that
the chemical end-products of narcotic drugs are practically
unknown, and our physiological chemists can find no trace of
the drug in the excreta, is not at all surprising, because it
has simply passed through the physical body into the astral
world, whence its essence originated, leaving perhaps only
a trace of its irritating p2etage in a slight nR2mn2fI of the
liver and gall-bladder.

Other drugs which produce sleep also open the door intb the
invisible world and permit the consciousness to leave the body,
but with less corroding and degenerating effects upon its psychic
uuity.

As a matter of fact nearly all the alkaloids and vital
essences, as well as Bavors, perfumes, etc., in all vethition,
are really ethereal substances from the invisible worlds mate-
rialized in the physical through the synthesizing power of the
life-force of the plant and so temporarily manifesting on earth.
All that really belongs to the physical world is the little that
is left behind as ash when the plant is burned. All else comes
from the invisible and returns again to its source.
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The common fear of ,npiilrla4 of having anything to do with

the disembodied is an instinct which has been a boon to the
unenlightened masses of innlc4n4 in general, for it has acted
as a factor in protçcting its psychic immunity and has thus
served an excellent purpose in the preservation of the race.
But fear is dispersed by knowledge. And in these enlightened
days, while fear still has its value for the vast mass of the
unenlightened and less advanced, it must be overcome by the
proper education of those who are ready to enter into new
fields of consciousness. But there is still great danger unless
this is done with a full knowledge of at least the basic laws
of the realm to be invaded. Hence the promiscuous dabbling
in psychic matters as a pastime or as a of amusement
and without proper instruction in its laws and danger., is as
dangerous as to let a group of children play unattended in
the generator room of a giant electric plant

Drug addiction can, therefore, be treated with a hope of
permanent cure only by a recognition of its underlying psychic
as well as physical factors. For even after apparent physical
cure the victim is never safe until he is thoroughly drilled in
watching for and recognizing the suggestions, both of his old
associates, his environment, the drug peddlers and the irre-
sistible impulse" of the disembodied, and, furthermore, has had
his will developed and strengthened to the point where he can
neutralize and ome such suggestions in his own strength,
or with the help of those higher powers and spiritual forces
which are invoiced through prayer and aspiration, and he should
remain under control until he has proved such ability. This
is the most important point in completing the permanent cure
of the addict, for it is doubtful if the etheric wall between
the two worlds can be regenerated and rebuilt with sufficient
stability to give unconscious psychic mm....ity.

Let me now pause to eniphttr the s'nts made yes-
terday by Major Brewster and confirmed to me personally by
Dr. O'Connor. You will remember that these gentlemen are
in charge of the Narcotic Section of the New York City
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Department of Correction, Major Brewster being the Warden
and Dr. O'Connor the Medical Expert of that institution.
Since they are the heads of this department in the largest
city in the world, they are probably the greatest living au-
thorities on their aspect of this problem. And when they
tell us, after an experience with twvnty to thirty thousand
patients coming under their treatment: when they tell us, as
Major Brewster did yest&y, that as far as they know, out
of that great mass or army only a fewI think he said five
or six that he knew of, after the physical results had been
cured and they bad gained thirty to forty pounds in weight,
become robust in physical healthonly five or six could sur-
vive leniptasion and relqse after they went back to the outer
world where the drugs could be obtained. And why? These
few, Major Brewster said, were among those who had only
a slight addiction, whose cases were not chronic and who
bad not gone on to the enormous doses of the chronic users.

Now, what is the meaning back of such a statement as his,
its significance? I hold that it absolutely confirms the con-
tention of my thesis, because these were cases which had not
gone to the point where the power of will in the patient had
become absolutely destroyed, so they were able, through the
exercise of their will, decidedly to resist the inrush of the
suggestions and temptations that come to the addict when he
returns to his old environment. In other words, their psychic
immunity had not been completely destroyed.

You will notice, if you study the program of this Con-
ference, a remarkable thing: that the medical profession tell
us that there is iso cure for She confirmed drug addict, and
there is not one proposition presented on the whole program of
this Conference of a curative or constructive nature for the
help of the addict There is one paper on a later day pre-
senting a remedy for the spread of the addiction perhaps, but
not cue for the care of the addict But in this paper I hope
I have presented to you a constructive, practical, rational and
psychologically sound method of completing the cure and of
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bridging that all-intportait gap between the physical curs and
the fychk cure; and that is by the proper instruction and
control of the physically regenerated person as to his psycho-
logical responsibility and his ability to resist psychic invasion
and suggestion.

All drug cases, therefore, in my opinion, should be kept
confined apart from society until they have been so trained
and have so demonstrated their ability to maintain their psychic
mm.rnity and self.control under tempting conditions that they

will not respond to the appeals made to them under such
terrible circumstances.

Dr. Hubbard: How long will that take?
Dr. Curtiss: It depends on the case and the amount of

treatment.
Now, therefore, I take the liberty of presentingand I hope

that some delegate of this Conference will feel impelled to
present this as a resolutioncertain recommendations which
I feel are not fanatical, but are sane and psychologically sound
and non-controversial in character. I therefore recommend
that, in addition to whatever other means this Conference
adopts in its educational program, it will include the necessary
specific teaching as to these definite psychological principles:

First: the power of suggestion and She means of iseutralis-
lug adverse suggestions:

Second: the personal responsibility of every one, not only
for his acts and words, but aim for Ms thcughu:

Third: the necessity for conscious diseriminatlon before
aecepting any suggestion or any thought and reacting to it, and

Lastly: the necessity for cultivating self-reliance and inde.

In closing, permit me to quote two stanzas of a well-known
hymn:

"Down from their home on high,
Down through the starry sky,
Angels, descending, fly,

While the earth Ih2fri.fh
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Roll they the stone away,
From where the Savior lay.
Out into glorious day

His way He taketh."

Let us pray that this Conference shall so invoke the uplifting
and inspiring angelic forces of light, life and power from
the spiritual realms that they shall descend "down through the
starry sky" of our unselfish thought for the salvation of man-
kind, while those earth-bound souls who traffic in the youth of
the world shall tremble. (Applause.)

Understanding scientifically and precisely what we are doing,
may the organized and psychologically planned world-wide cam..
paign of narcotic education inaugurated by this Conference roll
away the stone of ignorance and prejudice which has so long
imprisoned the higher, spiritual or Christ-consciousness, the
Savior of mn1rnd that it may come forth from the tomb of
materialism, as, free and unhampered, out into the glorious
day of spiritual realization of the essential brotherhood and
oneness of all m2nlrnd, "His way He taketh." Amen. (Ap-
plause.)

Chairman Hobson: This is a very remarkable paper to
which we have listened. It is now open for discussion, but
before the discussion begins may I ask the Doctor one ques-
tion? In Los Angeles a perpetual revival goes on; I have
found cured addicts at that revival who would go down
amongst their fellow addicts in the same environment and
remain curedI don't know for how long. Have you any
explanation for that? Having been cured in the revival and
rnaining cured after that?

Dr.. Curths: I think a little serious consideration of my
paper will give the answer. Such cases are the result of
something that the medical profession cannot duplicate. The
result is brought about, as I said, first through definite cur-
rents of spiritual force and second by definite spiritual helpers
who are positively invoked. They have been known to help
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build up the weakened will and to establish self-controL Dur-
ing that time they have helped to protect the unfortunate
addict from obsessing entities because he is conscious of that
presence with him which will bring about his fri from
this slavery.

Dr. Hubbard: So divorced, or at least not necessarily con-
nected, are these four points that the speaker has presented,
so not connected with any mystic philosophy, that I am sure
uv can all agree to these four si*ts. I am certain that We
have no differences in regard to them. But there is a question
about our joining forces with another kind of philosophy.
Is it not true that the unnaturally depraved appetite within
and the sinister temptations of the dope peddler are con-
sorted to break down the man's resistance against that form
of evil without invoking the power of disembodied spirits?

I believe and feel certain that the unnatural, depraved
appetite within gives an easy response to the temptation of
the dope peddler, and I am sure we get the result without
TmPeePlLc2rily involving ourselves in a philosophy which we
have never entertained. I do not think that we are called
upon to take up a new philosophy in order to deal practically
with this problem. I am satisfied to take the speaker's word
that if we think strongly, persistently, sensibly along the right
line of activity for a proper aim we can have it. And by
thinking strongly and consistently, perpetually, of a noble
resolve, a high ideal, such as an amendment to the Constitution,
we can have it....

Dr. Curtiss: I call the attention of the Conference to the
fact that I have not asked the Conference to subscribe to any
new psychic philosophy at all, but simply to more firmly
establish certain fmiibin,ital psychological educational prin-
ciples. I merely used the psychic philosophy to give you a
rational and scientific understanding of what takes place, both
physically and psychically, in drug addiction and what is nec-
essary to perfect a cure. Now, as to the naturally depraved
tendencies of mortal man producing addicts, it cannot be.
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Even the naturally depraved morta'Ì must actually take the
narcotic and that is what breaks down the natural psychic
immunity of the subject And so he proceeds with his self-
indulgence: he proceeds with his woeful violation of spiritual
Jaw, and there is a consequent destruction of all will power
and a realization of his utter failure to cope with any situ-
ation that he is brought face to face with.

Dr. Ward: As I listened to Dr. Curtis? remarkable paper,
two thoughts occurred to me: One was a point that he called
attention to and that is that his is the only paper on the
Agenda that deals with the psychological aspects of the sub-
ject, and that means the inner responsibilities. These four
points which Dr. Curtiss brought forth, and Dr. Curths' in-
vestigations and paper, to me indicate a direct answer to a
rampant modern philosophy, the philosophy of modern criminol-
ogy.. . which holds that man is not a responsible being;
that to talk of his psychology from the sense of the Spirit is
useless and a waste of time. Dr. Curtiss' paper is a direct
answer to that The regeneration of man can come only from
his inmost Soul, and to treat man simply as a sort of machine,
without responsibility without any obligation to his God, is
aimed at the destruction of society. We can only view man
as a responsible agent in possession of a will which he must
answer for one day to his God, and I think Dr. Curtis? paper
heartily supports that thesis.. . . He did stress one point,
that there was only one cure and that was that self-discipline
is the salvation of the drug addict And he said that the
responsibility for drug addiction, the ultimate responsibility,
lies with our educators who do not recognize a definite authori-
tative morality, and on the other band, with the parents of
the children who are not responsible for every moment of
their time.. . . The child from its earliest years must be
taught that it is a moral agent and responsible for Its life,
responsible for its Soul to God....

A resolution embracing the four recommendations made by
Dr. Curtiss was passed by a ,,nnhtnfus vote and referred to
the Committee on Resolutions.
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The CURTISS BOOKS

COMING WORLD CHANGES
A rational summary of the many recent prophecies as to

world catacyisms, the value of such prophecies, together with
the scientific and philosophic principles underlying cyclic
changes in the earth's surface.

Not a pessimistic, hopeless and fear-producing volume, but
presenting the underlying principles of the changes, the effect
of humanity's vibrations upon those of the earth, and a definite
remedy for shortening "the days of tribulation."
Chapter 1.Prophecies of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and many

others.
Chapter ILGeological Considerations, the scientific aspect.
Chapter 111.The Philosophy of Planetary Changes, such as

sank Atlantis, etc.
Chapter IV.The mysterious King of-the World and the pre-

dicted Asiatic invasion of Europe.
Chapter V.The Heart of the World. The relation of America

to world conditions.
Chapter VI.The Battle of Armageddon. Was it the World

War? Psychic factors in the World War, etc.
Chapter VII.The Remedy. Based on scientific psychological

as well as spiritual principles.

If you wish to understand the finer forces operating back of
present-day conditions, you need this remarkable volume. In
the authors' usual dear and convincing style.

"Dr. and Mn. Curtlis are noted lntexnatlonafly for the profound
scholarship wfth which they have studied the problems of ancient and
modern mysftdsm

"They have dared to rojhesyI . . . They axe entirely frank and ab-
solutely fearless.... Reading their simple phrIng, sensing their ealm
earnestness, one Is disposed to think upon bat they have said....

"The fact that they predicted the World War, In a volume published
Imo years be/ore the hHon at Serajevo, lends special value to
their dream of the apoacbIng new era...."

National Pktodal Monthly, New York.

Art Boards. F1'ke $1.10 post paid.

THE CURTISS PHILOSOPHIC BOOR CO.



TA. CURTZSS BOOKS

The VOICE OF ISIS
A veritable compendium of Christian Psychology, Spiritual

Philosophy and Esoteric Bihlfrið Interpretation.
Not coil, intellectual essays, but vibrant with sympathy,

understanding and comfort for those facing life's trials and
problems, expiolning the reasons therefor and how to master
them. Rnilimt with practical help Takes fear out of the
Bible.

PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS

Life's DutiesThe Cycle of pn1ath.i. The European War Fore-
shadowed and Causes Given Two Years Before It BeganDegrees and
Orders, and the Ce1fk1 HierarchiesThe Wisdom ReligionConcern-
Ing the Doctrine of Hell FireThe Eleventh Conient_Narcotics,
Alcohol and PsycblamA Study of KarmaThe SelfThe Doctrine of
Avatar,. A Clear Explanation of the Laws Under Which the Christ
May Be Expected to Manifest on Earth In This AgeA Study of Rein-
carnationThe Seven Powers of ManA Brief Outline of Evolution
The Sevenfold LawThe Formation of World ChainsPurityThe
Origin of ManThe Symbol of the SerpentPurification vi. Deification
The Memory of Past LivesThe Cycle of NecessityThe Path of
AtiintEarth'5 Finer ForcesThe Descent of the lightThe Two
Tables of Stone, or Woman's True Place and Mission In lifeThe Heal..
Ing PrayerHow to. Enter the SilenceNature's Mystic Alphabet A
Study of the P.it6n of Sound, Number, Color and PoresThe Word
Made FleshIllumInationThe Symbol of the SailThou Shah Not
Kin, Covering the Whole Problem of Meat EatingThe Prayer of Con-
seeratlonThe of the Symbol of the Order.

APPRECIATIONS

"Here we have a wise bOOk."PmUaad O,egocslaw.
"Y the most valuable, yes, the most prffr.1 of a that has coma

under the observation of the revlewer."Jo&t Newt.
"A marvel of erudition. Practical Instruction accompanies well .'"ed

theory at every turn."Th. Occult Review, London.
"Reveals with wonderful simplicity, directness and convincing force,

Christianity as perceived by the light of the Secret Wladora."-4zotb



THE VOICE OF ISIS

"It Is Indeed an epocbinfrtng volume and almost every subject of
Importance is treated. . . and elucidated beautifully. Verily those who
accept the authors' Interpretations. . . will be students of Universal
Religlon."Kalpaka Magassne, India.

911gb ideals are given upon sex and generation, and the book Is
permeated with a large tolerance and loving service towards advancing
humanity."The Master Mind.

"It Is the practical problems of life . . . that constitute Its use and
commend It to every earnest student."The Public, Chicago.

"Altogether this Is a book rich In thought and suggestlon."The
American Theosophist.

alit contains truth of the highest spiritual order which the student of
Truth may readily lay hold upon."Uislty.

"Not only has the book very favorably Impressed me through Its
common sense way of treating subjects on which occultists sometimes
go wild, but I have almost Invariably heard the same expression of
opinion from others who have read It."Zibrariw,, the 0. E Library
League. -

"Not without Divbne Intention, surely, was your lovely book The
Yoke oj isis placed In my bands after having read and meditated over
at least 50 metaphysIcal booksTroward's 'Mental Science,' Astrology,
Science of Numbers, Blavatsky, Swedenborg For me, though, your book
is the most Inclusive, popular, comprehensive, sane and balanced, and
saturated with that wonderful and helpful essence of understanding sym-
pathy and love, which makes your book a living friend. Your spiritual
psychology Is unique I It baa opened my eyes."P. R.

"The greatest book since The Secret Doctr1ne"J. B.
"Undoubtedly the best that has appeared for some time . . . written

In a style both simple and scbolarly."Newport Plain TaTh.
"Contains many interesting and well written chapters.. . Impersonal

and universal, without creed or dogma."Masouic New Age.
"The first and only book that gives me a feeling of complete satisfac-

tion as I read."M,s. S. S. B.
"I keep It close and read It as some do their Blbles."Mn C. W.
"For me, your book Is the most Inclusive, popular, comprehensive,

sane and balanced, and saturated with that wonderful and helpful
emencr of understanding, sympathy and lo*, which makes your book
a living friend. Your spiritual psychology Is unique I It has opened my
eyes."?. R.

Tenth Edition, 433 Page:, Elaborate index. Price, $2.50

THE CURTISS PHII.OSOPHIC BOOK CO.
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The MESSAGE OF AQUARIA
A fascinating exposition of the sigj'ificance of the new

Aquarian or Woman's Age and its mission to humnnity.
Also contains a reasonable and scientific explanation of how

and when and to whom the Son of Man will appear at the Sec-
ond Coming, and how all advanced students may join together
In a non-sectarian Super-Brotherhood of Free Spirits to prepare
for and recognize Him when He comes. The only satisfactory
exposition of this subject.

Also reveals the Secret of the Sphinx, origin of fire, of jewels,
of the dance, electrons, vibration, comets, the early races, etc.
Not a sequel to The Voice of Isu, but rather a response to
the urgent call for further and more advanced instruction con-
cerning the great unrest In world conditions, and their solution.

A FEW APPRECIATIONS
"A book designed to aid war-wearied htmnlfy.. . . The one who

puts all writers of the occult Into one class and who judges them by the
evidences of the street . . . Is In need of an Introduction to the subject
If for no other reason than to become acquainted with the facts that
large minds, well equipped students, are giving their lives to the reading
of these riddles. . . These (the Curtiss) books are not claptrap utter-
ances of shallow salads; they axe deep and slnre."-0gk7.md 2',j

WThoee who take pleasure In the books that deal with the higher mys-
ticism will undoubtedly enjoy 'The Message of Aquaria.'. . . The book
makes Interesting reading. . . . These two authors are apparently an-
thorltles."Sa's Prc"dtre JoerisaL

"Students of the occult will find p1'um In the pezural"Sau
dsco Bulletin.

"An admirably conceived and well produced volume, which should do
much to Increase still further the wide circle of students to whom the
Cbrlsto-Tbeosophy of The Order of Chriatiau M;stia makes so strong
an appeaL"Tke Occult Review, London.

"Have only got about one-fourth through with 'The Message of
Aquaria,' but the book Ii so good that I want to put one In each of our
public llbrarles."R. B. W.

"I am having a splendid time with the new book. I am reading It
slowly, trying to get as much as I can at the first reading. While It Is
tremendously fasdn1'g I am resisting the temptation to race through
It, because I wish to have my pleasure continua as long as possible."-
H.A.D.



THE MRcSAGE OF AQUARIA

"I want to thank you for 'The Msu,ge of Aquaria' and tell you what
a wonderful help It has been to me and my friends. It, with your other
books, seems to meet my needs as nothing else has and I am grateful for
them alL"Mrs. I. H. B.

"Had looked forward to It for months and It far surpassed my highest
expectation. Its truth seems to soak through one like water through
a sponge. What I like about your books espedafly Is that they are so
well balanced, going into all conditions of life so thoroughly and simply
that there is no danger 0f becoming tmhkiw.d through reading them."
G. W.

"The beautiful gems of spiritual truth are so Iflmnn.d by dear and
ludd statements and analogy and related to facts as to greatly simplify
the subject."G. T. I.

"Endeavors to make faith stronger and assist soul-growth In those who
are reaching out for help. We ran heartily recoInnu.i4 the book as help-
ful, interesting, and of value to all seekers after the life within.'
Editor Square and Compass (Masonic).

"You are quite right that 'The Message of Aquaria' Is sense big mes,
sage! It is so full of so much that Is very splendid and Inspiring that.
my poor brain reels sometimes with the immensity of the problem that I
ran faintly lense. I am taking It slowly and have already made up my
mind that when I get through with It I am going right over It again."
H. A. D.

"What a tremendous work you have accomplished! How hnt1y
Important! Your works certainly become more widely known all over
the world! The 1iighf spirituality breathes through every sentence.
I am amazed at the hn,ni.e spiritual value I have discovered and am
daily discovering In them. They are Soul-uplifting to an Jncredjble
degree! How blessed you are to receive these splendors from the In-
finite Consciousness direct I You are two Souls specially favored by
Heaven! With the greatest esteem and admiration, your friend."
Baron Albert Van der Nalilea, author "On the Heights of the Thmhy*,"
etc.

"Aitho I have given much time and study to 'The M.nsagc of Aquaria'
I feel that I have merely scratched the surface of this wonderful book.

Quite apart from their great message to the world the amount of
actual knowledge they contain and the extraordinary high standard of
literary nIsk, together with perfect simplicity of language and style,
make this side of these works (the Curtiss books) without a jarring
note.'AA.B., London.

Third Edition now in press. I.Årð, p.50

THE CURTISS PHILOSOPHIC BOOK CO.



The CURTISS BOOKS

The KEY TO THE UNIVERSE
"This work is not only the most comprehensive and authori-

tative bock on the significance and spiritual interpretation of
numbers and symbols, but its 40 chapters contain more new,
tdiable and spiritually helpful information on numbers, letters,
the Tarot cards, the circle, triangle, square, pentacle, Seal of
Solomon, the Corn,mmdments, the Trinity, the Elobim, angels,
mythology, evolution, cycles, initiations, etc., than many sep..
arate books on those subjects."Baltimore American.

Not a dry math.m'tcl treatise, nor mere speculative the
ones. Illustrations and confirmations from nature at every

Shows "That all personal experienoes are expressions of the
one Great Law manifesting according to mathematical princi-
ples, demonstrating that the unfoldment of the godlike possi-
bilities inherent in each Soul follows, step by step, the same
order of events that is followed in the Casinos."

PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTFJ.'TS
The Origin of Numerical Systemsthe Symbol of the Circle, Serpent,

lIrk and Churchthe Druids andHyperborean*Round Towers of
lyeIan4_T,.dIn! Use of Feathersthe Circle u the Egg and the Cat
Origin of the Decimal SystemOrigin of the Druid Bonfires and May-
poleWhy I Comes PintOrigin of Constantine's Symbolthe Magic
Wand and CrozleeSouI-mazrlage--Key to the Universal Law of Sex-
Jakin and BossSolar CrossVeil of IsIsthe 3 Great Star Streams
Origin of the Triangle and the TrinityDiagram of Law of Marriage
and DivorceNoah and Bis SansProphets In the Fiery Furnace
Power of the Spoken WordOrigin of the Square, and Cross, Swastika
the 4 Beaststhe 4 WIndsthe 4 Gospelsthe 4 RIvers of Eden-
40 Years In the Wlldernns-40 Days' Fastthe 4 Castes of 1f.ifrh4
4 Stages of ClvlIIzatlon-4 Forms of Government, the last of which
we are now enteringDifference between Sabbath and SundayR61
of SaturnS Pointed Sta Be1""'a VisionClairvoyance Not a 6th
SenseSymbol of the Crocodilethe S T1l.iii. of the SlkhsAn-
tigonos' Vision of the PentadeEffect of a Reversed SymbolOffering
Up Isaao-6 Days of Creatlon-6 Days of LaborNumber 6 and the
1.w,italsThe Mystery of CreatIonthe 7 EIobImMusic of the
SpheresColors of the Musical ScaleApollo's Lyrethe Pipes of Pan
the number of Gestatlon-4he 7-fold Earth Chainthe 7 Races and
Sub-racesthe 7-fold Constitution of Manthe 7 Cycles of Lifethe
7-fold Basis of MasouryMme. Blavatzky and Number 7the 7

urches in AsiaNumber 7 In R.vdaUothe 7-Pointed StarSeal



THE KEY TO THE tJNIVERSE

of SolomonLegend of the Mlnotaurot Phactonthe ? Principles of
Man clearly expoundedthe 7 Plelades and the 7 RishisMyth of Orion
of Niobethe Number of Evolutionthe Octavethe 8th Sphere
the Dweller on the ThresholdValley of the Shadow of Deaththe
Number of InitiationApollonlue of Tyana_M'di2Hon-Genil of the
HoursHigher InitiationsPlato and Number 9the 9th Hourthe
9 MusesMystery of Number 9Symbology of a Ropethe 144,000
the Number 10the Decadthe SunAbram and SaraIDlagranr of
the Group-SoulMeaning of the 10 Joy of Completion-
Key-note of CreationGeologic Eras umber of Completed Earth,
Man and Super-man.

APPRECIATIONS
"In this book all the lore of nturles that has gathered about the

numbers from 1 through 10 set forth with a perfect wealth of detail.
- - This book is easily the most complete and satisfactory bringing

together of Information that is scattered- In hundreds of volumes not
readily accessible."The Boston Post.

"It Is the moat f.sdnatlng book I ever read."De Casseres, New York
Star.

"It rtalnly makes out a good brief for the significance of numbers,
and one well supported by mathematics and music. . . . It contains
much besides the Ingenious showing of the curious correspondence of
numbe&'Spnngfield Republican.

U elaborate spiritual Interpretation of numbers and symbols which
supplements Middle Age deliveranoes In this field with illustrations from
modern salence, and comes near to relegating Pythagoras to the shelf
as a back number . - . The treatise presents an amount of well collected
Information which no student of numbers and their form symbols can
afford to neglect.. - - The general aim Is both ethical and religious."
Boston Herald.

"It Is deep and profound- As one goes Into this "ge of philosophy
one becomes vitally Interested, and even awed."Poriland Oregonian.

"The person who has only an amused contempt for this sort of thing
will yet find a gripping interest In contemplating what It has produced)'
The San Frandsco Chronicle.

"Goes deeply Into the philosophy of numbers and should be of Inter.
eat to all students of symbolism and Freemasonry... - Not a mathe-

dissertation, but replete with occult Informatlon."Masornc New
Age Magazine.

"Many minds resent the wesrineso of figures, but Dr. Curtiss takes
the most attractive way of 4''lng with themSunday World, To-
ronto, Ontario.

Complete Index. Fifth and Revised Edition. Price, $250

THE CURTISS PHILOSOPHIC BOOK CO.



The CURTISS BOOKS

The KEY OF DESTINY
A sequel to The Key So She Univse, containing the spiritual

Interpretation of the numbers, Tarot cards and Hebrew letters
from 11 to 22, together with many higher numbers, such as 666,
144,000, etc., and the geometrical law of proportion on which
the universe Is built.

This volume presents three revelations of supreme impor-
tance, concerning the origin of the Zodiac, the Labors of
Hercules, and the relation of the Sun Myth to the Christian
religion.

PARTIAL TABLE OP CONTENTS
Number 11, the cycle of the advanced Disciple-the Legend of Parsi-

fal-the InitIate-the 11-year Sun Spot Cycle-Gems and the Zodiac
-Use of a person's Name-Number-Reincarnation and Transmutation-..
the Permanent Atom-Physical Immortality-Attitude for Healing-
Cause of Cane.Y.

Introduction to the Hebrew Letters-tb. Three Mothers-the 144000
.-.dlagrams of the Cycle of Manifestation, the "Jewel In the Lotus."

Number 12, the Manifested UnIverse-GeometrIcal Law why the
Zodiac Is 12 fold-Diagram of Zodlao-Precession, Magnum Ansus and
the Greater Zodiac-the Aquaxlan Age-Why were the disciples called
"Fishers of Men"?-Antlqulty of the Zodiac-Origin of the 12 Tribes
-12 Stones from Jordan-Druid Sacred Circle-Sun Myth-Fire In the
BIble-the 12 DIsciples-the Last Supper-Jesus at 12 years-When Is
Incarnation Complete?-Incarnation In Various Signs-Mystery of the
Gobi Desert-12 Hebrew Simple Letters-Transsnutatlon-12 Body Salts
-Jesus the Piscean Avatar-Myth of Prometheus-Judas-Edlpus.

The 12 Labors of Hercules-Relation of Hercules and Jacob-lCilflng
the Nemean Lion-Killing the Hydra-Capturing the Kerynelan Doe-
Capturing the Eryn'nth1an Boar-Cleansing the Mn Stables-Kill-
ing the Man-eating Birds of Stymphalos-Captuzing the Cretan Bull-
Capturing the Man-eating Mares of Diomedes-Seizing the Girdle of
Hippolyte-Capturlug the Oxen of Gezyoneus-the Three-headed Hell
Hound-Obf1ng the Golden Apples of Hesperides-Change from 10
signs to 12-the Great Dragon-Wrestling with Antalos-Astral Tempta-
tions-Carrying Cerberus from Hades-Myiteries of Eleusis.

Number 12-Why Considered Unlucky-Its Real SlgnInce-Wgher
Critics Refuted-The Sun Myth-Life of Jesus-Number of Judas-30
pieces of Silver-Meaning of Playing Cazds-13 Apparitions of Jesus.

Number 14-Phantoms of the Mind-Hawaiian Sacred Shark-I..-
vlathan-Jonah-Use of Perfumes.

Number 1$-the Devil-How Created-Origin of Diseases-Race
Karma-Power of Thought-Dweller on the Threshold-Hour of miLls-
don-the Order of the IS-Why Established-Contacting the Masters-
the Holy Grail-Message of the Spbinx



THE ZEY OF DESTINY

Number 16VictoryNature SpiritsEnchantinents.
Number 17the Celestial Hlerarchles-144,000Value of Horoecopes

Diagram of the Hierarchies.
Number 18The Second InIHfInn_Ef1ect, of Love PlifiteinBlack

Magiciansthe $ SIgnNumber 666 and the Beast.
Number 19Number of the SunTwice-bornSun Eclipse every 19

yearsthe Hyperborean LandDruid CollegesSun Initiationthe
Philosopher's StoneCenter In the Spleenthe Swastlke.Equllibrlum
of the Sexes.

Number 20Celestial InitiatorPower of the rlst.Descrlpt1on of
the Pineal Gland and the Pituitary Bodythe Fnih,k. Ray.

Number 21Incarnations of the T11gh SelfMme. Blavatsky's last
IncarnatIonSpIrItual Majoritythe Crocodile.

Number 22The New JerusalemSquaring the CircleLaw of Co-
operation Aquarlan AgeProphecies of Disastersthe Woman's Age
Taking Vows.

APPRECIATIONS
"Among several mmvtI books, the one that will appeal most strongly

to nystIcs Is Tb. Key of Destiny. . . . They have collected a positive
wealth of material about the symbolism of numbers.. . . You will find
here a positive treasury of information about how to climb to the ulti-

atfinmt"Tke Boston Post.
"It continues the authors' autko,itative instruction on the mystic

sdence of numbers and allied subjects."Philadeipkia Record.
Uj every chapter the authors display a scholarly understanding of

their subject, and their treatment Is both thorough and pmfound.'..
BaUMore AmerIcan.

"It is Intensely interesting.. . the Bible Is constantly drawn upon.
The footnotes cover references to the whole field of lore covering

numbers, letters, and the like In ancient and modern times. . . . It will
have a raze charm for the lover of the occulL"Refonised Chu.ct.
Messenger.

"Copious quotations are presented .. . but always appropriately and
In a n,nn,v to enrich the scope of the text.. . . A very good and
deorly defined i,sterpretaUou."Sptisgfidd Republican.

"They find. . . a symbolism In numbers which, If rightly under-
stood, will enable man to work out his destiny by fixed mathematical
laws, Inetevi of being a straw blown about by chan&'Th. Boston
Post.

If you have enjoyed The Key to the Universe and found It helpful
you will want this volume.

Profusely Illustrated with ten full-page plates, portrait of Dr. Curtlie,
many diagrams, etc.

Second EdItion. 322 Pager. Complete Iudex. Price, 2J0

THE CURTISS PHILOSOPHIC BOOK CO.



The CURTISS BOOKS

LETTERS from the TEACHER
These letters from the Teacher of The Order of CMrtiau

Mystics, in answer to questions coming from earnest and in-
telligent students all over the world, touch just the practical
questions that arise in the daily lives of all who are striving
to live the Christ-life.

PARTIAL TABLE OF CONTENTS
An Experience In Opening the Third EyeDoing the Duty That Lies

NearestEffect of Wasted WordsWhat Is the I, the Ego, the Soul,
the Splrit?Unseen Helpers Always Near.Falthcures for Poverty.the
JdtnIvi.nt of PoiseSubjective MedImnhIp Versus Quenching of the
SpiritIa Mind Man's Greatest Gift?How to Enter the Silence.

The Masters of Wisdom and Their Worh. Jesus a Master of Masters
Cause of Upheavals In Occult SocietiesMoney for Spiritual Food
Results of Forced DevelopmentOrigin of the ApesDanger of Occult
ExercisesHow to Gain Personal Contact With the Mt,it

Conceir4isg the 0. C. U. How to Judge a MovementAllegiance to
Other SchoolsChoosing Your Spiritual FoodHow the Work is Car-
riedOn.

Prayer. Definitionthe Law ofNecessity forHow Answered
Right Use for Th2ing.

The Astral Plane. How Entitles Function In the AstralDivisions of
the AstralChoosing IncarnationCommunicating with the Dead
Effect of Subjective MediumsbipPsychic TremorsHow to Ch11a1ge
Psychic Experiences-Why Many Astral Pntiti Know Nothing About
Reincarnation.

Phenomena. Luminous EtherFear of the Rbm.ntalsColor-Know-
logNature's Alphabet, Form, Color, Tone, NumberMeaning of Elec-
trical Sensations Among Psychics.

Dreams and Visions. How and Why the 1gh..v Self Sends You
Visions and Dreams.

HeoJtk and Disease. How to Use The Healing PrayerReason for
IllnessThoughts Are ThingsBearing the World's SorrowDenial
Does Not ReadjustWhat a Mental Healer Must KnowRelief Versus
CureDivine 5eHng.

The Sex Problem. Has each Soul a Mate or Is Celibacy the Ideal?-
Sex-Force a Sacred PowerReason for Lack of Children In Well-to-do
FamiliesBirth of an AvatarHow to Divert the Force Into Other
Ch2nnalsPhysical Purity Essential to Spiritual Advance--Suppression
is AbnormalTransmutation the RemedyWas Jesus Married?Re-
suits of Teaching CelibacyHow to Overcome Impure Thoughts,
Dreams and Habitsa Normal and Successful Method.

Miscellaneous. Did Man Descend from the ApeCriticizing Other
TeachersHow to Reincarnate ImmediateiyEffect of Vlvlaethon on
AnimalsBow the Soul Chooses IncarnationReincarnation of An'



LEERS PROM THE TEACHER

Evil the Result of Man's DIsobeÆ.'wiLoya1ty to TeMng, Not

APPRECIATIONS
"Among the many occult volumes before the public, nlmlng to assist

students who desire earnestly to master lower appetites and devote them-
selves seriously and successfully to the culture of true spirituality, I know'
of none more useful and admirable than the work now before me."
W. I. Colvill..

"Many BiblicAl and other problems axe lt.nillpd clearly and convinc-
ingly In a ?Inner that ihows the instructor to be one sure of the
position taken, desirous of lmpsrtlng.helpful knowledge to all earnest
Inquirers, at the some time leaving all students In full mental liberty.
Mystic Light Library Bulletin.

"Another Interesting contribution to the department of occult science."
Portland Oregonian.

"The letters of advice, of which thin book Is nearly full, bear every
mark of culture, of sincerity, and of a lofty thougbt."Sgis Francisco
Argonaut.

"The book Is pervaded with the spirit of loving serv1ce Every ques-
tion receives a clear and careful answer which must have i1kfi.d the
lnqulrer."Amerkan Theosophtst.

"The beautiful truths expressed In beautiful diction cannot help but
appeal to the soul which Is seeking the higher things of life."Unity.

"There Is no subject In the book that Is not treated In a "'«e'
so Interesting that It Is hard to lay It down, but when the chapter on
The Sex Problem Is reached there is found some strong food for a strong
man with a strong mind. The tone of the whole subject Is Purity. It
is th, sort of a booh it, student wants for reference"Edwardr PaiJ
Jones.

'Ifindyourbooksthemosthelpfullbaveeyerread. Theyarew
liveable and meet the wants of life. Words are so Inadequate to express
my gratltudc."Mrs. B. H. G.

"I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for the comfort
that has come tome through your Letters Irons the Teacher. I felt the
moment the book came Into my hands like one who bad come home
at lastto a wonderful home for which one had been long and eaz-
neatly se'khrg and praying and longing.. . . When one comes Into the
realixatIonof one's dearest dreams, knowledge Is Instantaneousthere
Is no doubt."M. C.

.VoL I, Fifth Edition in piers. FiJi index. PrIce, p.00.
VoL 14 New letters covervig other subjects, hsdudissg special chap-

ters on Sex, Mars'wzge and Divorce, Financial Problems, the Christ and
the coming World Teacher, etc Price, p.00.
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The GEMS SERIES fBOOKLETS
Ideal Gifts at Any Season. Handy Pocket Sire.

GEMS OF MYSTICISM
Inspiring passages selected from the writings of Dr. and Mrs. Curtiss.

Gives best simple Insight Into Mysticsm.
L Spiritual Growth. IL Duty. IlL Karma. IV. P,Iiw,nt1on.

V. The Christ. VI. Masters of Wisdom. VII. Miscellaneous.
"One might wade through the religious philnpbIzlngs of every people

and place and not receive the Inspiration one will get out of a ten-
minute perusal of this little book."BaWniore American.

Third Edition, Art Paper, 50 Cents; Limp Leather, $1.00

THE SOUNDLESS SOUND
A Prose Poem of Devotion and Meditation

"Whatever ones creed, every soul can eat and drink of a book full of
loving helpfulness, that comes as unpretentious as a song-sparrow, as
quiet as a hidden spring, as soft as an odor-laden zephyr, with song, re-
frrsiunt and dellgbt."George Wharton James, EdItor "0,4 West."

Second Art Edition, Art Paper, 30 Cents; Leather, LOO

THE TEMPLE OF SILENCE
The moat Inspiring treatise on Meditation and entering the I.,w.

Practical working directions given.
The Great SilenceEntering the Silencethe Noon Sfl.,re Service.

Art Paper, 30 Cents; Limp Leather, p.00

THE DIVINE MOTHER
The latest and most beautiful gem of the series.
The Divine Motherthe Bringer Forththe Midnight Prayerthe

Waters of Lifethe Comforter.
Art Paper, 50 Cents; Limp Leather, p.00

Send for Descriptive Catalog of The Cwtiss Books
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